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Tbe effect of training far Field-independence on Farmal operations; 
the CODsequences for general ability and tbe effectiveness of 

developing an associated meta-cognitive language in 
combination ",itb the training procedures. 

ABSTRACT. 

After conductin~ a nu.ber of pilot studies pre- and post-tests ",ere ~iven 
to three experblental classes of 11 to 13 year old early adolescents, one 
taken by Collinss, and the t",o others by an inexperienced teacber. Jlith 
one class the latter used 1Iaterials designed to develop Field
independence only, "ith tbe other tbe teacber followed a similar pattern 
to CollinSS ",bo incorporated a 1Ieta-cognitive aspect by encouraging 
students to analyse their 0fJflJ thinking strategies and to 'bridse' bet"een 
tbe Field-independence lessons and the contexts of science. Tbere "ere 
t",o control classes, and the overall period of tbe intervention "as one 
school year with about 201 of the science teaching time used for the 
intervention. Tbe tests used "ere the Group H.bedded Figures Test (GHFT) 
far Field-independence, and Volue and Heaviness (SRTII> , VER (1979) far 
Piasetian operations. In the pre- post-test COlJparisolls bet"een 
experimental alld COlltrol groups all tbe differences bet"eell the 
differences were statistically significant. Col lines ' 0fJflJ class sbowed all 
effect-size of 1.53 It' on GBFT over tbe controls, IJDd 0.92 It' on SRTII. Tbe 
inexperienced teacher's class "ith Field-independence training only, 
sbmled an effect-size of 1.09 II' on GHFT and 0.36 on SRTII wbereas bis 
class ",itb meta cogllltion added sho",ed an effect-size of 1.13 It' on GEFT, 
and 0.63 (J' on SRTII. There WaS no statistical difference betW8e1l the 1.09 
and 1.13 (J' on GEFT and this inferred that the Field-independence 
.aterials were fairly robust to teacber effects. Tbe diffe.Te1lce bet"een 
0.36 and 0.68 (J' on SRTII "as significantly different, and this "'as 
interpreted as showiIl8 that the 1Ieta-cognitive aspect assisted transfer 
of training to FOTDal Operations. 
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Chapt,r I: IntrD~ctiDn J N CDlli~: DoctDr.l thlsis 1967 

The experimenter was a science teacher in an 11-18 rural coaprehensive 

school. The perfoT7lJance of aany pupils seeaed to indicate that they 

lacked the ability to think sufficiently scientifically to cope with the 

science curriculU1ll. During the last two years of C01lIpulsory schooling. 

i.e •• 14-16, possibly due to pressures of eJClAJlination syllabuses, staff did 

not seeIII to have tille to develop scientific thinking which rendered 

i1lportant parts of courses inaccessible to 1Iany pupils. The experaenter 

decided that help should be given in the develop1lent of scientific 

thinking. and that such a scheme should begin in the first years of 

secondary schooling to enable pupils to approach proble1ll solving 1II0re 

efficiently in the later years. A useful skill regardless of whether or 

not they would attempt science examinations. 

The school used 'Science Reasoning Tasks' (NFBR 1979), which are based on 

Piaget's developmental stages. as a 1IIeans of assessing pupils' scientific 

ability. The experi1llenter had adllinistered such tests before and noted 

that sOllie pupils could not interpret the basic principles in the problems 

they were trying to solve. Working in ordinary classrOO1l situations with 

data sillilar to that in the 'Science Reasoning Tasles', the experillenter 

also noted that pupils could find correct solutions if they were proapted 

to isolate the significant variables within a probleJI. It therefore 

seemed that success depended not on the lIental capacity to cope with the 

probleJII, but tbat they were being haJipered by being unable to identify 

tbe relevant variables tfithin a task. Danner and Day (1977) found tbat 

prDJIpting subjects to isolate relevant variables belped theJI to perforIl 

at Piaget's higbest level that of FOrJIal Operations. In their study they 

identified tbe lack of Field-independence as being particularly 

significant in identifying pupils tfbo needed belp in isolating the 
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Chlpt" I: int,odUttion J N Colling.: Ootto,.l thl.i. /987 

relevant factors in a probleJI. Reviewing the literature indicated there 

may be two aspects to Field-independence; 1) perceptual and 2) cognitive 

restructuring. A literature search revealed only one reference to 

training in the perceptual aspect of Field-independence, the outcome of 

which was unsuccessful and also that no one appeared to have atteJIpted 

to develop the c~nitive restructuring aspect of Field-independence. 

CogD.itive restructuring of information SeeJlfed an obvious prerequisite to 

being able to perceive and manipulate variables in a Formal Operational 

task, and therefore, any increase in this contributory skill should have 

developed a higher level of Formal Operational thought. This suggested 

to the experimenter that 

Field-independence could 

if the cognitive restructuring aspect of 

be developed it should in turn help the 

development of scientific thinking. 

described in the outline below. 

These ideas were formalized as 

Piaget's model of cognitive development has been widely accepted. The 

highest level, that of Formal Operations, is implicit in 'scientific 

method' and science curricula, a sophisticated approach that approximately 

only thirty percent of the population ever reach (Shayer, 1980). 

Developing FOrDal Operations seemed therefore to be a valuable 

contribution to education in general and science teaching in particular. 

llost atteJJpts at training had ailled at developing specific Faraal 

Operational skills and had had limited success. A different approach was 

indicated. It had been sbown that Fara/d Operations was positively 

cCll"Telated to the c~nitive style of Field-independence ('e1Jlar.Jc, 1981; 

Stone .t Day, l(}80). 

PIlI no. - 0 -



Chipt,r I: Introduction J N Colling.: Doctor.l the.i. 1987 

Field-independence is made up of two parts; 

a) perceptual 

b) cognitive restructuring. 

Training in the perceptual aspect had been tried and shown to be 

unsuccessful (}(orell, 1976). The isolation of variables in a Formal 

Operational task SeeJlled to require su.ilar abilities as the cognitive 

restructuring aspect of Field-independence, therefore, developllent of this 

aspect of Field-independence should develop sOlie of the skills necessary 

to ena ble pupils to think a t a Formal Opera tional level, diagra1J 1-1. 

DIAGRAll 1-1: FLOW CHART OF BASIC IDEAS. 

Scientific thinking requires Formal Operations 

Formal Operations is correlated to Field-independence 

Field- independence is made up of 

Visuokinesthetic (perception) 
unmodifiable 

cognitive restructuring 
possibly modifiable 

Training lIaterials to attempt to 
modify the cognitive restructuring 

aspect of Field-independence. 

I 
Increase in Field-independence and 

Formal Opera tiODS measured by Group 
Ellbedded Figures Test and Science 

Reasoning Task 11 respectively. 

PIli no, - 7 -
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The experi.enter identified a nUJlber of skills that were necessary for 

subjects to develop Field-independence, these were; 

a) d:iseJibedding the s:iJlple froJi the co.plex, 

b) reorganising information to produce new patterns so breaking up a 

visual f:ield and recreating it, 

c) looking for hidden information systematically, 

d) ccmparison, noting si.llarlties and differences, 

e) ignoring irrelevant and confusing Jlaterial, 

f) ignoring basic Gestalt theory of organising a visual field into a 

coherent whole rather than its constituent parts. 

Training materials were developed by the experimenter to develop tbese 

sk:ills. Experimental groups were g:iven the training materials and the 

differences :in performance in Field-independence and FOrIlal Operations 

were tested and COJIpared with controls. 

PIli lID. - 8 -
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Chapte, 2: Lit".tu" R,vier J N Collings: Docto,.l thesis I~l 

This literature review describes the past research on which the thesis is 

based and covers the following areas; 

1. importance of Piaget and summary of his developmental stages, 

2. principles and skills of Field-independence, 

3. science education, Field-independence and FOrDal Operations, 

4. the effect of trainilllf on, and the inter-relationship between 

Field-independence and Formal operations, 

5. summary and basis for thesis. 

1. IMPORTANCE OF PIAGET AND SUMMARY OF HIS DEVEWPlCENTAL STAGES. 

Nany mexiels of cognitive development have been suggested, 

(Ausubel, 1968): 

e.g.; 

a bi -dimensional learning (mean ingfu1 ness/mexie) 

prescriptive theory of instruction (Bruner, 1966); mediated learning 

experience (Feuerstein, 1980); learning dependent on what has already been 

learnt (Gagne, 1967); general crystallized, general fluid and spatial 

ability (Horn ct Catell, 1966); acceptance of lack of closure and multiple 

interacting systeJIJs (Lunzer, 1978): growth of logical thinking <Inhelder 

and Piaget, 1958). Although there has been some controversy over 

Piaget's ideas, see Jlexigil 8r 1Iexig11 (1982), Inbe1der and Piaget's mexie1 

(1958) and its subsequent development has been accepted by many as 

being particularly significant: see Archenhold et al. (1979), Head (1982), 

Jackson (1963), Lawson ct Wollman (1976), Lovell (1979), Lovell ,. Sbayer 

(1978), Jlexigil ,. Xodgil <1976, 1982), 6eu.arlr <1975a, 1975b, 1979, 1981>, 

6FER (1979), Selly <1981>, Sbayer <1979, 1980), Sbayer ,. Adey <1981>, 

Somerville (1974), 
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Lovell (1979. pp. 26-27) proposes eight areas of Piagetian research that 

are likely to have lasting value: 

1) The sheer allount of factual knowledge established which shows at 

least some of the broad outlines of cogni.tive developllent. 

2) Hi.s strong approval ... of the clinical lIethod . .... 

3) The extensive research that has been generated. 

4) Piaget's emphasis on organization, for without this there can be 

no adaptation. 

5) The position Piaget adopts in respect of the progressive 

construction of knowledge resulting from the interactions between 

subject and objects. If new knowledge i.s not progressively 

constructed by the individual himself, with the ai.d of teaChing, 

action, observation, the use of materi.al and/or language, and 

social interaction, as reqUired, it remains i.lIperfectly 

understood. . ..• 

6) His perspective which maintains that knowledge i.s constructed 

out of the i.nteraction between the person and reality for the 

cogni.tive structures involved in knowing are given neither in the 

object, nor i.n the person, but in the interaction between them. 

7) The illportance given to the role of cognitive confl:lct as a 

means of bringiD6 about illproved cognitive adaptation and hence 

a bigber level of tbinkiD6 . .... 

8) .... Tbe cognisance, or act of bec01ling cODscious of aD active 

scbue (i.e., of a repeatable and geDeralizable actioD) , or of an 

internalized scbue for that lIatter, is a pre-requisite for 

pi" fIi}. - /I -



J N Colling.: 00,,0"/ thlli. 1981 

generalizations and for tackling new probla.s in which the same 

strategies are involved. 

The work of Piaget and his co-workers is extensive, (Lovell, 1979, p. 13). 

Piaget and his colleagues have published Dare than 40 books and a 

much larger number of articles. Further his work has generated an 

enorDOUS amount of researcb ... the compilation of Piagetian research 

by S. ct C. llodgil (1976) is eight volU1Jes long and contains 3500 

references '. 

Ibid, pp. 27-28. 

'It is likely to be a long time before the lasting inSight which 

Piaget has produced together with those established by others, can be 

brought together into a theory which subsumes or replaces his own . 

.... His theory will certainly have to be aIIIended but it is too early 

yet to say what form the new one will take'. 

Piaget's prime interest is in the development of how children COJIIe to 

and understand the physical world. He considers that there is always an 

underlying mental organization or structure to any action by a child. 

Piaget's theory of cognitive development suggests a series of stages. 

'Stage' is used to describe a qualitative view of reality possessing 

describable features. Children will develop through these stages in a set 

order. The rate at which children go through these stages has been a 

matter of sOJle debate especially the point at "'hich children Jlave into 

the final stage, FOTJIal Operations. 

is not necessarily a discrete jUJlp. 

J(ovelllent frolll one stage to another 

Cbildren Day well ",ark JIlIinly at one 

level and show occasional inSights to the Dut bigber level ud slowly 

over tiJle ",ork lJore aDd more at tbe higber level. Children .ay develop 

further iD ODe area of cognition .ore readily tban another aDd "'ill tend 
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to show the most advanced thinking in areas, and with subject matter, 

with which they are most familiar (Wason ct Johnson-Laird, 1972). The 

stage theory is descriptive rather than explanatory and, with further 

research, detailed expectations of what children should be able to do in 

science lessons at various stages have been evolved, e.g., Ennever ct 

Har1en (1972) and Shayer ct Adey (1981). J(ovement to the highest level, 

Formal Operations, does not take place in Dany school subjects. Xost 

children work at the previous level of Concrete Operation all their adult 

lives. For all people, reality must be categorised and ordered through 

concrete operational schemata before Formal operational schemata can be 

applied. This means that even those who have access to Formal 

operational schemata only use them when concrete modelling has been 

found less than adequate for the purpose in question. 

The stages that Piaget identified were; 

1. period of sensori-motor intelligence 

2. period of representative intelligence 

a) pre-operational stage 

b) concrete operational stage 

3. period of formal operational thought, 

a) organizational stage 

0- 2 years, 

2- 7 years, 

7-11 years, 

11-15 years, 

b) achievement stage from 15 years. 

A straight forward description of these stages appears in UNESCO (1980, 

p. 37). A Dore detailed description of What is expected of chlldren in 

the c1assroD1ll situation is described in Bnnever ct Harlen (1972) and 

Shayer ct Adey (1981>. Briefly, stage 1: the sensori-Dotor period is pre

school and restricted to cause and effect, per1Ianence of objects, results 

of actions of others. Stage 2a to 2a12b: early concrete operational 

period, develops the ability of representation, e.g., by language or other 
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mental images and the development of seriation and classification. Xany 

1st year second~ school pupils Gl-12 years) are still at this stage of 

development. Stage 2b: mature concrete operations is the stage which 

most 1st year secondary pupils have reached. Concrete modelling with the 

schemata of classification, seriation, number and conservations are 

essentially descriptive of reality and not explanatory. Children can 

understand a process, consider its reverse and develop conservation of 

quantities. Stages 3a and 3b, the highest level, encompasses the general 

thinking skills that are necessary to think scientifically. The following 

description is quoted from UNESCO (1980, p.4V: 

Thinking at the stage of Formal Operations, which usually starts in 

adolescence, makes use of the same mental operations that were 

available at the concrete operational stage, but now they are 

integrated into new structures of thought. He can draw 

conclusions from statements which are possibilities and not merely 

observations of reality; he can consider a number of possibilities 

simultaneously, and in combination with each other; he can deal with 

relations between relations, such as proportions. [fhere several 

variables must be considered, he is not restricted to dealing with 

them one at a time, as in the stage of concrete operations. He can 

experimentally or mentally cancel out the effect of all other factors, 

while systematically v~ing one to determine its effect. 

Formal modelling allows interpretation or explanation of events which 

have been effectively described with concrete modelling. 

skills that this thesis was hoping to develop. 

UNESCO <1980, p.44) states: 

It was these 

[fe still have a great deal to learn about children's thiuing, but at 

this stage Piaset's theory SeeJIS Dore useful than any other for 
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possible application to science education. No other theory about 

children's thin1ring is so colllprehensive and has at least its lIIajor 

aspects so well-supported by experimental evidence froB lIIany parts 

of the world. 

2. PRINCIPLES AND SKILLS OF FIELD-INDEPENDENCE. 

The early work on Field-independence was conducted by B.A. riitlrin in the 

late 1940's and early 1950's on perception of the upright in space. A 

detailed review is included in riitlrin, lIoore, Goodenough &- Cox (1977). 

Witkin suggested that an object is perceived as upright by its 

relationship to other things around it and to the sensations felt within 

our bodies. To investigate the relationship of perception of the upright 

and physical cues riitkin developed the Rod and Frame Test. This 

cOlllprised a lUlllinous rod and frame in a darkened TODD: the rod and frame 

could be moved independently (see figure 2-V. 

FIGURE 2-1: EXAlIPLES OF INDEPENDENT 1I0VEJlENT 
OF riITKIN'S 'ROD AND FRAXE' TEST. 

The subjects' task was to give instructions for the rod to be put upright 

independent of where the frame was positioned. Vitlrin identified two 

groups of people; 

1) those that would tend to put the rod perpendicular to the fraD8, 
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2) those that saw the rod as independent of the frame and put it 

upright in relation to the rest of the surroundinlfS even though 

these could not be seen. 

The former were called Field-dependent and the latter Field-independent, 

with a continuuJI in-between. ffitkin also found a positive correlation 

between the laboratory task above and the pencil and paper task of 

finding a simple figure embedded in a more complex one: " ... we come out 

with a qualitative indicator of the extent to which the surrounding 

organized field has influenced the person's perception of an ite:m within 

it". (ffitkin et al., 1977, p.5). In the former situation the subject's 

score is the amount of tilt of rod or body, in degrees, when these items 

are reported to be straight. In the embedded figures situation the score 

is the time taken to locate the simple figure in the complex design. 

ffitkin et al. (1977, pp. 6-7) state: 

the common denominator underlying individual differences in 

performance in these various tasks is the extent to which the person 

perceives part of a field as discrete from the surrounding field as a 

whole, rather than embedded in the fieldj or the extent to which the 

organization of the prevailing field determines perception of its 

componentsj Dr, to put it in everyday terminology, the extent to 

which the person perceives analytically. 

ffitkin et al. (1977, p.7) go on to suggest that people who tend to be 

Field-dependent experience difficulty with any proble. that require6 

"taking a critical elB1llent out of the context in which it was presented 

and restructuring the problu Jlaterial so that the iteJl is now used in a 

different context". By definition this is a FDr1IIal Operational act. If 

Field- independence could be developed this would enhance Formal 

operational developJlent. ffitkin et al, (1977, p.15) suggested: 

p." M, -16-
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A third characteristic of cognitive style is that they are stable 

over time. This does not imply that they are unchangeable; 

indeed some may be easily altered. 

Ibid p. 25 ... because the material to be learned is not clearly 

organized, the Field-dependent student may be at a disadvantage. 

Field-dependent students may need more explicit instruction in 

problem solving strat~ies. 

suggested that although cognitive styles like Field-

dependence/independence are stable over time they may be modifiable, and 

although Field-dependent subjects found difficulty in solving problems 

where the information was not well organized, they may be able to solve 

those problems if prompted to organize the information first. It was the 

strong parallels between the transfer of Concrete operations to Formal 

operations, requiring that reality must be categorised and ordered 

through concrete schemata before Formal operational schemata can be 

applied, and the lack of ability of Field-dependent subjects to order a 

confusing field on which to apply Formal operational schemata that 

formed the basis for this thesis. If Field-dependent subjects lack the 

skill to organise and extract significant information from a confuSing 

field of information it would be unlikely they would be able to develop 

the organizational ability as a pre-requisite to thinking Formal 

Operationally. It is contended. that some subjects cannot develop Formal 

operations not because they lack the mental capacity to operate at the 

Formal operational level but because they lack the Field-independent skill 

of extracting relevant material froD a confusing field of infDnlation on 

which to operate Formal operational schlmata. BoDe evidence for this was 

indicated by Danner & Day (1977) where subjects proapted. with the 
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relevant variables were able to solve FOrDa1 operational problems where 

previously they had not. 

Development of the principles of Field-dependence/independence by Linn & 

Kyllonen (1981> and Linn & Swiney <1981>, discussed in the next section, 

separated two areas of Field-independence, perception of the upright (the 

visuo1rinesthetic) and the isolating of sillp1e factors fTOll a lIore collp1ex 

field (cognitive restructuring). Norell (1976) tried to develop the 

perception of the upright using a portable Rod and Fralle Test and was 

unsuccessful. The experimenter could not find any reference to specific 

training in the cognitive restructuring aspect of Field-independence and 

hypothesised that training in this aspect may have a better chance of 

success than training in the visuokinesthetic aspect. 

The experimenter identified, mainly from three papers Witkin (1962), 

Witkin, Goodenough & Karp (1967) and Witkin, ](oore, Goodenough & Cox 

(1977), aspects of Field-independence that could possibly be trained. 

These were; 

1> disembedding the simple from the complex, 

2) reorganiSing information to produce new patterns so breaking up 

a visual field, 

3) looking for hidden information systematically, 

4) comparison: noting differences and silJllarities, 

5) ignoring irrelevant and confusing lJateria1, 

6) ignoring basic Gestalt theory of organising visual field into a 

coherent whole rather than its constituent parts. 

Training materials based on these ideas were used in three studies and 

are discussed in detail in appendix 3 which also includes the rationale 
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on which they were based and the particular aspect of the above they 

were t~ing to develop. 

3. SCIENCE EDUCATION, FIELD INDEPENDENCE AND FORKAL OPERATIONS. 

From the previous section it is contended that Field-independence is 

necessary to isolate vlJI'i~b1es to c01lplete ~ Form~l Dper~tion~l ~sk ~nd 

the development of Field-independence has been given little re,gard. ~hile 

it was the aim of the work reported in this thesis to develop Formal 

Operations, the importance of Field-independence in own right as well as 

its contribution to Formal Operations should not be underestimated. 

Piaget's ideas have been used in several science programmes, e.g., Science 

5-13 in England, the Science Curriculum Improvement Study in America and 

the Australian Science Education Project. For example, Science 5-13 is a 

series of source materials, each of the books covers a particular topiC 

and is directed at specific Piagetian levels. Each book describes the 

type of investigation that could be carried out at its particular level 

and the particular skills and abilities a child should exhibit to succeed 

at that Piagetian level. 

Analysis of the science curricula designed for secondary school pupils, 

(Shayer, 1972, 1974, 1978a, 1978b; Shayer ct Adey, 1981> showed that much 

of the content reqUires Formal Operations. Shayer (1978a and 1978b) 

showed that Nuffie1d Combined Science, a course lIuch used in British 

secondary schools, reqUires a high level of Piagetian d81land if pupils 

are to see logic and coherence in the course. He claiJled: (Shayer, 1980) 

"It has been shown that attainment of unders~nding in science is heavily 

dependent on the level of development of the pupil, as measured in 

Piagetian terms". Flavell (1963) describes Piaget's FOrlIa1 Operational 
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stage as: Han orientation towards organizing data (combinatorial 

analysis), towards isolation and control of variables, towards the 

hypothetical, and towards logical justification and proof" (p. 211). 

These are the corner stones of the attitudes of science beyond 

observation, description, recording and recall. 

That FOrlllal Operations and Field-independence are implicit in much of 

science education is shown by the following aims for science education 

listed by various bodies. 

1. Assessment of performance Unit (1984); Science at 11. (p. 9). 

3) Observation: making and interpreting investigations. 

4) Interpretation and application; Interpreting present 

information. Applying science concepts to make sense of 

new information. 

5) Planning of investigations. 

6) Performance of investigations 

2. Assessment of perfoI7lJance Unit (1986; Planning science 

investigations at 1V. 

The publication is directed to the identification, controlling 

and manipulation of variables. 

3. Association for Science Education (1981, p. 11>. 

a) the acquisition of a knowledge and understanding of a 

range of scientific concepts, generalizations, principles 

and laws through the syst91latic study and experience of 

the body of knowledge called scJ.ence. 

b) The uti11zatJ.on of scientif1c Knowledge and processes 1n 

the pursu1t of further Knowleqge and deeper 

understanding, and the developllent of an ability to 

function autonomously 1n an area of science stud1es to 
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solve practical problems and to comllunicate that 

experience to others. 

c) The attailUlJent of a perspective or way of looking at the 

world together with sOlie understanding of how it 

COlIIplellents and contrasts with other perspectives or 

ways of organizing knowledge and enqUiry. 

4. Her Xajesties GovenJlIent Department of Education and Science 

(198V 'The school curriculum'. (paragraph 47b). 

Too many 16 plus examinations test mainly the candidates' 

powers of recall, rather than testing sufficiently their 

understanding or their ability to think and work 

scientifically. 

([bid paragraph 38). 

Children should be given more opportunities for work which 

progressively develops their knOWledge; it is equally 

important to introduce them to the skills and processes of 

science including observation, experiment and prediction. 

5. Her Xajesties Government Department of Education and Science 

(1982) 'Science education in schools'. <p. V. 

Xoreover, the effectiveness of the broad curriculum which 

sbould now be offered to every pupil is enhanced by the 

inclusion of science. The content of science enriches other 

subjects, and is in turn enriched by tho. Other subjects 

too foster the skill, and the approach to l8lU"Ding and 

reasoning, inherent in scientific lIethad: science when it is 

well taught, lIakes a special contribution to their 

developllent. 
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6. Her llajesties Government Department of Education and Science 

(1983) 'Currioulum 11-16', 'Towards a statement of entitlement'. 

(p. 29). 

Observational and visual skills the ability to observe 

accurately the ability to record distributions patterns and 

relationships, usilJ/I scale, perspective, shape alJd colour alJd 

the ability to interpret observations. 

(Ibid p. 30). 

Problem solving and creative skills. the ability to 

diagnose the features of problems the ability to; form 

hypotheses, design an experiment to test then evaluate their 

results, the ability to draw on relevant ideas and use 

materials inventively. 

7. Her llajesties Government Department of Eduoation alJd Science 

(1985a) 'The curriculum from 5-16' (p.29 paragraph 71>. 

ScielJtif1o: ... soience as a process of enquiry. These 

include observing selection from the observations of 

whatever is important, forming an hypothesiS, devising and 

conducting experiments, communioation in oral and symbolio 

forms and applying knowledge and understanding gained to 

new situations. 

(Ibid p. 72) 

They should look for relationships or patterns and try to 

explailJ them. They should be encouraged to seek alternative 

explanat1olJs, to select those that see. Jlost probable IIlJd 

test the:m by experi.en t. 

8. Her llajest1es Government Department of Eduoation and Science 

<1985b) 'Sc1elJce 5-13: A statellent of policy' (p.3 paragraph 11). 
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Tbe essential cbaracteristic of education in science is tbat 

it introduces pupils to tbe metbods of science. So tbat 

scientific competence can be developed to tbe full, tbe 

courses prov1ded sbould tberefore give pup1ls, at all stages, 

appropriate opportunities to: 

make observat10ns; 

select observations relevant to tbeir investigations for 

further study; 

seek and identify patterns and relate tbese to patterns 

perceived earlierj 

suggest and evaluate explanations of tbe patternsj 

design and carry out experiments, including appropriate 

forms of measurement, to test suggested explanations for 

tbe patterns of observations; 

9. Her Xajesties Inspectorate (1978, p. 194). 

Criteria for tbe assessment of performance. 

a) Are the pupils observant? That is to say, do they see 

all that tbere is to see or do they rely on being told 

what to see? 

b) Do tbey select from tbeir observations tbose wbicb bave 

a bearing on tbe probleD before theD? 

c) Do tbey look for patterns in wbat they observe and are 

they able to relate the current observations to otbers 

tbey have Dade earlier? 

d) Do they seek to explain tbe patterns? If tbey can offer 

Dare tban one explanation, do tbey atte..pt to rank the. 

in order of plausibility? 
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e) Do they have an acceptable level of practical skills in 

the efficient and safe handling of equipJlent. 

f) Can they devise, or contribute to the devising of, 

experiments "hicb "ill put to the test the explanation 

they suggest for the patterns of observations? Are they 

prepared to reconsider an explanation in the light of 

new evidence? 

g) Do they possess the verbal and mathematical skills to 

allow th81l to interact adequately with classmates, with 

their teacher and with written and other material to 

which their attention is directed? 

h) Do they respond to a novel situation by recalling and 

applying facts and generalizations previously learnt? 

Do they do this wben the ne" situation is outside the 

immediate content of the school science course? Tbat is 

to say, do they see the relevance of what they have 

learnt in the science lessons to situations outside the 

la bora tory . 

10. The Royal Society (1982, p. 4 paragrapb 0.11>. 

Scientific knowledge is gained in many different ",ays. Some 

are highly complex and sophisticated, other like observing, 

describing, counting, JlSIIsuring, tabluating and classifying 

are skills of whicb there are Jlany examples in everday life. 

Tbe SlJ1Je can be said of scientific prodedures such as 

generalizing, fanaulating and testing hypothBSBS and 

predictions ... There is therefore nothing JlysteriOUS about 

the 'scientific Jlethod' or about sc1eDce itself. Science, 

bowever, does have a further fundlUlental attribute: like any 
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otber knowledge, it can be used, and in a very powerful way 

not only to help ourunderstanding of natural pbenolRena, but 

also to control and exploit them. 

Tbese bcx1ies eitber state or imply tbat observation, selection of relevant 

variables, then, the planning and execution of an experiment that requires 

control of those variables, are necessary to carry out scientific method. 

To be able to seeJr relationships betflfeen variables, i.e., to tiork FOrlllal 

Operationally it was first necessary to identify tbe variables. It is tbe 

contention of tbis thesis tbat without Field-independent skills it is 

unlikely that a subject would be able to think Formal Operationally 

because the subject could not identify tbe significant variables witbin a 

problem. Developing Field-independence sbould not only gi ve pupils a 

useful skill in its own right but might also help to develop tbeir Formal 

operational ability. 

The aiIRs listed above deJJonstrate tbat Field-independence and a Formal 

Operational level of tbought are necessary for any cbild to succeed in 

science beyond the level of observation, recording and recall. 

Observation, recording and recall are important aspects of science but 

tbey hardly represent scientific tbinking and the intellectual rigours of 

tihat is nOrIRally associated with science. Selly (1981> suggested tbat 

pupils tiho lack formal operations would be unable to; 

a) develop systeJJatic analysis of problems, 

b) suggest possible solutions to probleJJs, 

c) understand reliability of evidence, 

d) develop atiarene6S of errors, degrees of confidence, 

e) develop scientific scepticism and detect bias, 

f) appreciate the difference betflfeen opinion and fact, 

g) develop the ability to test hypotheses. 
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It can be seen therefore that Formal Operations is not only necessary to 

develop scientific thinking but also to use many of the more 

sophisticated levels of thought used in everyday life. Shayer, 1980, p. 

723, -It has been shown that attainment of understanding in science is 

heavily dependent on the level of development of the pupil as measured in 

Piagetian terms. It has also been shown that the developmental range of 

children proceeding through secondary education is far wider than 

previously thought-. 

4. THE EFFECT OF TRAINING ON, AND THE INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
FIELJJ-INDEPENDENCE AND FORNAL OPERATIONS. 

Training in Formal Operations has been demonstrated, see Bredderman 

(1973), Kuhn & Brannock (1977), Lawson &- Vollman (1976), Lawson, Blake &-

Norland (1975), Levine &- Linn (1977), Rosenthal (1979), Shayer &- Vylam 

(1978), Linn &- Thier (1975), Siegler, Liebert &- Liebert (1973). The main 

problem seemed to be generalizing the strategy beyond the context in 

which it was learnt. The studies that showed the most successful 

development of Formal operations were those that had either much 

consolidation, (Linn, 1980, Linn &- Thier, 1975) or where there had been 

training in identifying variables, (Danner &- Day, 1977, Shayer &- Vylam, 

1984). 

Case (1974), Lawson (1976), Linn (1978), Neilllark (1975b, 1981), Saarni 

(1973), Stabler (1983) and Stone & Day (1980) had suggested that the 

ability to thinir FOI7Ral Operationally was positively correlated to the 

cognitive style of Field-independence. Linn ct Swiney (1981) found that 

Field-dependence/independence was significant in clarifying the individual 

differences in FOT1la1 Operational thought. Danner ct Day (1977) showed 

that sOlie students could perform at a Formal Operational level after 
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controlled prompting in similar tasks. Stone & Day (1980) reported four 

factors to account for the differences between spontaneous users of 

Formal operations and the latent users who needed. prompting. The factors 

were ambiguity of instructions, selective attention, short terJ1l memory 

and Field-independence. They found that Field-independence was most 

successful at differentiating between spontaneous and latent users of 

FOT1lJal Operations, i.e., Field-independent subjects developed Formal 

Operations more easily than Field-dependent. Case (1974) and Linn (1978) 

trained. children in Formal Operational thinking. Their training 

procedures were most successful with subjects who were 

demonstra bly Field- independen t. Field-independence was not only 

correlated with Formal Operations, Goodenough &- Karp (19tH), Flexer &

Roberge (1980) had also shown that overcoming embedded.ness (the crucial 

part of Field-independence) was a common factor in many tests of 

intelligence. Elkind & Scott (1962) showed that perceiving ambiguous 

figures, i.e., disembedding, varies with IQ. Keating (1975) showed that 

there was a high correlation between IQ and the onset of FOT1lJal 

Operations. Cantu-Salinas (1978) showed. that Field

dependence/independence was an important factor in the development of 

science concept attainment in students. Witkin, Koore, Goodenough &- Cox 

(1977) cited Field-independence as a vital part of problem solving and 

sy.bolic representation, i.e., 'taking some critical eleJIent out of the 

context in which it is presented and restructuring the probl_ material 

so that it is used in a different contert '. fiitkin, Goodenough ct Karp 

(1967) 4;Uggested that development of Field-independence levels off at 14-

17 and therefore any training if it was to be successful must take place 

during the developmental period, i.e., prilllary school or early secondary. 

Formal Operations was unlikely to develop during a pupil's time at 
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primary scbool (except in a minority of subjects) but developlJent of 

Field- independence could talre place in primary scbool Dr in tbe first t""o 

Dr tbree years of secondary education. Tbis tbesis suggests tbat 

development of Field-independent skills ""ould not only give subjects 

greater Field-independent proficiency but that it ""ould also develop tbeir 

Formal Operational ability. 

Linn & Kyllonen (lg81> suggested that there had been Jluch confusion over 

exactly ""bat ""as being measured in Field-dependence/independence. 

Studies often used different tests to assess Field

dependence/independence, e.g., fleschler Intelligence Scale for Children 

(WISC) block Embedded Figures Test, Group Embedded Figures Test or the 

Rod and Frame Test. Witkin's original concept ""as measured using the Rod 

and Frame Test (see Witkin (1962». Linn & Kyllonen (1981> indicated 

that although Witkin had found correlations between tbe Rod and FraJle T 

est and Embedded Figures Test and had assumed that the EJlbedded Figures 

Test also measured Field-dependence/independence, subsequently Witlcin, 

Goodenough &- CDJ{ (1977) have suggested that the Rod and FraJle Test and 

the Embedded Figures Test do not overlap wben used interchangeably and 

that each test measures a different aspect of Field

dependence/independence. The Rod and Frame Test JlBasuring perceptual 

ability and the Embedded Figures Test cognitive restructuring ability. 

Vernon (1972) suggested that Field-dependence/independence is CDlJposed of 

the visuolcinestbetic and, a cOJlbination of general intelligence and 

spatial ability. Nebellcopf & Dreyer (1970) found higb correlations 

between Field-independence and perceptual restructuring. Linn and 

Kyllonen (1981> suggest tbat in the past, experiJlents using Rod and 

FraJle Tests as a Field-dependence/independence 1JeaSUre, 1Ieasured tbe 

perceptive aspect of Field-dependence/independence. When spatial tests 
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such as E1IIbedded Figures Test and Hidden Figures Tests were used the 

cognitive restructuring aspect was 1IIeasured. In an atte1llpt to clarify 

the confusion Linn" Kyllonen (1981> carried out a correlational analysis 

on 34 general ability tests 12 of which were concerned with Field

dependence/independence. They identified two aspects of Field

dependence/independence: 1> falliliar field; correlating with perceptual 

tests and 2) general fluid visualization correlating with such tests as 

E1IIbedded Figures Test, Hidden Figures Test and Raven Advanced Xatrices. 

It therefore see1lled likely that the earlier For1llal Operations//Field-

dependence/independence correlation of Case, Linn, Lawson etc., could 

have been correlation between different aspects of Field

dependence/independence depending on which test was used to deter1lline 

Field-dependence/independence. Linn" Kyllonen (1981> atteJJpted to 

correlate their Field-dependence/independence to the general ability 1IIodel 

of Horn &- Cattell (1966) 1IIodified by Snow et al. (1977). Snow's 1Dodel 

de1llonstrated that ability can be divided into general crystallized 

ability, i.e., over-learnt 1Da terial , e.g., vocabulary, and general fluid 

visualization defined by tests of 1Dental 1Danipulation of figural and non-

figural 1Daterial. Linn" Kyllonen (1981> then used the 1Dodel and 

elaborated it to include their two aspects of Field-

dependence/independence, i.e., cognitive restructuring and visuokinesthetic. 

They found that the crystallized ability was separable as a distinct ito. 

They could not however separate general fluid visualization from the 

restructuring aspect of Field-dependence/independence. A third dilllension 

was tben identified ",hich they called familiar field, a CDJIb1nlltion of 

perception of the upright and an aspect defined by a picture cOlllpletion 

sub test. Fa1Diliar field WaS hypothesized to measure stratssy selection 

in familiar situations. Th1s produced a three dilllensional model of; 
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general crystallized ability, general fluid visualization (which 

encompassed the restructuring aspect of Field-dependence/independence) 

and familiar field. Linn and Swiney (1981> then investigated the 

correlation between the aspects of this three dimensional model and 

Formal Operations. They found that only 12% of Formal Operations was 

not accounted for by a combination of the three dimensional model (see 

diagram 2-2). They also demonstrated a strong link between formal 

operations and the cognitive restructuring ability of the general fluid 

visualization dimension of Field-dependence/independence especially when 

combined with general crystallized ability. The cognitive restructuring 

of the general fluid visualization part of Field-independence Jtfas 

implicated in such a wide range of cognitive abilities, in particular 

possible implications in the developing of Formal Operations. Thus 

training in the cognitive restructuring part of Field-independence seemed 

to be an important skill to develop. 

Training in the cognitive restructuring aspect of Field-independence 

would constitute practitIIB in looking at information, patterns, etc., and 

trying to identify differences, impose patterns or produce new patterns 

from existing ones, i.e., any activity that involved careful scrutiny of 

structure and/or restructuring of structure. This was in general 

agreement with Danner ct Day (1977) and Shayer and Wylam (1984), Witkin, 

Koore, Goodenough ct Cox (1977), i.e., assisting students to identify 

variables and manipUlate them. The more pract.i_ students bad at 

restructuring infOT7llation the lIlore easily they were going to be able to 

identify variables in novel situations. If the aims of the var.ious bodies 

concerned w.ith science education are re-read it will be seen that the 

development of Field-independence is advantageous to science education 
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DIAGRAJI 2-2: REPRESENTATION OF LINN ct KYLLONEN'S 
GENERAL ABILITY }[ODEL. 
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in its own right, i.e., developing more careful observation, detecting 

patterns etc. If development of Field-independence could have helped to 

develop Formal Operations it would have clearly demonstrated that 

training in Field-independence should be an integral part of general 

education and science education in particular. 

On the basis of these ideas it was reasonable to hypothesize that if 

Field-independence was correlated with Formal Operations and the 

restructuring aspect of Field-independence could be influenced by 

training, then modifying Field-independence 111igbt produce an increase in 

Formal Operations. Figure 1-1 summarizes these ideas. 

To test whether developing Field-independence had an effect on For111a1 

Operations it was necessary to develop a training programme tbat 

developed tbe cognitive restructuring aspect of Field-independence but 

could not be construed as direct training of Formal Operations. A 

detailed description and rationale bebind all tbe materials developed for 

all three studies is given in appendix 3. In brief, initially eight 

different activities were compiled to develop the skills of careful 

cOJllparison, reorganization and restructuring of information, isolation of 

the particular from the general and disembedding of confounding or 

overlapping information: i.e., the Field-independent skills discussed 

earlier. For ease of classroom organization four of these were computer 

'glJJles' and four practical written items. Once the c0111puter programs 

tiere written and other materials produced they were piloted with eight 

pupils wbo did not take part in subsequent work. Vork was conducted in 

the SU111J1er terJl of 1983 to try out: 1> the administration of the test 

used and 2) Jlateria1s for acceptability and effectiveness. The details of 

this pilot study are given in the next chapter. 
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5. SUXXARY AND BASIS FOR THESIS. 

Field-dependence/independence is a cognitive style that identifies a 

subjects' ability to identify the particular from the general. Control of 

variables is a factor in Formal Operational schemata and so if subjects 

are not Field-independent then they are unlikely to be able to isolate the 

significant variables in a problem even if they have the mental capacity 

to manipulate those variables in a Formal Operational Jfay. As only about 

30% of 15116 year olds ever reach Formal Operations, (Head, 1982), LaJfson 

& Renner, 1975), Lovell and Shayer, 1978), Sayre & Ball, 1975), Shayer, 

1980), Shayer & Wy1am, 1978) much of science teaching is conceptually too 

difficult for many pupils. Therefore, aiding pupils to develop Fie1d

independence and consequentially Formal Operations is an important 

adjunct not only to science education but also to the pupils' personal 

development. Formal Operational thought is not just of use in science, 

although it may exhibit its most obvious manifestation there, it is a 

poJferfu1 cognitive tool applicable to many other spheres of learning and 

professional practice especially at their higher levels. If For1lla1 

operational deve10p1llent can be enhanced by training in Field

independence then this will also develop such skills as careful 

c01llparison, reorganization and restructuring of information, isolation of 

the particular from the general and disembedding of confounding or 

overlapping information. These field-independent skills are important in 

their OJfn right. 
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The literature revie", established that if reality requires catqorization 

and ordering of reality through use of Concrete operational sche1llata 

before Formal operational schemata can be used, it is Decessary for the 

objects c01llprising reality to be c01llprehended as discrete entities, a 

Field-independent skill. This suggested an explanation of the correlation 

bet",een Formal operations and Field-independence. If subjects ",ere not 

Field- independent then they ",ere most unlikely to vie", the individual 

components in a Formal-operational task as separate items whose 

relationships could be investigated in some way. This did not 

necessarily mean that subjects lacked the 1IIental ability to relate these 

ite1lls For1llal operationally but that they did not have the Field

independent skills to enable separation of components of the proble1ll and 

identify them as discrete and capable of investigation. Support for this 

contention ca1lle from Danner &- Day (1977) and Shayer & Vylam (1984) 

where prompting subjects with the significant items to be operated on, 

produced significant increases in their ForDal operational ability. The 

experi1llenter ",as led to the conclusion that increasing Field-independent 

ability would enable some subjects to perform at a Formal operational 

level ",here previously they had not. This ",ould not apply to all pupils; 

some Day well be Field-independent and still not be able to perform at a 

Formal operational level. The research was aimed at subjects "'ho could 

not perforD Formal operationally because they CDuld not identify the 

significant iteDS ",ithin a proble. in order to solve it. If training 

",as given in order to develop Field-independence, and a significant 

nu.ber of subjects over controls then de.onstrated the ability to solve 

For.al operational prable.s, the hypothesis "'Duld be supported. 
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A set of training materials was developed by the experimenter in an 

atte1llpt to give pupils the opportunity to practise skills identified above 

as associated with the cognitive restructuring aspect of Field

independence, i.e. i 

1) disembedding the simple from the c01llplex, 

2) reo~anising information to produce new patterns so breaking 

up a visual field, 

3) looking for hidden information systematically, 

4) comparison, noting differences and si1llilarities, 

5) ignoring irrelevant and confusing material, 

6) ignoring basic Gestalt theory of organising visual field into 

a coherent whole rather than its constituent parts. 

The 1IIaterials consisted of five computer programs and five written 

exercises. The written exercises werei random pictures, matching rows, 

rearranging, embedded figures and eight woros, the computer programs were 

the same but with interaction on the screen. Appendix 3 gives detailed 

descriptions of all the materials used in all the studies but a brief 

description of the ones used in this study follows. 

Random pictUreS; two pictures were displayed side by side. The task 

was to identify whether they differed in shape, size and colour. The 

presentation gradually introduced up to four shapes, three sizes and 

seven colours. The CD1Ilputer version progressively reduced the time 

of each display fro1ll seven seconds to one second, told pupils whether 

tbey had been correct or not and gave thelJ a score after each block 

of ten questions. The written version was a set of cards with the 

sbapes OD thelJ and a sheet on which to record the answers for each 

card. 
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DIAGRAX 3-1: EXANPLE OF 'RAN DON PICTURES'. 

Katching rows: two rows of five shapes were presented each of which 

was randomly selected from six colours, four sizes and nine shapes. 

The second row was the SBllle as the first except the order was 

randomly rearranged and there was also one chance in two of a figure 

appearing in it that did not appear in the upper row. A different 

figure in the bottom row produced a mismatch. The computer version 

told the pupils whether their choice was correct or not. The written 

version was a set of cards and answer sheet as above. 

DIAGRAK 3-2: EXAXPLE OF 'HATCHING ROWS'. 

- [7 

Rearranging pictUC'eSi a picture was presented made of up to six 

different shapes each of a different colour. The pupils then 

rearranged the sbapes to form a new picture by moving theJJ. The 

written version required pupils to draw the original sbape and their 
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neW' one. In the computer version the pupils identified each shape by 

its colour then moved it using the cursor keys to make a neW' picture. 

The example below shows a fish rearranged into a house. 

DIAGRAK 3-3: EXAKPLE OF 'REARRANGING PICTURES'. 

Eight Words: in the computer version eight words were presented 

randomly from a database of 130 words. The pupils' task was to 

group four of them together for some reason, e.g., number of letters, 

starting with the same letter, meaning etc. The whole group of. eight 

words and the four selected words were printed as a record. At the 

end of the program the pupils were directed to the teacher with their 

printed words. In the written version the experimenter used the 

database to print twenty four groups of eight words. Using the 

group of eight words pupils wrote down their groups of four also 

giving reasons for their selection. 

DIAGRAK 3-4: EXAXPLE OF 'EIGHT VORDS'. 

Shadow 
Orange 
Jumbo 
Owl 
HaIIl burger 
Ink 
Dentist 
Kagnet 

Doctor 
School 
Orange 
Juice 
Balloon 
Kountain 
Autumn 
Lighthouse 
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Embedded figures: two figures were presented. A simple figure and a 

more complex figure. The task was to find the si1llple figure in the 

more complex one. In the computer version of this task the simple 

figure was manipulated over the complex version using the cursor 

keys. The written version required the si11lple figure to be drawn on 

the Dare cODplex figure. 

DIAGRAK 3-5: EXAXPLE OF 'EXBEDDED FIGURES'. 

T 
The pilot study was given to see whether the idea of training in Field

independence could be undertaken with any success and whether this 

training had any effect on Formal operations. 

The school had a nine strea1ll entry: one of the nine classes was a slow

learning group, and the remaining eight classes were divided into two 

main blocks. Bach block was subdivided into an upper and lower ability 

band of two classes. The selection for the groups was by Staff 

assess1lent, Science Reasoning Tasks II (lIFBR 1979) given :1n the first 

year in secondary scbool and VRQ given in the prillary scbools. Tbe 

sa1lpling fralle was 53 second year pupils froll the upper ab:1lity classes 

of tbe two 11Ia:1n blocks. Tbe 53 selected second year pupils were 
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re-tested using Science Reasoning Task II and their Piagetian levels 

established. Any pupil who was not at the 2B level (concrete operational 

stage) was rejected. The reasoning behind this was that if any pupils 

were higher than 2B they had already reached the stage that the training 

was trying to develop, i.e., 3A early organizational stage of Formal 

Operational thought, and those less than 2B were not at a stage where 

they would benefit significantly frem the training. Tbe remaining nUDber 

was seventeen. These pupils were then given the Group ED bedded Figures 

Test, and eigbt were randomly chosen for the trial OD the basis of their 

scores. The pupils were presented with a combination of science 

teaching and use of training materials for seven lessons, each of which 

comprised two thirty-five minute periods. The materials including the 

cOlllputer programs were created by the experimenter. The class of eight 

was split into four groups of two, designated la, 1 b , 2a .t 2b, and 

organised as follows; 

Week 1 
lesson 1 

period 1 

Week 2 

group 1a cl 1 b Science teaching 

group 2a written materials 
group 2b computer materials 

lesson 1 
period 1 

group 1a cl 1 b Science teaching 

group 2b written lIaterials 
group 2a cODputer lIaterials 

P'91 no, -40-

period 2 

group 1a written materials 
group 1b computer materials 

group 2a cl 2b science 
teaching 

period 2 

group 1b written Daterials 
group la cOllputer lIaterials 

group 2a .t 2b science 
teaching 
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A weekly pattern of written material in one lesson and computer material 

in the other was repeated for three and a half weeks. Each pupil 

received two half hour science sessions per week, plus one half hour 

using written material and one half hour using computer materials each 

week. 

On the last session of the four week trial period the pupils were 

re-tested on Group JiIlbedded Figures Test (GEFT>, Science Reasoning Task 

II (SRTII> and were given a short questionnaire to assess acceptability 

of the materials. 

RESULTS 

TABLE 3-1: PRE/POST-TEST DATA FOR PILOT STUDY. 

pre test post test t-test and significance 

N GEFT SRTII GEFT SRTI! GEFT SRTII 
-- --

t P t P 

8 X 13.50 4.00 15.75 4.75 6.15 (0.0005 2.30 (0.01 
8 ()' 2.20 0.00 2.38 0.76 

The findings of the trial were; 

1. Administration of the tests was straight forward but 

ad11Jinistration of Science Reasoning Task II needed rehearsing, 

2. The pupils were bored repeating tests only four weeks apart, 

3. The post tests were given too close to the end of term, i.e., the 

day before school closed, 

4. The written materials seemed robust and required only Jlinor 

Changes. 
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5. Some modification of the computer programs was needed to make 

them more robust, less prone to accidental corruption and to give 

better presentation of diagrams. 

6. There was enough material for eight pupils for four weeks but it 

became obvious that more materials were going to be needed. 

7. The computer versions of activities called 'rearrange' and 

'eJllbedded figures' were too slow to be of lIuch use. 

8. The materials were enjoyed especially those using the computer. 

DISCUSSION 

The figures in table 3-1 above showed that there were significant 

increases on GEFT & SRTII in three and a half hours of training, 

significant at p<O.0005 and p<O.Ol, respectively on a one tailed t-test. 

fiith these findings, although on small numbers, it was felt that there 

was sufficient evidence to proceed to a fuller study. The 1a~er numbers 

and modification of the materials entailed more complex organization. 

P'9' no, -it-
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Some alterations to the lJaterials were made before the feasibility study 

was undertaken. The computer versions of 'rearrange' and 'embedded 

figures' were removed; children found them boring because they were too 

slow. Both versions of 'eightwords' were reIloved for the same reason. 

Two new programs were included, one commercial program called 'pattern' 

and another written by the experimenter called 'shape in shape'. As the 

'pattern' computer program could not Msily be converted to a written 

task, 'wordsearches' were introduced as an extra written task. The 

'wordsearches' were compiled using a computer program written by the 

experimenter using words the children encountered in their science 

lessons. A complete review of all the materials used and their rationale 

is given in appendix 3 but a brief description of the new materials used 

in this study follows. 

Shape in shape; pictures made up of outlines of squares, rectangles 

or triangles were presented. The pupils were asked how 111any of a 

particular shape appeared in the picture. The computer version 

blocked out each of the shapes and kept a tally on the screen. 

FIGURE 4-1: EXANPLE OF 'SHAPE IN SHAPE' . 

.---
r-r--

25 rectangles 
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Patterns: this was available as a computer program only. The 

program presented up to five grids~ of up to sixteen squares each~ 

depending on the level of difficulty selected. The squares had 

various parts blocked out. The task was to match a given extra grid 

with one of the existing five. 

FIGURE 4-2: EXA](PLE OF 'PATTERNS'. 

grid 1 grid 2 grid 3 grid 4 grid 5 match grid 

Word Searches: these were lOX 10 matrices of letters, within which 

words used in science teaching were hidden. The task was to identify 

these words by ringing them. 

FIGURE 4-3: EXAMPLE OF A 'WORDSEARCH'. 

RADICLEOKC 
EBVEJPflFSO 
SSLXNATSET 
POQAVEROEV 
ORERRLOYDL 
NBJXZUPRSE 
SCARV](IBRD 
ELGHPUS](KO 
NYZPGL](EGN 
KICROPYLEJ 

IIHCKTHJQ]( 
PFGNITTOLB 
INJlNFJlAIZE 
PEASSHOOTC 
EROOTYID'B 
TRQVADEIRD 
TFOZRHT'VU 
ERORCXKEKS 
GJUIHVVVOO 
GTlfBGVPlfDD 
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Once the alteration to the materials and administration had been solved 

a final study was carried out for the whole of the Spring term of 1984. 

SAKPLE. 

A whole year group of first years (11-12 years mixed comprehensive, 

8=2'10) formed the sampling frame. The children were tested in their 

Primary schools using 'Richmond tests' (Hieronymus, Lindquist & France, 

NFER 19'15). These scores were used when the pupils first came into the 

school in September to assign pupils to mixed ability tutor groups. 

Sixteen children identified as slow learners by Primary school 

recommendation and tested as above, took no part in the experiment. For 

administrative convenience the school arranged the mixed ability tutor 

groups of children into two blocks. The first contained four tutor 

groups and the second five. The experimenter had no control over this 

process. The groups taking part in the study were selected randomly, the 

experimental group from one block and the control group from the other. 

An attempt was made to get experimental and control groups that 

reflected the same proportions of Formal operational levels as those in 

the sampling frame (this was a change from the trial where all pupils 

."ere 2B). To do so all 254 children were tested for Formal operations 

using Science Reasoning Task II. From this the proportions of pupils 

performing at the various Formal operational levels were determined and 

these figures used to find the numbers of pupils required at each Formal 

operational level for each of the groups. Pupils were chosen randomly 

from etJch level: the experimental group from one block and the control 

group from the other. The experimental and control groups were then 

tested for Field-dependence/independence using Group Embedded Figures 

Test. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the distributions after test mortality. A 

Kolgromov-Smirnov test was carried out to test for the significance of 
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the difference of distribution between the experimental and control 

groups on their Field-independence level, and Formal Operational level 

using the data in tables 4-1 and 4-2. The calculations are included in 

appendix 1. 

TABLE 4-1: THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRE TEST GROUP EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST 
SCORES II 1ST FEASIBILITY STUDY SAMPLE. 

GEFT score distribution 

Group I 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 

Expt. 20 2 2 7 3 3 3 
Control 21 3 4 7 3 3 1 

TABLE 4-2: THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRE TEST SCIENCE REASONING TASK II 
SCORES IN 1ST FEASIBILITY STUDY SAMPLE. 

SRT II Distribution 

Group 

Expt. 
Control 

N 

20 
21 

2A 

3 
5 

2AB 2B 

8 B 1 0 
3 8 5 0 

The results of these calculations showed that there was no significant 

difference in the distribution of groups on Field-independence and 

Formal Operations as measured using Group Embedded Figures Test and 

Science Reasoning Task II respectively. It was not possible to select 

randomly two groups of pupils from the whole of the 1st year, so there 

may have been factors which were not controlled. The control group had 

normal science lessons with another mellber of staff and had no further 

contact with the experimenter until they were re-tested at the end of the 

training period of 12 wee1cs. No attempt was made to control for teacher 

variation. 

Pip no, -17-
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XETHOD 

Tbe pupils were timetabled for two 70 minute sessions per week. Taking 

five minutes to start a lesson and five JIIinutes to clear up tbis left two 

one bour lessons per week. Eacb lesson was divided into three 20 minute 

sessions. Two of tbe sessions were for science teaching and one for the 

use of the training materials. Half the training materials required using 

a cOlJputer. As there were only two computers available not all the 

pupils could use the computers at the saJlle time. It lias therefore 

necessary to divide tbe pupils into three groups of eight and rotate tbem 

as follows: 

1st 2011lins 2nd 20m ins 3rd 2011lins 

group 1 Science Science Xaterials 

group 2 Science Xaterials Science 

group 3 Xaterials Science Science 

As this would have meant group 2 were always at a disadvantage having 

their science split up i.e. science, materials, science, it was necessary 

to rotate the order each lesson so that any disruption was equitable. 

The following schelJe was adopted. 

1st lesson 

group 1 sci. sci. lJat. 
group 2 sci. lJat. sci. 
group 3 mat. sci. sci. 

2nd lesson 

sci. lJat. sci. 
mat. sci. sci. 
sci. sci. lJat. 

Each sci. (science> or mat. (lJaterials) 
representing 20 lJins in a lesson. 

3rd lesson 

mat. sci. sci. 
sci. sci. mat. 
sci ... at. sci. 
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During the 20 .lIinutes using the Field- Independence training materials 

each group of eight pupils was divided into two groups of four. One pair 

worked on one of the two cODputers whilst the other pair worked on some 

of the written materials. During the next training session the pupils 

who previously worked on the computer worked on the written materials 

and vice-versa. Although this process ",as complicated it ",as necessary 

to enable equitable exposure to the range of DlJterials, and to disrupt the 

science teaching as little as possible. In one ",eek it enabled each pupil 

to have eighty minutes science teaching; and forty minutes Field

independence training, compr-1sing twenty minutes of individual ",ork on 

written materials and twenty minutes working in pairs on a computer. 

The pupils were given a sheet showing their rotations so they could keep 

traclr of "'hat they were doing lesson by lesson. 

Once the twelve week training period was over the experimental and 

control groups were post-tested using Group Embedded Figures Test and 

Science Reasoning Task II. 

The null hypotheses being tested were: 

(1) that after training there ",ould be no difference in mean scores 

between the Field-independence levels of the experimental group and 

the control group. 

(ii> should the experimental group be significantly more Field

independent this would not be associated with an increase in 

FOrDal operational level .lIeasured by Science Reasoning Task II. 
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RESULTS. 

TABLE 4-3: KEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRE AND POST TEST 
SCORES FOR 1ST FEASIBILITY STUDY ON GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST. 

Difference 
Pre test Post test pre-post test 

Group N X fJ' X fJ' X2-X, fJ' 

--
Experiment 20 8.80 4.83 13.70 3.84 4.90 3.02 
Control 21 7. 09 4.10 8.76 5.49 1.67 3. 75 

TABLE 4-4: KEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRE AND POST TEST 
SCORES FOR 1ST FEASIBILITY STUDY ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

Difference 
Pre test Post test pre-post test 

Group N i fJ' i fJ' X2-X, fJ' 

Experiment 20 2.35 0.81 3.35 O. 75 1.00 0.55 
Control 21 2.80 1.03 3.33 0.80 0.52 0.75 

TABLE 4-5: t-VALUES BETWEEN EXPERINENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON THE 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN XEAN PRE AND POST TEST SCORES IN 1ST 

FEASIBILITY STUDY. 

Test 

Group Embedded Figures Test 
SCience Reasoning Task II 

t 

6.96 
4.84 

To enable clear presentation of the results the use of 'effect sizes' and 

percent1les was employed. The effect size is a representation of the 

effect an intervention has over control expressed in standard deviation 

units. The formula used was: Difference in experimental group means -

PII' no, - SO-
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Difference in control group means / Square root of the mean of the 

squares of the standard deviations of the groups. Hyde (1981> argues 

that reporting of data such as this should include effect sizes. The use 

of percentiles enabled the diagrammatic representation of the results as 

has become routine in some reporting, (Rosenthal, 1978 and Smith & Glass, 

1977, 1981>. Use of percentiles assumes the data is nOrJIally distributed. 

Two normal distribution curves are plotted on a base line graded in 

standard deviation units. The area under the experimental group 

distribution that is situated to the right of the mean of the control 

group distribution represents the proportion of the experimental group 

that were performing at a higher level than the mean of the control 

group. The percentile is a means of presenting that area as a percentage 

of the whole distribution. The conversion from standard deviation units 

to percentiles was achieved using the table in appendix 7. 

TABLE 4-6: EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES OF EXPT. OVER CONTROL 
GROUPS ON THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE AND POST TEST ON THE 

GROUP EKBEDDED TEST AND SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

Test 

Group Embedded Figures Test 
Science Reasoning Task II 

PI" lID, - SI -

Effect Size 

0.70 
0.56 

Percentile 

76th 
69th 
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FIGURE 4-4: SHADED AREA SHOflS 76% OF EXPERIXENTAL 
GROUP PUPILS ARE BETTER THAN THE XEAN OF CONTROL 
GROUP PUPILS ON THE GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST 

control group exper i,entiJ grolJP 

FIGURE 4-5: SHADED AREA SHOWS 69% OF EXPERINENTAL 
GROUP PUPILS ARE BETTER THAN THE NEAN OF CONTROL 

GROUP PUPILS ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

(ontrol grolJP experiMent31 grolJp 
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Test reliabilities of 0.82 for Group Embedded Figures Test and 0.78 for 

Science Reasoning Task II were included when calculating one tailed t

tests. The results of t-tests showed that there were significant 

differences in the scores of the experimental group over the control 

group in both the Group Embedded Figures Test and Science Reasoning Task 

II (see table 4-5 & 4-6 and figures 4-4 & 4-5). Using a one tailed t

test between uzmatched experimental and control groups the differences 

between their pre- and post-test scores were significant at p<0.0005 for 

tbe Group Embedded Figures Test and p<O.0005 for Science Reasoning Task 

II. Using Effect sizes and the percentile table (appendix 7> figures 4-

4 and 4-5 sbowed tbat in the case of Group Embedded Figures Test 75Z of 

tbe experimental group were scoring higher than the lIean of control 

group pupils and in the case of Science Reasoning Tasle II 69Z of the 

experimental group were performing higher tban tbe lIean of control 

group pupils. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 are not accurate representations of 

the data, they are included as visual representation of tbe data as 

described above. 

Using a t-test on the difference of the differences was lIore powerful 

tban just testing for any significance of differences between the groups 

on pre test and subsequently on post-test. XacNemar <1962, p. 91 & 97) 

suggests that data such as this is suitable for a t-test on the 

difference of the differences and develops the following ~ullent. 

EzperiDental and control groups Day often change in the sa.me direction 

as indeed happened in this case. The difference between the groups 1Iay 

rely on s1lall z ratios, i.e., the ratio for a difference in 1Ieansi 

p,~ lID, - 53-
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z=Xl-X2 

He then argues that it is the net differences in any change that are 

important and the saJIIpling errors in the difference should deterJlline the 

significance of the results. Using the t-test formula for unmatched 

groups on the difference of the differences and including test reliability 

0.82 for Group Embedded Figures test and 0.78 for Science Reasoning Task 

II the results were those quoted in table 4-5 above. To confirm tha t 

the results were as valid as this test showed, J(cNemar's test was also 

applied to find the significance of the difference between the differences 

using means and tr, for calculating the standard error of estimate. The 

data from tables 4-3 and 4-4 was used respectively as follows and test 

reliabilities as above; 

Group Embedded Figures Test. 

SED = 3.02 X vel-0.82) = 0.287 
• V20 

SED = 3.75 X ~el-0.82) = 0.347 
r: ";21 

SED =/ 0.2872 + 0.3472 

d 

= 0.450 

t = ~. riQ - l. ~l = 7.20 
0.450 
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Science Reasoning Task II 

SED = Q, (2Q X. ~(l-Q, ~~ = 0.058 
• V20 

SED = Q,l5: X. lL (l-Q, ~l. = 0.077 
c 121 

SED = I/O. 0582 + 0.0772 

d 

= 0.10 

t = Q,25: Q,52. = 4.30 
0.10 

Using this method both these tests show significant increases on a one 

tailed t-test (p<0.0005 for Group Embedded Figures Test and p<O.0005 for 

Science Reasoning Task IV. 

DISCUSSION. 

It was possible that the written item called 'Embedded Figures' gave 

practice at the 'Embedded Figures Test', the measure used to test for 

Field-independence. Although a different activity was used in the later 

studies the experimenter felt justified in its use: any materials 

designed to train a particular skill must have some relation between the 

training and the test given to evaluate their effectiveness. It is argued 

that the method of presentation of all the computer materials and three 

of the four written materials was sufficiently different from the test 

items to train for the skill but not give test practi~. The 'Embedded 

figures' task was only one of eight tasks, and was given for only half an 

hour in a total training time of seven hours spread over the twelve week 

training period. The task used similar figures to the PRACTIIIB iteDs of 

the Group EDbedded Figures Test; these are not the saDe as the test 

itself. This hardly constituted long term training and is unlikely to 
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seriously invalidate the study. It is therefore suggested this training 

showed that it is possible to train a cognitive style, i.e., Field

independence, (a measure generally accepted as desirable and often 

thought to be a stable personality trait and unmodifiable>. As a 

consequence the training also helped pupils disembed variables from a 

problem and rearrange them to solve that problem. It also demonstrated 

that cognitive development was shown in an area not closely related to 

the training, i.e., Formal operations, as a result of Field-independence 

training. In no way could the training materials have been said to train 

for the test items on Science Reasoning Task II which is an ,"Accepted 

measure of estimating Formal operations. The results suggested that one 

of the difficulties pupils had in developing or demonstrating Formal 

operational thought was the inability to disembed the variables from 

other contextual information. This was one of the problems of the late 

deployers of Formal operations identif1ed by Stone &- Day (1980>. The 

pupils needed to 'see' the variables for themselves. It is therefore 

concluded that the training enabled some of Stone &- Day's 'late deployers' 

to isolate variables for themselves and they were then able to 

demonstrate Formal operations spontaneously. The conclusion is that 

training materials had increased the cognitive restructuring aspect of 

Field-independence and that this had enabled pupils to perfoI711 at a 

higher level on ScJ.ence Reasoning Task II, an indirect measure of For1llal 

Opera tions. 

P'9I no, -SG-
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Although the last study gave significant increases in Field-independence 

and Formal Operations it needed to be repeated; 

1) to confirm the results of the first study with more subjects, 

2) with an additional member of staff apart from the experimenter 

to use the materials; 

Satterly (1979) suggests that development of a cognitive style such as 

Field-independence does not necessarily overlap with development of 

general intelligence. If this is the case then development of Field

independence in children can be overlooked by teachers if they are only 

using tests of general ability as a measure of cognitive development. In 

addition to the giving of tests for Field-independence and Formal 

Operations this study included tests for general ability to test a third 

hypothesis, i.e.; 

3) whether the increases in Field-independence and Formal 

Operations were due to rises in general intelligence rather than 

increases in Field-independence or Formal Operations. 

If Satterly's hypothesis is correct successful training in Field

independence should not have produced any significant increase in general 

ability. General ability was tested using Cognitive Abilities Tasks, 

(Thorndike & Hagan, 1973) which included tests of verbal, quantitative 

and non verbal ability. 

SAXPLE 

From an intaJre of 220 first year pupils in a rural c01llprehensive school 

a STOUp of slow learners, identified by Pri:.ary school Richmond Test 

results, (Hieronymus, Lindquist ct France, 1975), were removed fro1ll the 

sampling frame. The remaining 204 were divided into eight approximately 

equal mixed ability groups. The experiJlenter had no control over this 

process but there was no 1dentifiable bias in placing pupils in groups. 
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The groups were then randomly assigned to members of staff. Three 

groups took part in the trial, two experimental groups and one control 

each taken by different staff one of whom was the experimenter. The 

three groups taking part in the trial were tested fori 

1) Field-independence using the Group Embedded Figures Test 

(Oltman, Raskin, & Jlitkin, unv. 

2) Formal Operations using Science Reasoning Task II (NFER, 1979). 

3) General ability using the Cognitive Abilities Tasks (Thorndike &-

Hagen, 1973). 

The group's scores were then analysed using the Kolgromov-SlIirnov test 

for the significance of the difference of distribution between the two 

experimental groups and the control group. Any differences in the 

experimental groups and the control group were NOT significant at p(0.1 

(see appendiX 2 for calculations). A summary of the findings are in 

table 5-1. 

TABLE 5-1: KOLGROIlOV-SIlIRNOV TESTS FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
DIFFERENCE BETffEEN EXPERIIlENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON THE 

GROUP EIlBEDDED FIGURES TEST, SCIENCE REASONING TASK II 
AND COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASKS. 

expt.gp1 expt.gp2 

Tests D r D 
--

GEFT 0.25 2.243 0.13 
SRTII 0.05 0.090 0.13 
CAT (verbal) 0.17 1.037 0.15 
CAT (quantitative) 0.24 2.066 0.24 
CAT (non verbal> 0.12 0.517 0.12 
CAT (Jlean) 0.06 0.129 0.13 

O~ifflrlntl bflr"n ,ttUlU/,tld pro,portiDn. blt,,,n Ixperilfnt./ Ind tDntrDI 
group. ,nd i. thl figufl utld to t,.t for .ilnifitlnCl in IfJP*ndix,6, 
1I0T 'ilnif'Clnt ,t p(O, 1 
upt. IP,I I Ixpt, IP,2 II:": control group 11-19, 

plgI no, - S9 -
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0.606 
0.606 
0.088 
2.066 
0.517 
0.606 
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The two experimental groups were given a combinatibn of science teaching 

and training materials as described in the last chapter and appendix 3. 

The only difference was tbat another set of fifteen word searches were 

compiled to account for the different subject matter covered during this 

study and the 'continuo' glJ1lle was introduced (see appendix 3), Appendix 3 

gives detailed descriptions and the rationale of all the materials used in 

all the studies. The null hypotheses tested in this study were: 

1) that after training there would be no significant difference in 

the .mean scores between the Field-independence level of the 

experimental groups and the control group; 

2) should the experimental groups be significantly more Fie1d

independent this would not be associated with an increase in 

Formal Operational level; 

3) otber staff using the materials would not be able to increase the 

levels of Field-independence or Formal Operations; 

4) any increases in Field-independence would be associated with an 

increase in cognitive ability; 

5) any increase in FDr1Jal Operations would be associated with an 

increase in cognitive ability, 
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RESULTS 

TABLE 5-2: KEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRE- AND FOST-TEST 
SCORES ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST, SCIENCE REASONING 

TASK II AND THE COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASKS. 

Difference 
Pre-test Post-test pre-post test 

- X 
... -Group N X (I' (I' X;z-X, (I' 

Group Embedded Figures Test 

Expt. gp 1 17 4.53 3.36 9.71 3.70 5.18 2.48 
Expt. gp 2 17 5.65 4.60 11.23 3.63 5.59 2.50 
Control 19 6.11 3.30 7.95 4.08 1.84 2.75 

Science Reasoning Task II 

Expt. gp 1 17 2.67 1.00 3.46 1.01 0.82 0.95 
Expt. gp 2 17 2.83 0.63 3.59 0.62 0.76 0.75 
Control 19 2.68 0.67 2.90 0.57 0.21 0.79 

Cognitive Abilities Tasks (mean) 

Expt. gp 1 17 110.41 12.84 115.17 14.80 4.76 5.82 
Expt. gp 2 17 110.24 10.95 112.88 10.55 2.65 6.14 
Control 19 107.68 10.35 111.11 12.12 3.42 5.47 

TABLE 5-3: t-TESTS, EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES BETWEEN EXPT. GPS. OVER 
CONTROL GROUPS ON THE DIFFERENCES BETVEEN THE DIFFERENCES BETVEEN 
PRE- AND lOST-TEST SCORES ON GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST SCIENCE 

REASONING TASK II AND COGJrITIVE ABILITIES TASKS KEAN. 

Experimental group 1 Experimental group 2 

t-test effect %tl t-test effect %tl s ze s ze 

GEFT 8.73 0.92 0.82 9.76 0.95 0.95 
SRTII 4.36 0.74 0.87 4.43 0.89 0.89 
CAT<avg) 2.45 .. 0.24 0.59 -1.37 b (0 

£xperilln,.l group. I I 2 N=17, control group N-I9 • 
• =signifiCint p(O.02S, b=non signific.nt, .ll other resuUs signifinn',' p(O.OOOS. 
Full resull. dfl.ili~ thl individU.1 Cognilive Abilitie. '.sk. ,corll .ppe.r in .ppendix 2. 
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One tailed t-tests were calculated using test reliabilities of 0.82 for 

Group Embedded Figures Test, 0.78 for Science Reasoning Task II and 0.93 

for the mean of the Cognitive Abilities Tasks. The results of t-tests 

between unmatched experimental groups and control group for the 

difference of the differences between pre- and post-test scores showed 

significant increases in Field- independence and Formal Operations in 

experimental group subjects over control group subjects at p<0.0005. This 

was verified using XacNemar's calculation with test reliabilities as above 

(see chapter 4 for discussion and appendix 2 for calculations>. The 

results were confirmed using effect sizes as detailed in chapter 3 and 

presented, as suggested by Rosenthal (1978) and Smith ct Glass (1981, 

1977>, in diagrams 5-1 to 5-4 showing that in the case of Group Embedded 

Figures Test 82% of experimental group 1 and 76% of experimental group 2 

were scoring higher than the mean of the control group pupils. In the 

case of Science Reasoning Task II 77% of experimental group 1 and 79% of 

experimental group 2 were performing higher than the mean of the 

control group pupils. 711e percentiles were derived from the table 

reproduced in appendix 7. The results for the Cognitive Abilities Tasks 

were not so clear, one experimental group giving significant increases 

p<0.025 the other no significant difference. Vhen the results of the two 

groups were merged there was no significant increase. 
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FIGURE 5-1: SHADED AREA SHOVS 82% OF EXPERIXENTAL GROUP 1 
ARE BETTER THAN THE KEAN OF THE CONTROL GROUP PUPILS 

ON THE GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST 

E.,"' .. c"t. Djz: ... 

control group experi.ental group 

FIGURE 5-2: SHADED AREA SHOVS 76% OF EXPERIKENTAL GROUP 2 
ARE BETTER. THAN THE KEAN OF THE CONTROL GROUP PUPILS 

ON THE GROUP ENBEDDED FIGURES TEST. 

E., ., .. c t .• j%,,,, 

ontro/ group experi,entaJ group 
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FIGURE 5-3: SHADED AREA SHOWS 77% OF EXPERIXENTAL GROUP 1 
ARE BETTER THAN THE NEAN OF THE CONTROL GROUP PUPILS 

ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

E1''fec't .• 1.7.:..., 

control group experillntaJ group 

FIGURE 5-4: SHADED AREA SHOWS 79% OF EXPERIXENTAL GROUP 2 
ARE BETTER THAN THE KEAN OF THE CONTROL GROUP PUPILS 

ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

control group 
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DISCUSSION. 

These results therefore rejected the null hypotheses 1-4 tested in this 

study which were: 

1) that after training there would be no significant difference in 

the mean scores between the Field-independence level of the 

experimental groups and the control group; 

2) should the experimental groups be significantly more Field

independent this would not be associated with an increase in 

Formal operational level; 

3) other staff using the materials would not be able to increase the 

levels of Field-independence or Formal Operations; 

4) any increases in Field-independence would be associated with an 

increase in cognitive ab:llitYi 

The experi.ment is interpreted as follows: 

1) confirming the results of the 1st feasibil:lty study, i.e., tbat a 

training in Field-independence will not only produce increases in 

Field-independence but will also produce parallel increases in 

Formal operations; 

2) staff other than the experimenter could produce si.milar results; 

3) that it "as possible to train for Field-independence by giving 

practise and training in careful observation, isolation of the 

particular fro.m tbe general and restructuring of infor1Jat1on; 

4) training in Field-independence produced parallel 1ncreases in 

Formal operations although no structured training of For.mal 

operations was given; 

There were contradictory results with the Cognitive Abilities Tasks. If 

the individual task scores are considered (appendix 2) then so.me show 
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significant increases, some significant decreases and others no 

significant differences over controls. These are sometimes confounded 

within the experimental groups, i.e., one group showing a significant 

increase the other a signJ.fJ.cant decrease. ThJ.s means that null 

hypothesJ.s 5 can be accepted or rejected dependJ.ng on whJ.ch experJ.mental 

group is used for the comparJ.son. The results are therefore inconclusive. 

In an atteJllpt to clarJ.fy the results and to get some J.ndication of 

direction of the trend the two experimental groups were merged and 

treated as one experJ.mental group of 34. ThJ.s showed that there was no 

signJ.ficant J.ncrease over the traJ.nJ.ng period in the pupils' cognJ.tive 

abil1ty mean score. There was therefore some indication that the 

Cognitive AbJ.l1ties Tasks do not measure Field-independence or Formal 

Operations giving support to Satterly's vJ.ew that general abJ.1J.ty and 

cognitive style do not overlap. The results also suggest that children 

may perform in a scientific way as assessed by the Group Embedded 

Figures Test and Science Reasoning Task II but this may not be obvious if 

only tests of general abil1ty are used as measures. It was argued in 

Chapter 2 that PJ.agetian levels of development are important in 

scientific thought. The Cognitive Abilities Tasks appear not to measure 

scientific ability. It is therefore important that teachers take this 

into account when asseesing a pupil's scientific ability or potential. 
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As path tbe feasibility studies bad sbown significant increases in Field

independence and consequently Formal Operations, a more coBprelJensive 

study was planned. It waS envisaged tbat tbe training would take a wbole 

acadeIlic year, Bore groups would be trained alJd that the Baterials should 

be ilJtegrated as Buch as possible ilJto the work the children did, rather 

tban taking specific tiBe out of lessolJs for trailJiIJg. SOBe tiBe was 

talrelJ for trailJilJg ilJ the developBelJt of a lIetiJ-coglJitive language with 

two of the experiBelJtal groups but tbis is a separate issue discussed ilJ 

the lJext chapter. If tbe training was goilJg to be ilJtegrated alJd serve 

more groups a reappraisal of the trailJilJg materials was necessary. 

The cbildrelJ worked froB work cards that the scbool bad produced in 

COlJJulJction with cards produced froB the ILEA scheIle IlJsight to Science 

(1979). This BBalJt rewriting some of the twelve topics completely alJd 

extelJdiIJg others, some 56 cards; integrating the ideas developed so far, 

and filJdilJg many new activities that eIlphasised the skills being 

developed. An exaBple of one C01Ilplete topic appears in appendix 3. 

Appendix 3 gives detailed descriptions, with rationale, of all the 

materials used ilJ all the studies but a brief descriptiolJ of the extra 

OlJes developed for this study follows. 

In an attempt to integrate the activities as lIuch as possible ilJto the 

pupils lJor:1llal work, a major source of stimulus for the materials were the 

key words, selJtences and paragraphs withilJ each of the twelve topics. 

This lJot olJly developed Field-indepelJdelJt skills but also rehearsed the 

ccmtelJt of the !fork cards. A description of the new materials developed 

for this study follows. 
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ReoTJanlslng sentences. 

The words of key sentences tbat appeared on tbe card were randomly 

shuffled using a computer program written by the experimenter. The 

task for the pupil was to rearrange these to reproduce the original 

sentence, e.g.; 

liquid and a is solld ink out of found a bave tbat Dlxture you a. 

You have found out tbat ink :J.s a D:J.xture of a sol:J.d and a l:J.qu:J.d. 

On average about ten of these were produced for each topic Dak:J.ng 

about 120 :J.n all. 

AnagraDs 

These were sbuffled letters (us:J.ng a computer prograD wr:J.tten by the 

experiIDen ter) froD key words in the topic being studied. There were 

usually about 20 to 30 words :J.n eacb top:J.c that could be used, about 

300 in all. These were grouped lnto tens or twelves and used as the 

basis of the topic's word searches. If the ch:J.ldren solved the 

anagrams they bad the words ln the related wordsearch or lf they 

solved tbe wordsearcb tbey bad tbe words to Datch witb the tJnagraDs. 

TABLB 6-1: 'ANAGRAJlS AND SOLUTIONS'. 

AnagrtJD Solution AnagrtJD Solution 

riiuefepd purified idrutb turb:J.d 
ilesetr ster:J.le l:J.slg g:J.lls 
ec:J.adnbut :J.ncubated dlkel:J. k:J.lled 
srloa solar Dlua aluD 
atwre Jfater ylupsp supply 
oclos cools pe:J.p p:J.pe 
tdcseaor:J.s desiccator 
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ft"ordsearcbes 

DIAGRAX 6-1: EXAXPLE OF 'ft"ORDSEARCH'. 

ft"ordsearch crea ted from 
the words above. 

NIXELIRETS 
INCUBATEDT 
BUVSHINYXI 
AVGTlDTlVZYL 
CHEXICALSL 
TJELSETYOK 
EYTOEOEBLP 
RTLOHORVAV 
IBACSRXYRX 
AFSZEYCESP 

Two or three, someti1lles four of these were c01Bpiled per topic making 

about 40 in all. 

SentenCes with gaps 

This entailed putting the gaps between the words in the right places. 

Initially this was done with a computer prograJI written by the 

experi1llenter to randomize tbe position of the gaps but it was too 

easy. Later, as in tbe example below (",bicb is part of a longer 

version), some attempt was made to make new ",ords fro1J tbe 

beginnings and endings of other words tbus producing a distracting 

field. 

TABLE 6-2: EXAXPLE OF 'SENTENCE GAPS'. 

V he nsa Itisp lace din wa terand stir recUt disap 
pear stbes a It d iss 01 vesint bew ater itisstill 
thereeven th ou gb it can notbes eenwa terwbi cbbas ltdis 
solve din.1t isc all edaso lutio nth e11 quid par tofas olut 
iOll iscall e dtb esol utes01J eJlat er ialsdo n otdis 
solve. 

ft"lJen salt .1s placed in water and stirred it disappears. Tbe salt 
dissolves in the water. It.1s still tbere even thougb it cannot 
be seen. Vater wbicb bas salt dissolved in it is called a 
solution tbe liqUid part of a solution is called tbe solute. SOlie 
materials do not dissolve. 
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Word Duzzles -
They were taken from a book of 'Word Teasers' by Veronica Jlillington 

(1985) . They were used for the most able as they emphasised 

problems similar to those used here but were JIlore difficult. An 

example follows. 

DIAGRAlt 6-2: EXAXPLE OF A 'fIORDPUZZLB'. 

Mixed-up Animals 

Combine the sylbbles in the circle to make the names of five birds 
.nd six 1IU~Is. Each .yluble lDay be "sed once only. Yoo may 
need more than two syUablcs to compltte a name. 

Random experiments 

This activity gave pupils the Jlethod to carry out aD experiJlent but 

the order was sbuffled. SoJletilles this was aD mtperillent they bad 

carried out. SOlletilles a novel situation was used but calling on 

experience tbey bad gained :!'roll lessons. About fifteen of these were 

created. 
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Clueless crossfiDrds 

DIAGRAlf 6-3: EXAlfPLE OF CLUELESS CROSSfiORD. 

!17 !13!2 !2 !1 !24 !24 !XX!7 !14 !15 !24!1 !19! 1 2 
I I I I I I I IXX I I I I I I , . 
!6 !XX !XX !14 !XX!l !XX !XX !25 !XX!6 !XX !XX !25 ! 3 K 4 
I !XI IXX I !XI! !XX IXX I !XX! !XX IXX I , . 
!26 !XX IXX!9 !12!6 !10 !16 !24!1 !17 !XX !XX !21 ! 5 
I !XX IXX I I I I I I I !XX IXX ! ! 
!15 114 110 13 !XI 17 IXX IXX 116 !XX!2 16 !6 !17 I 7 8 
! ! ! I !XI I !XX IXl I !Xl I ! ! ! , . 
!25 !XX !XX !24 !25 !13!5 !6 !14 !10 !XX !15 !XX !13 ! 9 10 N 
! !JrJ( !JrJ(! ! ! ! ! ! ! !JrJ(! !JC[! ! 
110!6 15 !1 !XX!l !XX !XX !10 !XX !XX !25!6 !3 ! 11 12 
I 

, . , . ! IXl! IXX IJrJ(! IJrJ( IJrJ(! I I ! 
!16 !XX !14 !Xl IXX !XX !XX 16 !7 !6 !19!1 !XX !XX ! 13 14 
I !Xl! !JrJ( !JrJ( !JC[ fa! ! ! ! ! !JrJ( !JrJ( ! 
!XX !XX !17 !25 !13!2 !1 !XX !XX !XX !XX !21 !XX !26 ! 15 16 
IJrJ( !XJ( I! !!!Xl !JrJ( IJrJ( !Xl! !JrX! ! 
!9 !25 17 !XX!XX!4 !XX !IX!9 !XX !16!6 !24 !14 ! 17 18 
! ! IJrJ( !JrJ( I !XX!XI I !JrJ(! ! ! I ! 
!14 !XX !14 !XX !17 !25 12 !2 !14 110 114 !XX !XX !24 ! 19 20 
I I IXX!R !O IS !S ! I IN ! I !XX !XX! ! 
!5 !6 !24!1 !XX !17 !XX !XX!9 !XX!8 18 !14 !24 ! 21 22 
! ! I !XX! !JrJ( !JrJ(! !Xl! ! ! ! ! 
114 IXX !XX !21!1 !17 119 117!6 !10 116 !XX !Xl !14 ! 23 24 
! !JrJ( !JrJ(! ! 1 ! ! ! 1 ! !JQr !JrJ(! ! 
!9 !XX!XX !21 !XX!6 !XX!XX !16 !XX!1 !XX !XX!6 ! 25 26 
! !JrX IJrJ(! !JQr! IJrX!JQr! !JrJ( I !XJ(!JC[! ! 
2 !1 124 126 !20 110 IXX!9 16 116 115 !14 113 115 I , . , . , . , . ! IXJ( I I I , . , . I , . I 

Here numbers were subst1tuted for letters. The pup1ls were given two 

letters and their representative numbers and also one tlord in the 

crossword. The task tlas to Jlatcb the letters to tbe numbers by 

ubstitution to solve the tlbole crossword. The experimenter produced 

fifteen of these s1J111ar to tbe eJClUIple above. 
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FJ,gures in a dot maze 

This was a direct adaptation of work aD Instrumental Enrichment by 

Feuerstein et al. (1980). Feuerstein '5 work is discussed in more 

detail in the next chapter. The task required pupils to find the 

geoaetric shape given, e.g., triangle or square in a lJaze of dots. 

This was colJplex to produce. The experilJenter wrote a colJputer 

prosralJ wbich accepted tile coordinates for tile solution then 

prcxluced either twelve, twenty faur or tbirty six distractilJlf dots 

randomly. This was printed and photo reduced to produce a book of 

ODe hundred and eight problems. Below is an example of a right-

angled triangle in twelve distracting dots, an equilateral triangle in 

24 distracting dots and a square in 36 distracting dots. 

DIAGRAK 6-4: BXAXPLB OF 'FIGURES IN A roT XAZE'. 

. . 

• 

Spat the difference 

• 

D 
. . 

• 

. . 

. . . .. 

These ",ere pa1rs of seeJJinlI1y identical pictures or cartoons in which 

one of the pair shOtfed sOJle subtle differences. The task "'as to 

identify the differences. Five of tIlese tiere produced. 
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A similar activity to the above was used with diagrams of scientific 

apparatus. 

COllparison of diagrams and the s:J.gnificance of differences 

Pup1ls were g1ven a correct example of a d1agnu. of the apparatus 

they had been using in an experiment. They were then given five 

other versions that had some differences in th8B. The pupils' task 

was first to identify the differences and then to state how 

significant these differences were, i.e., would they stop the 

experimen t working as required? An example of a correct diagram 

with one variation rather than the usual five is shown below. One 

of these was usually produced per topic sometimes two, ma1ring 

fourteen in all. 

DIAGRAN 6-5: EXAXPLE OF 'DIAGRAX COXPARISON'. 
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ExtclIctin6 items of narrow criteria troll a table at CDII.J)lex 

lntorllll tlan. 

Tbis "as a complex task and is best described with an example. 

Example fram tapic 11 at extractian af infar1llatian fram a table. 

eqlrg/llllJl 

RJwlqd'ntJrQn 

orcbid 

8uC',rcyp 

lUv 

VhJch fJo~'r hIS,' 

No, of 
Slp,ls 

VIS 

5 

VI' 

G 

5 

G 

3 10 

5 5 

No, of No, of No, of Col, of Pollen S.ell 
pe,.I, .'19.' ,' •• en. pe"l, present 

3 1 rM VIf v,s 

5 5 pint no VIs 

y'llo~ 
3 I brqm QQ VIs 

II 25 vlllqr nq QQ 

I 5 rbit, VI' v's 

I, S pI,.I., S Slp.l. hll pollen .nd •• ,JJ.' _____________ _ 
2, .or, th.n 8 .tI9.', 10 ",.,n., no pollln, db,.n" •• ,11 .nd hi. pe"}' 'hi' 
ICI RD' 9rlln or rid, 

3, p,tll. thlt Irl red or y'llo~ h •• }e •• 'hln 10 .'19.', 11 •• thin 10 ,',.,n. 
,nd h •• poll,n pr",n' 
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Belo", is a list of all tbe materials used and tbe numbers produced 

for tbe final study. 

Random pictures as before lfatching roJIS as before 
Shape in sbape as before Pattern as before 
Continuo as before Reorganising sentences 120 
Anagrams 300 6e", wordsearcbes 40 
Sentences ",i th gaps 15 [ford puzzles 10 
Random experiments 15 Clueless crosswords 15 
Figures in a dot _ze 108 spot the difference 5 
Co~rison of diagrams 14 Criteria from tables 5 
Rew.ritten topic cards 56 

Tbese ne", _terials JlfSre trialed in the spring and sUJlDller terms of 

1985 in preparation for the neff acade1l1c year 1985/6. There k'ere no 

IIllJjor changes but it did enable re1lJDval of errors and better Jlleans of 

production and presentation. 

It was proposed to train three groups using these _ter1als. Two of 

tbe groups k'ere also to have training in developing a meta-cognitive 

language to express the skills learnt in the training. This aspect is 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7: The ~n~~uence o~ 

Feuerste~n on the ~nterpretation 

o~ the thesis. 
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. Introduction. 

Feuerstein, and his theory of Jlediated Learning Experience, meta-cognitive 

language and bridging, profoundly influenced the way in whicb the rest of 

this thesis was interpreted by the experilJenter. There were strong 

parallels between; 

1) Fie1d-independence and aspects Feuerstein's Jlediated Learning 

Experience, 

2) the training materials in this thesis and those of Feuerstein. 

The process of developing a lJeta-cognitive language about the cbildrens' 

thinking and 'bridging' this to new familiar situations used by Feuerstein 

was seen as a possible way of enhanCing this investigatiDll. Before 

discussing these points there follollfS a summary of the relevant parts of 

Feuerstein's work. 

Feuerstein's IfDCk and Kediated Learning Bzper1ence. 

Feuerstein's work was with culturally deprived subjects. His aiD was not 

to teach individuals any new content but to cbange their basic cognitive 

strocture. The corner stone of his idea was that people who are 

culturally deprived are deprived of J(ediated Learning Bxperience. 

Feuerstein et a1. (1g80) p. 15,16, described Kediated Learning lixperience, 

as '... the way in ..,hich stimuli uitted by tbe en vironDen t are 

transforDed by a 'mediating' agent, usually a parent, sibling or other 

caregiver. This mediating agent, guided by his intention, culture and 

emotional investlJent, selects and organizes the ",orld of st1J1uli for the 

cbild. Tbe Dediator selects stiDuli tbat are most appropriate and 

froes, filters, and schedules tbu; he deteraines the appearance and 

disappearance of certain stiDu1i and :1gnores others'. It is contended 

that these are the skills developed by Field-independent subjects and it 
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is therefore likely that ](ediated Learning Experience could assist the 

acquisition of Field-independent skills. 

Feuerstein saw two determinants of differential cognitive development; the 

distal and the proxilJal. Distal factors included, genetic, environmental 

stimulation, parents and socitrecono1llic status. These ~ lead to 

inadequate cognitive perfor1llance, i.e., they did not directly or inevitably 

cause retardation. The proxi1llal factor was lack of ](ediated Learning 

Experience which did cause retardation. Feuerstein et al. suggested that 

the cause of retardation was not the distal factor so often bla1lled for 

retardation but the proxi1llal factor, i.e., lack of lIediated Learning 

Experience. Anyone or combination of the distal factors may have been 

responsible for lack of the proximal factor see diagrtm 7-1. Feuerstein 

et al. suggested that if focus is put on suppleJJIenting inadequate Xediated 

Learning Experience rather than on distal factors that cannot be changed 

it is possible to enhance cogniti.ve develop1llent. Feuerstein et al. saw 

Kediated Learning Experience as 'a group supported activity which is 

generated by a pri1Jary need of human societies to preserve their cultural 

continuity' (1980, p. 20). Any interaction that provided Xediated 

Learning Experience 1IIust include intention and transcend the immediate 

need. Instruction with explanations would be a Jlediated Learning 

Experience as they form orientation to allow a child to ftJr1J constructs 

to put the i1J1Jediate into mental sche1Jes of their own, thus developing 

cognitive efficiency. 'Put that knife dotnl you may cut yourself' ",ould be 

a Kediated Learning Experience ",hereas 'put that dOWD' would not. Tbe 

content is not seen as very important. 

developing an understanding of processes. 

It is only a vehicle for 

lIany types of content can 

develop tbe sa1Je process. For example it does not matter wbetber a 
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child organizes books by title or author; nuts and bolts into sizes; 

cutlery into lrnives. spoons. large forks and little forks; cuisenaire rods 

into colours or shapes. the basic cOlfllitive process of organizing and 

reorganizing is still the same. 

DLAGRAX 7-1: DISTAL AND PROXINAL ETIOLOGIES OF DIFFERENTIAL COGNITIVE 
DEVEWPXENT. (ADAPTED FRON FEUERSTEIN AND RAND (1974». 

", 
f<: 
0 .... 
u 
-: 
'" 
u 

'" 0 
.J 

~ .... 
w 

oJ 
..: .... 
VI 

a 

oJ 

~ 
X 
0 
a: ... 

MEDIATED LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE 

ADEQUATE COGNITIYE 
DEVELOP'1ENT 

LACK OF MEDIATED 
LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

INADEOUATE COG~ITIVE 
DI'VELOP'1ENT. SYNDROME 

OF CULTURAL DEPRIVATION 
Low I'odi fiabil ity 

by 0; rec t Exposure 

Piaget was also awar-e of the importance of repetitive interaction with 

objects to form sche:mata. and social interaction is one of the four 

factors Piaget listed as necessary to develop cognition (Piaget, 1964). 

Xediated Learning Experience can be transDitted in Dany Dodalities, i.e., 

gesture, mimiCry. general behaviour or observation. As neither specific 

content nor .llooaUty are crucial to the Dediating process of Xediated 

Learning Experience. it is a universal pbenOJlenon. Its efficiency ClJn be 

effected by languase and or content but not the process itself. 'Jlediated 

Learning Experience produces in an organ1sD a propensity to lea111 bo", to 

learn I. Feuerstei.n et al. (1980. p. 25). Thus a child ",i.tbout Jlediated 
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Learning' Experience has to make the best use it can of meaning of the 

surroundings, usually unsuccessfully. Feuerstein suggests that another 

step is put into Piaget's Sti1llulus-Organtsm-Response system for building 

up schemata, t.e., H, Human med:lator thus S-D-R beco:mes S-H-D-R. 

Feuerste:ln also suggested that tests given to assess a ch:lld's ab:llity 

only d:ld so agatnst a nona for subjects of that age. Cogntttve or 

psychometric tests d:ld not measure the capacity' of the subject to 

improve. Feuerstetn decided that it was the subject's inherent ability to 

improve that was important, not their absolute score on any given test. 

He conceived the Learning Potential Assessment Device, to assess not the 

subjects' score on any absolute scale but rather their potentiality for 

improvement (a more detailed description of the Learning Potential 

Assessment Device appears tn appendix 8). Broadly this was detenained 

by ta1ring detailed notes whilst aw.inistering tests and recording how 

much prompting of the 1Ieta-strategies was necessary to enable the 

subject to succeed, and how auch the subject improved consequently 

without such prompting. Subjects were not allowed to fail only insomuch 

as to determine the point of failure and the degree of help needed to 

succeed. 

Feuerstein's intervention to overcome lack of llediated Learning Bxperience 

was a series of pencil and paper exercises a1aed at developing various 

cosn1tive functions. These..,ere given t..,o or three tiJleB a ..,eel' for TJlO 

YEARS. The aim of Peuerstein's aaterial ..,as to produce substitute 

Jled:lated Learning Bxperiences to increase cogn1tive funct10n, and so to 

increase perforlJance. Peuerstein's 1ntervention produced significant 

iJiprovements. Sbayer and Beasley U987) in ideal conditions have sbo..,n 

increase of 1-1.25 of a standard dev:lation on the Learning Potential 
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Assessment Device, Ravens Advanced Jlatricies and Piagetian Operations 

with subjects considered to be well below average on standard tests. 

Once the subjects' learning potential had been established they were given 

material suitable to develop the cognitive function or functions in which 

they ",ere deficient. The materials given ",ere desi8lJed to substitute for 

lack of Jled:1ated LearD:1ng Exper1ence. Feuerste1n asserts that no 

1nd1v1dual acts or learns in isolation. A child's sUrTOUnd:lngs are 

1nterpreted and med:lated for the ch:lld either by the parents, other adults 

or older children. Even older ch:1ldren moderate or alter the:lr language 

wben talking to younger children or bab:1es. As adults ",e also 11ke 

mediation when dealing with new or complex :1deas. Feuerste:1n contended 

that any children denied this intercession bet",een them and the ",orid are 

culturally deprived. Ch:lldren do not develop many of the cognitive 

functions, listed in appendix 8, wh1ch allow them to make efficient use of 

their brains, nor do they make use of many of the available opportunities 

for learning. Children are then incapable of using the capacity of tbe1r 

brains because they do not have the cognitive functions to use that 

facility. If this is the case tben Feuerstein claims that children can be 

g1ven experiences that develop tbese cognitive fUnctions and so enable 

tho to use more of tbeir mental potential. 

stmllaritif!B Betl!fM.Q Field-independence & Feuerstein's It'Qei. 

There are iJlportant si1l1larities between the approach of tbis study and 

Feuerstein's work. This 1ntervention in no way matched Feuerstein's 

formidable study but this study could be interpreted w:1thin his view of 

cogn1tive functioning. An aspect of Formal Operations is the necess:1ty 

to isolate and lIanipulate variables. If the var1ables cannot be 
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identified because of lack of the cognitive function Field-independence, 

then it is unlikely that a child will display Formal Operational thought. 

If Field-independence can be increased by training or lIediated Learning 

Experience then any child not being able to carry out Formal Operations 

because of lack of Field-independence would be able to do so. 

In discussing mediated learning Feuerstein et al. (1980, page 27) describe 

a close description of the cognitive restructuring aspect of Field

independence, '... a care-giver gives saliency to particular stimuli and 

gives example to being selective in perception and ignoring irrelevance 

Children not having had Kediated Learning Experience tend to be 

hyperprosexic, children scan their perceptual environment without 

attending differentially to the more relevant eloents and therefore do 

not persist in developing the means for attendin8' specific goals'. 

Feuerstein et a1. (1980, page 34) also identifies comparative behaviour as 

being of great importance. '... the precursors of comparative behaviour 

involve the orientation of the organism towards increasingly precise 

procedures of perception, exploration and attention'. 

Field-independence could be viewed as using s01lle of the 1JIodalities of the 

Learning Potential ASSes5J1ent Device, see appendix 8, i.e., spatial, 

pictorial, figural etc. within the operation of diseJJIbedding the siJlple 

from the complex. It also contained the skills that are used in Kediated 

Learning Experience, i.e., 'fraJIing, selecting and schedul1ng infoT1latlon'. 

These are just different words for the processes the experiJlenter H'as 

trying to develop in Field-independence. 
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This study is concentrating on processes such as; 

1) disembedding the si:mple from the c01lplex, 
2) reorganising information to produce new patterns so breaking up 

a visual field and recreating it, 
3) looking for hidden information systematically, 
4) co:mparison, noting differences and si1lilarities, 
5) ignoring irrelevant and confusing :material, 
6) ignoring basic Gestalt theory of organising visual field into a 

coherent whole rather than its constituent parts. 

There are s.1m.1larit.1es in Feuerstein's InstroDental Enrichment cognitive 

functions phase parameter listed in appendix 8, and those identified in 

this study listed above see table 7-1. 

TABLE 7-1: S1K1LAR1T1ES BETflEEN FEUERSTEIN'S PHASE PARAJlETER 
AND PROCESSES REQUIRED FOR THE RESTRUCTURING ASPECT 

OF F IELD-1NDEPEJIDENCE. 

Feuerstein's parameter phase. 
(Numbers relate to those in 
appendix 8) 

111 analysing disequilibrium 
112 rel evance 
113 co~rative behaviour 
115 su~tive behaviour 
116 projecting relationships 

This study's processes 
(Numbers relate to those) 
above) • 

1 & 3 & 6 
1 & 5 
4 
2&3 
2 

In addition Feuerstein et al. (lg80, chapter 4) describe how deficient 

cognitive functions were identified. Three phases to any mental act 

were descri bed; input, elaboration and Dutput, elaboratiDn being the 

JlDSt important. /lany of the deficiencies he identified fdthin the 

input and ela bora ti ve phase, detailed in appendix 8, show strong 

links with Field-independence these are listed below. 
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Input 1) Blurred and sweeping perception. 

2) Impulsivity and unplanned behaviour. 

3) Lack of verbal skills; (not directly relevant). 

415) Lack of or i~ired spatial and te~ral orientation, 

e.g., not being able to organise a field by upper left 

& lower right. 

6) Lack of or impaired conservation of consistencies. 

7) Lack of or i~ired need for precision and accuracy. 

8) Lack of or i~ired use of two sources of information 

used in such tests as Learning Potential Assess.ment 

Device (I) and Ravens Advanced ~tricies. 

Elaboration 

Inadequacy in 

subsequently 

relevant). 

experi encing 

defining a 

the existence 

probl em, (not 

of and 

directly 

2) Inability to select relevant as opposed to irrelevant 

clues in defining a problem. 

3) Lack of or iJlpaired, spontaneous 

behaviour. 

cOJlparati ve 

4) Narrowness of the .mental field, 

relevant). 

(not directly 

5) SUDDative behaviour, (not directly relevant). 

6) Virtual relationships, reorganising of infor.ation 

into a new situation. 

7) Need for pursuing logical evidence, (not directly 

relevant) . 
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8) Interiorization, moving from the need to have concrete 

factor, cannot plan. 

9) Planning setting goals not available in the here and 

now. 

DlagraD 7-3 shows whlch of the _terlals developed ln this thesis 

trained for the cognitive deficiencies categorlzed by Feuersteln 

listed above and ldentlfied as associated wlth Fleld-independence by 

These include the materlals used in the final 

study. A detailed explanation of all the materials appears in 

appendlx 3. 

DIAGRAX 7-3: RELATIONSHIP BETJlEEN FEUERSTEIN'S COGNITIVE DEFICIENCIES 
VIlICH INCLUDE FIELD-INDEPENDENT ASPECTS, AND TRAINING JUTERIALS 

IN THIS STUDY. 

V R E C 8 Rp X P S A Cl G E Dm Sd Cs Re Ss 

lllQ.Ut .. J f. f f .f. f f f f f f. f f f f f f f 

a. f f f f. f. f f f f f. f. f. f. f 

~l.5. f f f. f f f. f. f f f. f f 

~ f. f f f. f f. , f. f. 
Z , f f , f f f , f f f f , f f f 

a f. f. f. f. f. f f. f. f. 
ila bora U em a. f. f. f f. f. f f f. f. f. f. f. f. f. f. 

J. f. f. f f f. f. f. f. f f f. f f. 
~ f. f. f. f f. f f. f f 

a f. f. f. f. f. f. f. f. f. f f. f f f. f 
9 f. f 

V=wordsearch, R=rearralJ8e, E=eJJlbedded flSS., C=contlnuo, 8=eightwords, 
Rp=randoD plctures, X=Datching rows, P=pa t tern, S=shape in shape, 
A=anagraJIIS, Cl=clueless crosswords, G=gaps in sentences, E=extracting 
info. froD tables, DFdot Daze, Sd=spot the d1fference, Sc=coDparison 
ct signi fl cance, Re=Rando. experlments, SS=shuffled sentences. 
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Similarities between Feuerstein's training _terials and those 

deyeloDed far this thesis. -
There is not only sisd1arity in the cognitive functions being 

developed by Feuerstein and the experimenter but there are (Jlso 

sisd1arities in the _teria1s the1llSe1ves. It is not producti ve to 

describe all his traini~ nateria1 here but merely to shoW' that some 

sisdlarity exits. Feuerstein et al, (1980) list 12 instruments; 

Organisation of dots, p.128, Orientation in s~ce, p.144, COBplJrisons, 

p.163, Categorisation, p.175, Analyt:J.ca1 percept:J.on, p.183, Family 

relations, p.193, TeDpora1 relations, p.203 Numerical progressions, 

p.211, Instructions, p.200, Illustrations, p.230, Representational 

stencil design p.239 and Syl1 ogis1llS, p.251. 

The eighteen different materials developed or used by the experimenter 

W'ere not used in all the studies but are included here for comparison. 

The experimenter's material can be grouped into three sections: 

Comparison; Random pictures, Xatcbing roW'S, Patter.D, Clueless 

crossword, Spot the difference, Comparison and 

significance, 

Rearranging; Rearra~i~, Eight W'ords, Anagrams, Extracting 

infoTlIation, Randoll experiments, Shuffled sentences, 

Dis81lbedding: Vord searches, Ellbedded figures, 'Continuo', Shape in 

shape, Gaps in sentences, Dot maze. 
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TABLE 7-4: COKPARISON BETWEEN FEUERSTEIN'S lfATERIALS 
AND THOSE DEVELOPED IN THIS THESIS. 

Feuerstein's 
lfaterials 

Org. Dots 

This study's Baterials 
I 

CoBparison Rearranging 

Rp Jl P Cl Sd Cs R S A E Re Ss 

Orr. in space • • 
CalflH'riSDlJ •••••• 
Categorization • • 
Analytic perc. • 
Family relat. 
TellP' relations 
Hum. Progress. 
Instructions 
III ustra ti ons 
Stencil design 
Trans re1at. 

Disembedding 

fI E C S G D 

• • 

fI=wordsearch, R=rearrange, E=embedded figs., C=continuo, 8=eightwords, 
Rp=randolD pictures, Jl=Batching rows, P=pattern, S=shape in shape, 
A=anagrams, Cl=clueless crosswords, G=gaps in sentences, E=extracting 
info. from tables, Dm=dot ~ze, Sd=spot the difference, SC=co~rison 
~ significance, Re=Random experiments, Ss=shuffled sentences. 

It is obvious from diagram 7-4 that there are a wide range of cognitive 

functions that were being trained for in Feuerstein's work that were not 

applicable to these studies, however there were parallels in each of tbe 

tbree areas that bad been identified as Field-independent skills. Listed 

below are brief descriptions of SOlDe of Feuerstein's training instruments 

which compare most closely with tbe training materials developed in tbis 

tbesis. 

Comparison/Comparisons 

Ibid p.163, ' ... COJIparative behaviour is tbe most eleJIentary building 

block of relational tbinking lJnd tberefore a primary condition for 

any cognitive process tbat is to transcend mere recognition and 
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identification '. Ibid p.164, 'Comparative behaviour plays an 

important role in perception. To a large extent, it determines the 

nature of the perception, the acuity and sharpness of the perceived 

elements, and the precision with which various elements are 

registered '. The aims of this instrument were very similar to the 

aims of this study. 

Ibid page 165 

Circle that which is different between the sample 
picture on the left and two pictures in the same row. 

- - - ---- - - -------- - - ----- - --- -
Example Picture I Picture II 

GCJ 00 
direction number color form size direction number color size form 

QQQ 
direc tion number color form SiZe! direction number color form size 

66 
I I 

Although not exact there were similarities between the above and 

'comparing and significance', appendix 3 page 40 

Ibid page 166 

There are live differences between the two pictures. 
Mark each difference you lind with an X. 
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There were obvious similarities between the above and 'matching rows' 

appendix 3 page 21, 'spot the difference' appendix 3 page 39 and 

'pattern' appendix 3 page 27.RearrangingICategorization. 

Ibid page 177. 

~~ame each picture on the line beneath. 

~~~ 

U> -'--E::==;;:;;a.rl .. ;-~ ----- 0 

~ u 

.(1"1'1 ___ _ 
Z2 

-- ----
List - tho! naJlle$ you !l:1ve written in the proper cateior-y: 
~un~ :>f transp.>rtation: --------------(Illtia ni and foo~ear: _________________________ _ 
Ohj~'·:s that iive liJtht: _______________________ _ 

Too\~: 

~'~re:---------------------------__ ========::: 

Tbls could be equated witb 'eigbt words', appendix 3 page 24. The 

difference was that tbis study used words instead of pictures. 
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Ibid page 180. 

CLASSIFICATION OF CIRCLES ACCORDING TO SIZE AND COLOR 

o o 
A B c D 

Here are four circles marked A, e, C, O. Write the headings so that 
the letters in the squares will be correct. 
Subject of classification: ____ _ 

Principle of classification: ____ _ 

(1) ____ (2) ___ _ 

Subject of classification: 

A 
D 

Principles of classification _____ : (1) ____ (2) ___ _ 

---"', _____ : (1) (2), __ _ 

Th1s could also be equated w1th 'e1ght trords' aDd 'raDdoa pictures' 

aDd 'Datcbi1l8 roti' appendix 3 pages 24, 20 aDd 21 respectively. 

other Co! tegories were beiDg used but the UDder lyiDg process was the 

SIIae. 
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Disembeddfng/ Analytic perception. 

Ibid page 187. 

This si1Dilar to 'shape in shape' appendix 3 page 26, i.e., that one 

figure a square Dr rectangle has to be found in a complex drawing. 

Embedded figures appendix 3 p. 25 was si1Dilar but more difficult 

because the numbers were not there to help. 

Ibid page 188. 

Correct the errors. 
Do the separate parts in each frame fit together so that they form the complete 
design? If they do not. correct them. 

D 

DO 
80 
DO 

Tbis also was similar to 'shape 1n shape' appendix 3 page 26, i.e., 

finding what is known witb1n a more c01IIplex figure. 'Sbape in sbape' was 

lIore difficult as the figures being looked for overlaid each other. 
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Thus it is possible to identify similarities in the training materials in 

this study within Feuerstein's model. The training material in this study 

contributed a similar function but in a narrower field than Feuerstein's 

Intrumenta1 Enrichment: they were training for an underlying process not 

the skills required to pass a particular test. The processes were those 

that had been identified as being required in the cognitive restructuring 

aspect of Field-independence. By giving pupils the op~unity to 

eKplore and incorporate skills such as: disembedding the simple from the 

complex; reorganizing information to produce new patterns so breaking up 

II visual field and recreating it; looking for hidden information 

systematically; comparison, noting similarities and differences; ignoring 

irrelevant and confusing material; ignoring basic Gestalt theory of 

organizing visual field into a coherent whole rather than its constituent 

parts they would then be able to succeed and show greater Field

independence and consequently Formal Operations. The training materials 

can be interpreted as substitution for lack of mediation in the 

development of Field-independent skills in children by parents. The 

training described in the study was similar therefore in principle to 

Feuerstein's Xedia ted Learning Experience, i.e., in that; 1) it did not 

train for the process itself but for the cognitive function required for 

the process and 2) substituted for lack of previous mediated eKperiences 

to develop those skills. 

Altbough much of what had been done up to this point could be interpreted 

within the Feuerstein model there was no need to change the training 

procedures. There was however one aspect of Feuerstein'S training that 

could be incorporated into this stUdy. This was the development of a 

meta-cognitive language to think with and the 'bridging' of this cognitive 
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development to familiar situations. Feuerstein et al. (1980) contend tbat 

unless a subject is aware of tbe chanlIe6 in cOlInition that have been 

affected by training, and can relate tbem to similar and familiar 

situations then it is unl:llrely that they will be able to use their 

increased cDlfnltive ability in novel situations. In usinlI bis training 

materials, wbich are designed to change cognitive functions by 

substituting for llediated LeaT1JinlI Experience, teachers are told tbat at 

the end of each lesson they need to help the pupils to 'bridlIe' the 

concepts developed dur1nlI the lesson to new contexts. Tbus tbe empbasis 

1S not on the content of the lesson or any part1cular slrill but on the 

pupils own meta-COlfn1t10n. Feuerste1n's tra1n1nlI called Instrumental 

Enrichment developed cDlfnit1ve structures using a substitute for natural 

Kediated Learning Experience, wbereas tbis intervention was in developing 

the cDlfnltive function of F1eld-independence. It was felt that 

emphasising and identifyinlI the meta-cDlfnitive functions of Field

independence and subsequent 'bridlIing' could enhance the training 

procedures developed here. Shayer and Vylam (1984) came to a similar 

conclusion when they helped puplls verbal1ze the var1ables involved in 

their training procedure. The next step was to produce a scheme to 

develop a meta-cognitive language to enable internalization and a means 

for mental rehearsal of a list of concepts and strategies with the 

context of this intervention. The ideas were to come from the pupils, 

they were not to be imposed by the teacher. The teachers were to 

emphasise and encourage ideas that were in sympathy with the cDlfnitive 

process being 'bridged' and to probe and develop relevant examples from 

inappropriate ones. 
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Before starting the final study all the materials being used were sorted 

into three groups those that: 1) emphasised careful comparison; 2) 

reorganization and; 3) disembedding, The aim was to produce a list with 

a structure to think with for each of the groups of activities listed 

above, each list consisting of three single words with brief explanations. 

The lists were to be created by discussion with the pupils in small 

groups working with tbe training materials, identifying the thought 

processes required by those materials, finding words to express tbeJII, and 

developing explanations in the pupils own words. From these explanations 

pupils were to list examples ,.,bere tbe same processes ,.,ere used in 

contexts ,.,ith ,.,bicb they ,.,ere familiar. Tbis ho,.,ever ,.,as ratber open 

ended and it ,.,as felt that some structure ,.,as needed to guide otber 

staff. It ,.,as tberefore decided tbat tbe experimenter would ,.,ork ahead 

of tbe otber staff and produce a summary of his lessons as a gUide. A 

full explanation of ho,., tbis ,.,as done appears in Chapter 8 and Appendix 

4. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this study there were three experimental groups. One was taken by the 

experimenter who used training materials and meta-cognitive language, and 

the other two groups were taken by another teacher who used training 

materials with both groups but used meta-cognitive language with only one 

group. There were two control groups taken by other teachers. Once the 

new materials had been checked, as discussed as in chapter 6, work sheets 

and equipment were organised, and the other member of staff involved in 

the training was inforaed of the principles of the study, i.e., that 

helping pupils to be more Field-independent would enable them to think at 

a higher Piagetian level. It was explained that this was to be achieved 

by incorporating training materials that developed Field-independent 

skills into the norDal science lessons, and in the case of one of his 

groups by also developing meta-cognitive language. The other teacher 

involved in the training was shown examples of work the experimenter had 

done in the feasibility studies. He was informed that most of the 

materials were integrated into the pupils' normal work and that there 

was to be no discussion of the purpose of the training materials with the 

pupils not being trained in meta-cognitive language beyond that necessary 

to implement them, i.e., organisation, answers to word searches etc. (see 

first part of appendix 4). 

The teacher was asked to spend ten minutes at the beginning or end of 

lessons working on the materials. The experiaenter had regular contact 

with the other tellcher alJd administrative problems were solved as they 

arose. There were occasional aisunderstandings about what was required 

but these were ainor and easily corrected. ffhen no meta-cognitive 

language was used iaple.entation was fairly straight forward. Helping 
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the other member of staff to develop meta-cognitive language with one of 

his groups was more difficult. By the time of the final study the 

experimenter had, in the previous summer term, tried out the ideas of 

developing a meta-cognitive language with a class of children which 

showed that each section had to be brolren down into very small units, 

using only one or two words in a lesson with a lot of rehearsal and 

examples to enable 'bridging'. 

The materials were grouped :lnto 3: 

Group 1 (developing careful co1llparison) cD1llprising; 'random pictures', 

'ma tching rows', 'pattern', 'clueless crosswords', 'spot the d:lfference', 

'comparison of diagrlUSs and s:lgn:lficanC6 of differences', 

Group 2 (reorganising) comprising; 'anagra1lls', 'shuffled sentences', 

'sentence gaps', 'random experiments', 

Group 3 (disembedding) colllprising; 'word searches', 'figures in a dot 

maze', 'continuo gallle', 'shape in shape'. 

Each of these groups of materials ",ere the basis for discussing a 

particular strategy for their solutions with the children. Pupils were 

asked how they ",ent about solving tbe activities :In each group and wbicb 

mental processes they went through. FrD1II this, lists of ",ords that 

described their thinking ",ere colllpiled. Pupils were gUided, tak:lng one or 

t",o words per lesson, ",itb d:lscuss:lon to have a list with lIIean:lngs and 

'br:ldged exlUSples' of the words that explained how they went about 

solving the activ:lties w:lthin a part:lcular group. Tbe other ]Jaber of 

staff was a twenty three year old probat:lonary teacher lind it was 

decided to g:lve h:lm help in :lllpleJllent:lng tbe use of lIIeta-cognitive 

language witb teacbing notes lind edited transcr:lpts of the exper:lllenter's 

lessons. A c01lplete vers:lon of notes, transcripts, and the sUJlllary of 

the transcripts given to the cbildren, are detailed in appendix " parts 1, 
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2 and 3 respectively. Brief extracts from appendix 4 follow. Part 1 are 

the general teaching notes, part 2 the introductory discussions on group 

2 activities and part 3 the edited summary given to the children for that 

group. 

1>Teaching nates for group 1 activities (developing careful 

comparison) • 

A suggested approach for developing a meta-cognitive language to 

solve problems that require systematic comparison. 

1. Ask pupils 'Vhat do you do when trying to salve the activities 

in group 1'? How do you think? Vhat goes through your mind? 

What do you do first? How do you sort out what you are looking 

for? Try to jot the examples down, record them on tape or get 

individual pupils to write words dOJfn on the board or separate 

paper and collect them afterwards especially those that parallel 

systematiC, careful observation, identify, significant variable, 

analysis. 

2. Group theJJ into three stages: wards that describe; 1> 

analysis, 2) comparison, 3) reflection. Take stage one wards and 

take about ten Jlinutes in the next few lessons to COIle up with 

as Jlany simple examples of uses of these words as possible. It 

is iJlportant to eJIIpllas1se this 'bridlfinlf' so that not only do 

pupils use these wards in the context of the activities but can 

use theJl or 'see' theJl used in many different contexts so they 

Dot only have a 'dictionary' definition of the ward but also a 

'feel' for the )ford's use in a range of examples. 

3. Try to get a neat SUJlJl/Jry of these stage one )fords to 
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explain what they were doing, e.g.; 

analysing; combining systematic observation and 

identification of significant variables, 

4. Now repeat the process for stage 2 and 3 words which should 

be much quicJrer. When complete you now have a complete 

definition of the tbin1ring process in solving comparison 

problems that could go sOlletbing liJre this; 

stage 1 Analysis cOllbines systematic identification and 

observation of significant variables. 

Stage 2 Comparison and matching of evidence. 

stage 3 Reflecting before answering. 

Pupils could then be asked to try to think of a mnemonic to 

remember ARC, i.e., Analysis, Comparison, Reflection. 

2) TranscrlDt - at intmductarv .. lesson to 2 activities 

(reorganising). Pupils responses are in brackets. 

Friday 9th Nay 

fie too1c a long time considering analysing, comparing and 

reflecting when you were looJring at things like spot the 

difference etc .. 'ow I want to look at another group of 

activities you have been doing l1Jre anagrams, shuffled sentences, 

sentences where there are gaps and you have to put the gaps into 

a different place to get tbe sentence to maJre sense, and where I 

have given you sets of instructions for an experiment and you 

have had to put tbe1l in tbe correct order. Now if you are 

trying to solve anyone of those wbat is the first thing you 

have to try and do? Lets just take one, anagrams. It migbt be 

easier for you to focus your attention on just one of them. Wbat 
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is the first thing you try and do? (Solve the word). That 

might be true of a very short word but not of the longer ones. 

(Groups of letters). Fine! you look for beginnings and endings 

of words that may make some sense. (Vowels). Yes vowels help 

you to make some sense out of the jumble of letters. (Try to 

think of lots of words tbat contain the same number of letters, 

then see if any you tbink of could use the letters you have). 

Good! tbat is one way of doing it. Do you always look just at 

individual letters? (No you put letters togetber sometimes). 

When you are looking for a small group of letters that Jlake 

sense, or vowels, or anything like tbat I think you could 

sUJlJlarise it by saying you look for?.......... (Groups, order, 

pattern, arrangement, sequence). Great! all tbose are good words. 

Which one do you think is best? You are trying to find groups 

of letters that make some sense. flbicb of tbose words do you 

prefer? (Xajority for pattern). Good. you look for patterns of 

letters that could make some sense so you sort tbe reJlaining 

letters more easily. You are not looking for any letters in 

particular. You are looking at a jumble of letters, and in them, 

a pattern that could make sense. Rigbt wbat do you do tiltb 

tbese groups of letters once you've got tbem? (Sort tbem). Yes 

but to sort theJ1l you must bave done wbat to tbe original order 

of tbe letters? (Reorganised tbeJI). flby do you tbink I tried to 

get you to tbink of wbat you did before reorganising the letters? 

(Too difficul t). f/by? (Sbort words are easy but lots of letters 

make it difficult). flby? at takes too long to reorganise tbem 

all ways). Good.! You can't reorganise all the letters in all 

possible combinations until a word comes up that works. Sbort 
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W'ords are fine but longer W'ords would need a computer. So to 

solve anagrams or similar problems you look for patterns that 

make sense, reorganise them to see if you can make a W'ord. Then 

W'hat? What if you don't get a W'ord? (Give up). No come on. 

(Look at the letters again). Vhat for? (NeW' groups). Yes but 

W'hat W'ord did W'e use? (Patterns). Very good! Right that W'ill 

do for today except try to think before next lesson of examples 

of where you look for patterns in every day life. 

Examples given by pupils; 

cars by variation in patterns, types of buildings, floW'er types, 

peoples faces, words, W'hether things are upright, e.g., buildings, 

recognise one's oW'n house in a roW' of similar ones, recognising 

anything, keys or locks. 

3. CQmplete summary of diSCUSSions on group 2 activities. 

Vhen solving problems that require reorganization W'e need to 

IDENTIFY patterns and REORGANISE them and REPEAT if necessary 

until a solution is found. BeloW' ls a summary of the words you 

used and examples you gave when explaining what those W'ords 

meant in describing your thin1r1ng about solving 'reorganising' 

problems. 

IDENTIFICATION OF PATTERNS 

Exampl86 of the words we used when thinking about identifying 

patterns were; solve, groups, vowels, letters together, order, 

pattern, arrangeJllent, sequence, sort, reorganise, look again, new 

groups. 
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Examples you gave of wbere we identify patterns in every day 

life were; flags of countries, red for danger, piano keyboard, 

emblem, e.g., rose for England, cars by variation in patterns, 

computer keyboard, peoples cbarlJcteristics, e.g., Tom and Jerry, 

writing cbaracteristics, types of buildings, patterns of letters, 

e.g., alpbabet, logos, inown telepbone nUJlbers, signatures, known 

nUJlber plates on cars, pop groups that are instantly 

recognisable, flower types, traffic ligbts, types of writing, e.g., 

lists, letters, work cards, television adverts, c10tbes 

fashionable or not, medals, people's voices, design diagrams, 

spelling, e.g., misspelt words, musical notes, map signs, short 

forms of longer words, e.g., cm., km., word searches, walking and 

running style. 

REORGANISING PATTERNS 

Next we tried to find examples of where we reorganise patterns 

in our lives. The eXllJIples you gave were; 

1. The way voices change, e.g., temper, soothing, grumpy etc .• 

2. Changes of tone when motor bikes change gear. 

3. Plants growing to a set pattern, i.e., seed, plant, flower, 

seed, 

4. 

5. 

6. 

'l. 

8. 

9. 

Aging process in people follOftlS a set pattern, 

Speed bank; patterns of instructions for set outcomes J 

Anal~ue watcb; tbe bands position is changing all the time, 

Telephone numbers; various codes denote particular areas, 

flriting styles alter as you get older. 

Change in tone of bath water as :it fills , 
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10. Kusical notes make a pattern that can be altered and the 

music changes, 

11. Changing patterns of a computer game, as you do well or not 

different patterns are produced, 

12. Altering words to fit a tune, 

13. Speech, dialects etc., 

14. People change clothes but are still recognisable~ 

15. Cbanging hair styles, 

16. Alpbabets in different languages, 

17. Changing colours of make up, 

18. Spelling mistakes, 

19. The same meaning in different languages are usually different 

words or the same word may have totally different meanings, 

20. Cbanging tbe tune of a door bell, 

21. Transformers (the cbild type that can be changed from one 

thing to anotber, e.g., rocket to robot). 

REPEATING 

It is necessary to repeat the identification and reorganising of 

patterns until a solution is found. 

The summary you need to remember to solve reorganising problems is; 

.......... " ..•..... , 
IdentifIcat1on; of pat:terDs tluJt aake sa.! sease, 
ReargalJ1sat1cm; of tbose patterDs try to produce II solut1cm, 
Repeat; 1deDt1f1cat1cm aDd retlIlfIUJ1sat1cm uut1l problea 1s 
solved. . .. , ............. , .. . 

Tbe CDJlplete transcripts are detailed in append1x 4. Tbey were not all 

given tOgetber but were discussed witb the probationer lesson by lesson 

as tbe experimenter compiled them. 
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SAllPLE. 

Seven mixed ability groups were formed from an intake of 209 first year 

pupils in a rural comprehensive school. A group of 11 slow learners, 

identified by Primary school Richmond Test results, (Hieronymus, 

Lindquist ct France, 1975), were removed from the sampling frame. The 

reJR1Jining 198 were divided into seven approximately equal mixed abill.ty 

groups. The school's policy was to allow friends from primary school to 

stay together where possible yet keeping the same spread of Richmond 

test scores in each group. The groups were randomly assigned to members 

of staff. Although the experimenter had no control over this process no 

obviOUS form of bias was identified in the procedures used by the school 

to assign staff to groups. Five gTOUps took part in the trial: 

experimental group 1 was given the training materials; experimental 

groups 2a and 2b were given the training materials and the development 

of meta-cognitive language; there were two control gTOUps 1c and 2c. 

Group 2a was taken by the experimen ter, gTOUps 1 and 2b by the 

probationary teacher. Although having a probationer taking two 

experimental groups was not ideal the experillenter had no control over 

the process, and it did give ha the opportunity of cOllparing gTOUps with 

and without lIeta-cognitive language whilst holding the teacher variable 

constant. A KolgroJDov-S1Jirnov test was used for the significance of the 

difference in distribution between experimental groups and the controls, 

table 8-1. 

None of experillental groups showed significant differences froll the 

controls on the measures below. 
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TABLE 8-1: KOLGROKOV-SKIRNOV TESTS FOR THE SIGNIFICANCE IN DISTRIBUTION 
BETWEEN EXPERIKENTAL GROUPS AND XERGED CONTROL GROUPS. 

NETHOD 

expt. HPl expt. gp2a expt. 

D X2 D X2 D 

GEFT 0.10 0.58 0.21 2.90 0.13 
SRTII 0.35 7.07 0.24 3.79 0.34 

O=difflrlnCI blt",n .cCMlUI.tld pro,portion. blt~n IXPl,i"nt.J Ind control 
and thl figure used to tilt for significance in Ippendix 6, 
None of thesl relched significlnce .t p(O, I 
expt,gp, I N=22, expt,gp,21 N=27, Ixpt,gp,2b, control groups IC-I2c 1P~2. 

The five groups taking part in tbe trial were tested for; 

Hp2b 

X2 

1.06 
5.64 

1) Fie1d-independence using the Group Embedded Figures Test 

(Oltman, Raskin, & flitkin, 1971>, 

2) FOT11la1 Operations using Science Reasoning Task II ('FER, 1979). 

Experimental group 1 underwent ordinary exposure to tbe training 

materials (see appendix 2 for full description of tbe Jlateria1s used). 

Experimental groups 2a and 2b also underwent the saJle training but an 

attempt was made part way tbrougb the study to develop a Jleta-cognitive 

language in relation to tbe Jlateria1s (see appendix 4). Tbe reason for 

not iJlp1eJDenting the use of 1Jeta-cognitive language i1JJlediate1y was to 

give tbe probationary teacber and cbi1dren time to becoJJe fllJli1iar witb 

tbe Jlateria1s and their iJlp1eJ1entation. A t the end of the training 

period pupils were post.ltested using tbe saJIe two cognitive tests <Group 

Embedded Figures Test, Science Reasoning Task II> plus a specially 

prepared science test devised by the experi1Jenter in conjunct:Lon w:Ltb 

otber science staff. Tbe latter test was an attempt to find out whether 

the tiJle used in tbe lessons on training impeded pupils' science 

education in ter1JS acceptable to otber staff. Tbe null hypotbeses being 
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tested in this study were: 

1> that after training there would be no significant difference in 

the mean scores on Field-independence between the experimental 

groups and the control groups; 

2> any increase in Field-independence of the experi:.mental groups 

over the control groups would not be associated with an increase 

in Formal operational level; 

3) after training there would be no significant difference in the 

mean scores for Field-independence between the experimental 

groups developing a meta-cognitive language and the experimental 

groups that received training only; 

4) after training there would be no significant difference in the 

mean scores for Formal Operations between the experimental 

groups developing a meta-cognitive language and the experimental 

groups that had training only; 

5 the experimental groups measured by a written science test, 

approved by other science staff would be significantlr different ~ 

from the control groups. 

RESULTS. 

For ease of presentation and analySis the two control groups were lIerged 

and treated as one group of 41. J full set of results for individual 

groups including means and standard deviations for pre- and post-tests 

appears in appendix 5. The :.means and standard deviations of the 

differences between pre- and post-test scores and are expressed as JleaD 

differences in table 8-2. 
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TABLE 8-2: KEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR POST- KINUS PRE-TEST 
SCORES ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES AND SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

GEFT SRTII - .... 
Groups N X ()' X ()' 

Expt. gpl 20 6.75 4.27 0.70 0.87 
Expt. gp2a 23 8.17 2.64 1.26 0.86 
Expt. gp2b Ig 6.58 2.g7 1.05 0.52 
Control 1+2 41 2.2g 2.48 0.32 0.9g 

Expt. gpl. N-20, Expl. gp.2. N-23, Expt. gp.2b N=19, 1c+2c N=41. 

Using KacNemar's procedure as in previous chapters (including test 

reliability 0.82 for Group Embedded Figures Test and 0.78 for Science 

Reasoning Task II> one tailed t-tests and Effect sizes were calculated on 

the differences between pre- and post-test scores on the Group Embedded 

Figures Test and Science Reason ins Task II between: 

1> the experimental groups over the control sroup; tables 8-3 ct 8-4, 

2) the experimental sroups with meta-cosnitive lansuase development 

(2a ct 2b) over experimental sroup 1 with training only; tables 

8-5 ct 8-6, 

3) the experienced experimenter over the inexperienced probationer; 

table 8-7. 
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1. Experimental uoups oyer controls. 

TABLE 8-3: t-VALUES ON POST-TEST EXPERIXENTAL OVER CONTROL GROUP 
DIFFERENCES ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND 

SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

trlJinlng but no 
metlJ-cogllang 

trlJining witb metlJ-cogllang. 

Test expt.gp1 

t 
GEFT 10.20 
SRTII 3.30 

expt.gp2a 

t 
20.59 
8.51 

expt'Kp2b 

t 
12.90 
8.02 

All .ignificlnt It p(O,0005 eXClpt gpllSRTII significln' I' p(O,OOS. 
Expt. gpl, N=201 Expt. gp,21 N=231 Expt. gp,2b N-191 Ic+2c N=#, 

expt.2lJ+2b 

t 
20.67 

9.42 

TABLE 8-4: EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES OF EXPERIXENTAL OVER CONTROLS 
ON GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

training but no training with meta-cog/lang. 
JlJeta-cog/lang. 

expt.gp1 expt.gp2lJ expt.gp2b expt.2a+2b 

Test es ~le es Sle es Sle es ~le 

GEFT 1.09 86 1.53 93 1.13 87 1.33 91 
SRTII 0.36 64 0.92 82 0.68 75 0.81 79 

eS=lffec' sizel Ile=percentile, 
Expt, gpl, N=201 Expt, gp,21 NII231 Expt, gp,2b N=19, 1c+2c '=41. 
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DIAGRAX 8-1: GRAPH SHOJlIIrG EFFECT SIZES OF EIPT. GROUP SCORES OVER 
CONTROLS ON GROUP ENBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND SCIENCE 

REASON [NG TASK II. 
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These results reject the null hypotheses 1 and 2, i.e.; 

1) that after training there would be no significant difference 

in the mean scores on Field-independence between the 

experimental groups and the control groups; 

2) any increase in Field-independence of the experimental 

groups over the control groups would not be associated with 

an increase in Formal operational level; 

2. Cgmparison of experi.enta l groups with meta-cognitive lan~uag~ 

development (2a .t 2b) lind experimental group 1 with trainilJ6' only. 

TABLE 8-5: t-VALUES BETWEEN EXPT. GPS. 2a .t 2b, AND EIPT. GP. 1 
ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

Test 2a(N=23) 2b(N=19) 

t sig. t sig. 
--

GEFT 3.04 p<0.005 -0.34 (not sig) 
SRTII 4.51 p<0.0005 3.27 p<0.005 

t-t-tlst, sig.-significlnc,. 
Ex",ri"n'.} group. 2. I 2b Uri givln "t.-cognitiv, J.ngU'91 '"ining. 
Explfillnl.} group 1 did NOT IIIvI "'.-cognitiv, }'nglllg' lraining. 
Expl. gp/. /I-20, Expl. gp.2, /1-23, Expl. gp.2b 8=19. 

TABLE 8-6: EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES OF EX FT. GPS. 2a .t 2b OVER 
EIFT. GRP 1 ON EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND SCIENCE REASONING TASK II 

2a(N=23) 

Test es 

GEFT 0.33 
SRTII 0.42 

Jtl 

67 
66 

2b(N=19) 

es 

0.00 
0.37 

Jtl 

00 
64 

1 • .,fflcl .iZI, I}I~,c'nIJ}I, Ex,pI,i"nl.} g'o~, 2. I 2b urI giv,n ,,'.-cogni,il'f 
},nglJl91 I"inlng. Ex""i"n',} group I did NOT IIII'f III.-cognitivl },nglllJll '''ining. 
Expl, gp/. N-;O, Expl. gp.2' "'23, Expl. gp.2b '=19. 
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DIAGRAK 8':"2: GRAPH SHOVING EFFECT SIZES OF EXPT. GRP. 2a &- 2b 
SCORES OVER EXPT. GP 1 ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND 

SCIENCE REASONING TASK II . 

. )

.4-

·3 

o 
GEFT 

group 2a 

SRTll 
-.J~ ________________________________________ __ 

Null hypothesis 3 has to be accepted, i.e.; 

3) after training there would be no significant difference in the 

mean scores for Field-independence between the experimental 

groups developing a Deta-cognitive language and the experimental 

groups that received training only. 

Null hypothesis 4 can be rejected, i.e.; 

4) after training there would be no significant difference in the 

mean scores for Formal operations between the experimental 

groups developing a Deta-cognitive language and the experimental 

groups that received training only; 

Null hypothesis 3 is accepted because there were no significant 

dlfferences in Fleld-independent develop.ent when the teacber variable 

was held constant, i.e,. group 2b over group 1; altbougb there were 

slgn1f1cant dlfferences between the exper1.enter's results i.e. group 2a 

over group 1. This is contrasted by rejection of null bypothesis 4 where 

there were s1gnificant lncreases ln Fora/ll Operations by groups 2a and 

2b over group 1. 
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The rejection of null hypothesis 3 led the experimenter to carry out t-

tests and effect sizes to establish whether his ability to develop Field-

independence and Formal Operations measured by Group Embedded Figures 

test and Science Reasoning Task II was greater than that of the other 

teacher involved in the training. Table 8-7 shows that the experimenter 

was significantly better at developing Field-independence and Formal 

Operations than the probationary teacher. The most l1kely explanations 

are a) the greater teaching experience of the experimenter and b) his 

greater knowledge and experience in developing what was reqUired to 

effect the training. 

TABLE 8-7: t-VALUES, EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES FOR 
EX PT. GP. 2a OVER EXPT. GP. 2b. 

Test 
GEFT 
SRTII 

t 

4.28 
2.08 

sig. 

p<0.0005 
p<0.025 

es 

0.39 
0.23 

£xpl. gpo 2. = experienced telcher £xpt. gpo 2b = ineJf'Perienced 
teicher, both used trlining •• teriIJs .nd .et.-cognitive J.nguige. 
£xpt. gp.21 N=23, £xpt. gp,2b N=19. 
es=effecl size, IJe=percentiJe, l=l-test, sig.=significlnce. 

Ztl 

65 
59 

DIAGRAX 8-3: GRAPH SHOVING EFFECT SIZES OF EXPT. GRP. 2a SCORES 
OVER EXPT. GP. 2b ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST AND 

SCIENCE REASONING TASK II . 

. 5j 

.4-

·3 

·0 
group 2b 

GEFT 
S9TII -.I.L.-_______________ _ 
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Finally t-tests were also calculated on the p06t-intervention science 
test. 

TABLE 8-8: t-VALUES 0' POST-TEST EXPERIXBITAL OVER COTIROL 
GROUP DIFFERENCES 0' POST INTERVEXTIO' SCIE'CE TEST. 

training but no training with meta-cog/lang. 
1lISta-cog/lang 

expt.gp1 expt.gp2a expt. 

t sig. t sig t 
--
2.29 p<0.025 0.85 not sig. 0.48 

t~t-te.t, sig,=.ignifie,ne" 
Expl, 911, 11-20, Expl, 91,2,11-23, Expt, gp,2b N=19, 1c+2c '=41. 

These reject null hypothesis 5, i.e.; 

gp2b 

sig 

notsig 

5) the experimental groups measured by a written science test, 

approved by other science staff would be significantly different 

than the control groups. 

In fact all did marginally better, one significantly so. 

DISCUSSION. 

Effect sizes and t-test results showed significant increases over 

controls have taken place in all groups undertfOl118 training in the 

cognitive restructuring aspect of Field-independence measured by the 

Group EJlbedded Figures Test (Groups 1, 2a, 2b and 2a+2b all significant 

at least p<O.0005 with effect sizes of 1.09, 1.53, 1.13 and 1.33 

respectively). This study therefore not only showed as with tbe previous 

studies that it was possible to develop this aspect of Field-independence 

but that these train:1ng lIaterials CDuld be used by inexperienced teacbers 

and easily incorporated into science lessons. Tbere were also significant 

gains in all groups over controls in FOrI,al Operations Jleasured using 
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Science Reasoning Task II ( group la at p<0,005 and 2a, 2b and 2a+2b at 

p(0.0005 with effect sizes of 0.36, 0.92, 0.68 and 0.81 respectively>. It 

is therefore concluded that developllent of Field-independence has a 

positive and significant influence over cognitive developllent measured by 

Science Reasoning Task II, even when used by an inexperienced teacher. A 

diagrallllatic representation after, Rosenthal (1978> and SJlith ct Glass 

(1977, 1981> uslng effect s1zes ClJn be seen In appendlx 5 dlagraJIs 1-4 

for groups 1 and 2a+2b on the Group BlIbedded Flgures Test and Sclence 

Reasonlng Task II. The slze of the lncrease ln the cognltlve 

restructuring aspect of Field-lndependence when lIeta-cognltlve language 

is developed ls less clear. flltbln this study group 1 wlthout Jleta

cognltive language and 2b wlth Deta-cognltlve language were taken by the 

84l1e teacher. If these groups are compared the effect of using Jleta

cognitive language to enbance Fleld-lndependence appeared unsuccessful 

i.e. t= -0,3416 and not slgnlflcant. If these groups are COllpared for the 

effect of Jleta-cognltive lang~e on the develoPJlent of Forllal operations 

then there was a slgnlflcant lncrease, i.e., p<O.005 wlth a effect size of 

0.37. flithln this study the use of Jleta-cognltive language has not had 

the effect of increaslng the effectiveness of trainlng on Fleld

independence Jleasured by Group Ellbedded Figures Test but has had an 

effect on cognitlve developllent lIeasured by Sclence Reasoning Task II 

when the teacher variable is held constant. If however the experiJlenter's 

results in thls study (group 2a), where Jleta-cognitive language was used, 

are COllpared wlth hls prevlous studles, 1.e., feaslbility studles 1 and 2 

where Jleta-cognitive language was not used then use of lIeta-cognitlve 

language bas had a slgnificant effect on Field-1ndependence tralnlng and 

subsequent FOT11lal Operational developllent. Thls is argued by cOllparing 

those with the higbest effect sizes over controls the exper111enter 
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produced in previous studies, i.e., O.92fY C01llpared with 1.53fY for Group 

E1IIbedded Figures Test and O.74fY C01llpared with O.92fY for Science Reasoning 

Taslr II. 

A one tailed t-test on increases produced by the experilllenter using lIeta

cognitive language in this study over the best results when lIeta

cognitive language was not used in previous studies was significant 

(t=8.6 p<O.0005 for Group ElIIbedded Figures Test and t=2.6 p<O.025 for 

Science Reasoning Tasle II>. The prob1eJ11 with this interpretation is that 

when the effect of lIeta-cognitive language was TelIoved the training 

itself differed; 1> less time was spent each lesson but 1I0re was spent 

overall and therefore 1II0re ti1lle was spent on task, 2) the control groups 

were different (although all significant gains were still valid even if 

the feasibility studies' control groups lIeans and standard deviat10ns 

were used) and 3) the training materials were integrated into the work 

rather than treated separately. 

Because of the differences in training between studies it was not 

possible to use analysiS of variance to isolate these effects as one 

square of the matrix was always confounded. If for illustrative purposes 

11 was the non meta-cognitive language training undertaken by the 

experimenter 1n previous stud1es, 12 non meta-cogn1tive lan8uage in this 

study, 13 meta-cognit1ve language used in this study T1 the experilllenter 

and T2 the teacher who took both types of 1ntervention 1n this study 

then the Jlatr1x looks as follows. 

11 12 13 

Tl 

T2 
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11 and 12 were similar but were not the same although the experimenter 

claims that gains he developed using meta-cognitive language over 

previous studies where he did not, are meanin/Iful. The results show that 

inexperienced teachers can use these lJaterials and produce significant 

increases in Field-independence and Formal Operational developJJent. Use 

of meta-cognitive language when used by an inexperienced teacher appears 

to aid transfer of training. ffben JJeta-cognitive language is used by an 

experienced teacher there is evidence to suggest that it does increase 

the effectiveness of the training itself. It is therefore suggested that 

the use of meta-cognitive language by an inexperienced teacher 

cOlJpensates for what most experienced teachers do anyway but if the 

results of the feasibility studies are considered, meta-cognitive lan/Iua/Ie 

may be considered as helping to enhance the training when used by an 

experienced teacher. This claim is supported by the experimenter 

producing significant gains over the inexperienced teacher (p<O.0005 for 

Group Embedded Figures Test and p<O.05 for Science Reasoning Task II) 

within this study. This was achieved even though the inexperienced 

teacber was using detailed notes for classrDDJJ impleIllentation prepared by 

tbe experiJJenter (i.e., as near as is possible within classroom situations 

tbe inexperienced teacher gave the salJe lessons in meta-cognitive 

language training as the experiJlenter). The /Ireatest gain tbe 

experimenter produced over tbe inexperienced teacber was in the Field

independence training, i.e., the aspect the Jleta-cOtfnftive language was 

designed to increase. It fs concluded therefore that; 

1) materials used on their own produced significant gains in 

Field-independence and ForJJal Operations whether the teacher is 

experienced or not, 

2) use of JJeta-cognitive language with an inexperienced teacher did 
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not enhance training but appeared. to aid transfer of training, 

S) use of meta-cognitive language with an experienced teacher not 

only significantly enhanced the training over its implementation 

with an inexperienced teacher but also significantly increased 

the cognitive developJlent of pupils beyond that produced by an 

inexperienced teacher. 

A full 2 factor design would be needed to confirlJ this, i.e., to show 

that experienced teachers always produce si/Inificant gains over 

inexperienced teachers and tbat inexperienced teacbers using lIeta

cognitive language increase cognitive development in pupils ratber than 

enbancing the training. It had been suglf8Sted by some more staff wbo 

were intuitively sceptical of the training procedures tbat the training 

was not only a waste of time but would impede tbe pupils' progress in 

science. A science test was given at the end of tbe training period to 

sbow tbat tbis was not tbe case. The test was compiled by tbe 

experimenter, circulated, modified, and the modified version approved by 

all first year staff as being suitable for testing tbings they tbougbt 

valid before being given to tbe pupilS. All experimental groups sbowed 

increases over controls altbougb only group 1 showed a significant 

increase. Pupils being trained were not disadvantaged by not being 

given 'proper science teacbin/I' but in fact gained by developing botb 

Field-independent skills and also FarJlal operations. 
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In Chapter 1, the introduction, the aillls and philosophy of the tbesis 

were outlined as follows. Piaget's model of cognitive development bad 

been widely accepted. Tbe bighest level, i.e., that of Formal Operations 

is implicit in 'scientific method' and Jluch science curricula. It is a 

sophisticated approacb that approximately only thirty percent of the 

population ever reacb. Developing Formal Operations would tberefore be a 

valuable contribution to education in general and science teaching in 

particular. Xost attempts at training had tried to develop Formal 

Operational skills, and had not been very successful. It had been shown 

that Formal Operations was positively correlated to the cognitive style 

of Field-independence. Field-independence is made up of two parts; 

a) perception 

b> ~nitive restructuring. 

Training in the perceptual aspect had been· tried. and shown to be 

unsuccessful. The casn1tive restructuring of infoT1llation SeeJlled an 

obvious prerequisite to being able to perceive and manipulate variables 

in a Formal O~tional task and therefore any increase in this 

contributory skill should have developed a higher level of Formal 

Operational thought. In Chapter 2 part 5 the outline of the thes:Ls was 

stated as follows; F:Leld-dependence/independence is a cognitive style 

that identifies a subject's abil:1ty to identify the single significant item 

fr'c3 a field of confounding infoT1llation. Part of Formal Operations 

requires control of variables. If subjects are not Field-independent then 

it would unlikely that they were goiDg to be able to isolate the 

significant variables in problEmS even if they had the Jlental capac1ty to 

manipulate those variables in a Forllal Operat1onal way. As only about 

30* of 15/1~ year olds ever reach ForJlal Operat1ons (Sbayer, 1980 and 

Sbayer .t Vylall, 19'18>, lIuch of science teaching lIay be conceptually too 
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difficult for many pupils. Tberefore aiding pupils to develop Field-

independence and consequentially Formal Operations, is an important 

adjunct not only to science educa tion but also to the pupils personal 

development. ForlJal Operational thougbt is not just of use to science, 

althougb it may exhibit its most obvious manifestation tbere. It is a 

po",erful cognitive tool applicable to lIany other spberes of learning 

especially at tbeir bigber levels. If its develoPlJeJlt can be acbieved by 

training in Field-independence then tbis ",auld also be accompanied by tbe 

skills: careful comparison, reorganization and restructuring of 

information, isolation of tbe particular from tbe general and 

dlsubedding of confounding or overlapping information. Tbese skills are 

important in tbeir o",n rigbt. 

The tbesis has sho",n tbat althougb it was not possible to train for tbe 

perceptual aspect of Fleld-independence, (/(orell, 1976) it bas been 

possible to train for the co,gnitive restructuring aspect of Field

independence. Tbe experimenter could f:l.nd no previous attempt, successful 

or otberwise at this. This training can be aCCOJlplisbed by carrying out 

activities tbat give practiee in the six points identified by tbe 

experimenter as the skills necessary to be Field-independent; 

1) disembedding the silJple froJI tbe COlIplex, 

2) reorganizing inforllation to produce new patterns so breaking up 

a visual field, 

3) looking for bidden inforlJatiOll systematically, 

4) colJparison, noting differences and sillilarities, 

5) ignoring irrelevant and confusing 1Jaterial, 

6) ignoring basic Gestalt tbeory of organising visual field into a 

coherent wbole rather tban its constituent parts. 
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It would seem unlikely that scientific thought is possible without the 

observational skills inherent in the coenitive restructurine aspect of 

Field-independence. The pilot study, (Chapter 3) and the three SUbsequent 

studies, (Chapters 4, 5 and 8) confirmed this with significant gains in 

Field-independence measured by the Group Embedded Fieures Test. These 

gains also had a significant positive effect on pupils' Formal Operational 

development. There was no way in which the training carried out in 

Field-independence could be interpreted as trainine in Formal Operations 

yet there tiere substantial gains in Formal Operations in all the studies 

undertaken. The gains have not been as great as those of Field-

independence but these studies confirmed. the close association bettieen 

these two measures. Linn a- Swiney's lIodel (Chapter 2) sU88SSted. that 

only 12' of the variance on formal operational measures could not be 

explained. by their model which combined. crystallized ability, cosnitive 

restructuring and familiar field. The results of this thesis are 

interpreted as demonstrating that the cognitive restructuring aspect of 

this model could be developed and this had a SUbstantial and sieniflcant 

effect on Formal Operations. 

It could be argued that the type of tralnine undertaken could develop 

seneral ability rather than Field-independence in particular. This "'as 

contradicted by Feasibility study 2 (Chapter 5) whicb confirmed 

Satterley's hypothesis that coanitive style and in particular Field-

independence did not overlap ",ith general abllity. Tb1s study showed 

significant eains in Field-independence and Foraal Operations but ainiaal 

gains in the scores on Cognitive Abilities Tasks, a lleasure of general 

ability. This dellonstrated that aeaeurine Field-independence and For.al 

Operations was as i.portant as mNeurine eeneral ability. It 1s possible 
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to reason scientifically measured by Science Reasoning Task II but 

perform badly on a test of general ability, i.e., Cognitive Abilities 

Tasks. The study showed that it was possible for members of staff other 

than the experimenter to produce a COJIparable, though smaller effect 

using the same materials. 

Influenced by Feuerstein et al. (1980) the final stUdy (Chapter 8) 

introduced the aspect of .eta-~nitive lang~ in an attempt to enhance 

the effectiveness of the training materials. This was one of the 

training procedures Feuerstein et al. developed to enhance his own 

training substituting for Xediated Learning Experience. Feuerstein et al. 

suggested tbat lack of social transmission or of Jlediated Learning 

Experience was often what Jlade chl1drenperforz. at a level lower than 

that of which tbey were cosnitively capable. It was proposed in Chapter 

7 tbat these training materials were similar to sOJle of Feuerstein et al. 

in that they substituted for tbe 'care-giver' in mediating or selecting 

only relevant inforJlation for the child to consider from the environJlent. 

Although this was only one aspect of a much larger stUdy by Feuerstein 

et al, the crit:J.cal selection aspect of these train:J.ng materials could be 

interpreted within Feuerstein's terJls. Piaget (19tJ4) sU8886ted four 

factors that :J.nfluenced the development of Foraal Operations: maturat:J.on, 

experience, social transmission and equ:1l1bration. The lIain factor of 

Interest was soc:J.al tranSJI:J.sslon. Tbis th .. :J.s is interpreted as giving 

support to the hypoth .. is that those that are F:J.eld-independent bave bad 

experiences, probably frail their care-g:1ver or general env:J.ronment, tbat 

develop cr:J.tical select:J.on of infOT1llat:J.on froIJ a confus:J.ng field of 

irrelevant information. It is sugg .. ted tbat one of the aspects 

Feuerstein et al, MIS' trying to develop was very similar to tbat being 
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developed. in this thesis, i.e., to give experience in the procedures 

necessary for critical selection of relevant information from a 

disorganised field of information. It ~as this selection of the 

significant variables that the experi1Jenter identified as a reason ~hy 

sOlJe pupils ~hile having the potential lJental capacity to solve Formal 

Operational problellts could not do so. It is sU8'8ested tha t these 

training materials gave practice in these critical selection skllls and 

tfere subetituting lack of an aspect of llediated Learnins Experience. 

There ~ere parallels bet~een sOlIe aspects of Feuerstein's lJaJor goal of 

increased lJodifiability and Field-independence, and the training materials 

Feuerstein et al. used to develop pupils acco8&1ation to reality and tbe 

training materials the experimenter tfas usins to develop Field

independence. Since use of lIeta-cognitive language tfas instrulJental in 

Feuerstein's training, it may also bave enbanced tbe Field-independence 

training. The training procedure ~as taken f'ro1J Feuerstein et al. (lg80) 

and detailed in Appendix 4. Tbe training tfas designed to help pupils 

conceptualize their thinking about the tfay they tackled the Field

independence training materials. Lovell (lg'lg) identified one of Piaget's 

contributions of lasting value as distinguishing 'The cognisance, or act 

of becOlJing conscious of an active sob_e <1.e., of a repeatable and 

generalizable action), or of an internalized schoe for that lJatter, 1s a 

pre-requisite for generalizations and for tackling netf problems in which 

the same strategies are involved', as an illportant aspect of higher 

thought. It ~as this aspect of thinking about thin1ring identified by 

Plaget and Feuerstein that prolJpted use of 1Jeta-cognitive language. 
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Firstly tbis final study confirmed tbe feasibility studies, i.e.; 

1) tbat tbe cognitive restructuring aspect of Field-independence 

could be developed by training, 

2) tbat increases in Field-independence tfere associated tfitb gains 

in Formal operations. 

In addition tbe study sbotfed that; 

3) tbe 1Iaterials could easily be integrated into existing courses, 

4) tbe I1aterials could be used easily by teachers otber than the 

experi1lenter, even probationers, and still produce significant 

effects, 

5) the ti1le taken using tbe lIaterial had no detrillental effects on 

the development of pupil's proper science defined by other staff, 

6) tbe use of lIeta-cognitive langullge bad a pos1tive and beneficial 

effect on tbe cognitive developllent of pupils. 

This last point is collplex and is d1scussed fully in tbe previous 

chapter. Briefly botfever; 

1) use of the lIaterials on their own, produced sigzJ:1ficant gains in 

Field-independence and Forllal Operations tfhether teachers tfers 

experienced or not, 

2) use of lIeta-cognitive language with an inexperienced teacber did 

not enhance the Field-independence training but assisted transfer 

of training so as to help pupils' cognitive developllent, 

3) use of .eta-cogn1tive language ",ith an experienced teacher not 

only s1gnificantly enhanced the train1ng over 1ts i.pl_entation 

tfith an inexperienced teac1Jer but also signif1cantly increased 

tbe cognitive developllent of pupils beyond tbat produced by an 

inexperienced teacher. 
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Tbe main conclusions of tbe tbesis are tbat if pupils are to tackle tasks 

requiring Formal Operational tbinking tbey do so Jluch better if they are 

more Field-independent and tbat Field-independence can be improved by 

training materials. Tbe training materials were a legitiJlate activity in 

a science c1assroDll and the time taken did not iJlpair performance on a 

class test endorsed by all staff. The Jlaterials required a change of 

empbasis rather than any radical change in content or teaching style. 

Field-independence does not overlap witb general ability, and, as with 

FOT'1lJal Operations, should be assessed in addition to any tests of general 

ability. The use of the training materials can be seen as substituting 

for lack of the 'selection of significant criter:La' aspect of InstruJlenta1 

Enrichment. Keta-cogn:Ltive language was used in the hope of enhancing 

teachers' Field-independence train:Lng but produced unclear results. 

Kedtacognitive Language helped an inexperienced teacher to s:Lgnificantly 

increase the cognitive developJlent of pupils measured by Science 

Reasoning Task II, but not by enhancing the training of Fie1d

independence, and there was evidence to indicate that the use of meta

cognitive language had a positive and significant effect in iJlProving the 

Field-independence train:Lng measured by Group EJJbedded FiSUre6 Test with 

the experimenter. 

Sbayer ct Adey (1981) showed that developJlent of early Fonaal Operations, 

i.e., 3A was neceesary to pass science exall:Lnations in the General 

Certificate of Bducation or to ga:Ln grades 1,2 or 3 on tbe new General 

Certificate of Secondary Education particularly froll year 3 (14-15 year 

olds) onwards. A pred:Lct:Lon of the nUllber of extra pupils that could 

pass these eKaJJinat:Lons hav:Lng und~one tra:Ln:Lng was used as a JJeasure 

of how successful the tra:Ln:Lng had been. The percentage of pupils 
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reaching each Piagetian level was calculated fro1ll the survey by Shayer &-

Vyla1ll (1978) table 3, p.64. These were plotted on a graph, diagra1ll 9-1 

to establish a direct c01llparison with the average age of sample in the 

final study. The pre-test results using all experi1llental and control 

groups (N=103) at average age 11 years 5 :months is given in table 9-1. 
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DIAGRAll 9-1: DISTRIBUTION OF PIAGBTIH LEVELS IX BRITISH SCHOOL 
CHILDREN, ADAPTED FROK SHAYER ct VYLAlI (1978), 
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TABLE 9-1: COKPARISON BETVEEN SHAYER & VYLAX (1978) SURVEY AND FINAL 
STUDY, OF THE PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN REACHING EACH PIAGETIAN LEVEL 

AT 11 YEARS 5 KONTHS. 

S8IV survey 
Final study 

1 

100 
100 

2A 

94 
94 

Pia~etian Levels 

2A2B 

85 
85 

2B 

53 
43 

UV 'lIfV'Y /i-7093, Flnll "lIdy .// If'IIp' ""03, 

2B3A 

26 
7 

3A 

8 
o 

Table 9-1 shows that the distribution of children used in the final study 

did not lIatcb Sbayer ,. Vyl41Js' survey at tbe bigber levels, confiT1lling 

tbe experillenter's original concern tbat pupils in tbe school were 

substantially bel"", avera~e. Next tbe proportions at post-test, i.e., age 

12 years 5 montbs, of tbe experillental groups and control groups 

reacbing the various Piagetian levels ",ere compared, (table 9-2). 

TABLE 9-2: COJ(PARISDN BETVEEN SHAYER & ULAN (1978) SURVEY AND FINAL 
STUDY, OF THE PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN REACHING EACH PIAGETIAN LEVEL 

IN EXPERIXENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS AT 12 YEARS 5 XONTHS. 

Piagetlan Levels 

1 2A 2A2B 2B 2B3A 3A 

~V survey 100 9'1 89 64 37 13 
Expt.gps.2a+2b 100 100 100 90 50 24 
Expt.gp.l 100 100 100 80 45 10 
Controls 1c+2c 98 85 '13 46 9 2 

Table 9-2 shows that training witb Jleta-cognitive lan~ua~e increased tbe 

nUllber of 3A pupils froJl two in control groups to twenty four. Vben no 

1IIeta-cognit:lve langua~e was used the increase ",as ten, i.e. eigbt over 

controls but still below tbe national average. Altbougb tbe concern bere 
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was with 3A pupils it is noteworthy that in all the other Piagetlan 

levels the increases went from below to above the national survey average 

during the time of training, wbether the pupils had meta-cognitive 

language training Dr not. Tbe controls remained consistently below the 

national average. flith increases at the levels bel"", 3A it was 

reasonable to assume that a proportion of these ... ere likely to reach SA 

by tbe time tbey took GeE Dr GCSE. To ga1n sOlIe estimate of tbis it ... as 

necessary to use tbe Sbayer __ flylaJi survey to establisb tbe minimum 

level above ... bicb students needed to be at t ... elve years five montbs to be 

at 3A at fifteen years nine months ... ben they took tbe examinations. 

From tbe national survey 25* of pupils were at SA at fifteen years nine 

months. flben extrapolated it ... as found that pupils needed to be about a 

quarter of the ... ay between 2B/3A and 3A at twelve years five months. 

Using Figure 9-1 it ... as found tbat SOJIe 301 of puplls ... ere at that level 

at twelve years five months, thus about 0.83 of pupils at just over 

2B/3A at t ... elve years flve months will be at least at 3A by tbe time 

tbey reacb flfteen years nlne montbs. Before tbe proportion could be 

applled to tbe number of extra pupl1s ... bo ... ere at this stage as a result 

of training it was necessary to estlJ1ate bOJi Jlany tbere ... ere as there 

... ere no direct figures for tbese puplls, 1.e., ... bo ... ere bet ... een stages 

above 2B/3A but bad not reacbed 3A. Using the Sbayer and flylam survey 

81% of pupils at t ... elve years flve lIonths ... bo were at at least 2B/3A 

... ere also a quarter of tbe ",ay to SA. Tbis Jleant tbat 0.81 of tbe 501 of 

pupils at 2B/3A as a result of traini1l8 and use of meta-cognitive 

language (i.e., 40*> ... ere likely to bave been a quarter of tbe ... ay to 

belng 3A. OUt of tbis 401 0.83 'fere likely to becoJIe 3A by tbe time tbey 

reacbed fifteen years nine Jlontbs, (l.e., 331). Tbe survey sbo ... ed that 

251 ",auld bave developed to 3A by tbls age ... ithout training leaving 8%. 
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Vben tbis 8~ .was added to tbe extra 24~ who had become 3A directly as a 

result of training tbis save an increase of 32~ of pupils in the scbool 

who sbould be at 3A by the time tbey reached fifteen years nine montbs 

and capable of GCE or GCSE srade 1,2 or 3 passes. Vben tbe same 

process was applied to training wbere no lIeta-cognitive language was 

used tben 15~ increase was found. 

Tbeee figures are highly speculatlve and there is no guarantee that tbe 

training 1.s permanent. Tbe training takes up a proportionally smaller 

proportion of total learning experience as the cbild ages and 1IJany of tbe 

figures are esti1lJates. Tbe trailJing procedures produced important gains 

at all Piagetian levels and tbere is no reason wby tbe empbasis sbould 

not be continued tbrou8bout secondary science curriculull provided tbe 

teaching utilizes tbe enbanced tbinking. Tbere was no cbange in content, 

sillply a cbange in eJJpbasis. Vben only training lIaterials tiere used tbe 

e1lJpbasis was on Field-independent skllls; tiben used in conjunction tilth 

use of meta-co8nitive langua8e tbe extra di1lJens1.on of giving language to 

tbought processes and bridging tbese to flUliliar exa1lples was developed. 

Tbese skills could be developed by any science teacber and could easily 

become part of tbeir teacbing strategy and so capitalize upon pupjls' 

Field-independent skJ.lls and consequently FOr1Ial Operations. Develop1lent 

of Fjeld-independence is an illportant developllent in its own rigbt 

belping pupils to; 

1) dise1Dbed tbe simple froll the COlIplex, 

2) re-organize inforllation to produce new patterns so breaking up a 

visual field, 

3) look for bidden inforllation systematically, 

4) collpare, noting differences and sillilarities, 

5) ignore irrelevant and confusing 1Iaterlal, 
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6) ignore basic Gestalt theory of organising visual field into a 

coherent whole rather than its constituent parts. 

This thesis has shown that development of these skills has a significant 

and positive effect on the development of FOrDal Operations and 

consequently develops the skills noted by Belly (1981): 

1> develop systematic analysis of problems, 

2) suggest possible solutions to problems, 

3) understand reliability of evidence, 

4) develop awareness of errors, deSTeeS of confidence, 

5) develop scientific scepticism and detect bias, 

6> appreciate the difference between opinion and fact, 

7) develop the ability to test hypothesis, 

and UNESCO (1980); 

1) reason without directly referring to concrete objects, 

2) draw conclusions fro. statements which are possibilities and not 

merely observations of reality, 

3) he can deal with relation between relations such as proportions, 

4) when several variables are considered he is not restricted to 

dealing with them one at a time, 

5) be can experimentally or mentally cancel out the effect of all 

other factors, wh11e systematically varyins one to determine its 

effect. 

These are powerful and necessary skills to deal with our increasinsly 

technical society and the lncreasins demands of science curricula in 

schools. If pupils can develop Field-independence by use of the ideas 

behind the materials detailed in Appendix 3 and in essence are developins 

critical selection s1rills, and this in turn develops Pormal Operations 
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then not only will pupils become more observant but also more able to 

deal with the complexities of science and other subject areas. If 

teachers can show a corresponding change in the degree to which they ask 

pupils to use such cognitive skills in their learning of science, then it 

",ould be reasonable to expect the enhanced achievement at GCSE science 

extrapolated from the findings of this study. 
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The Kolgro.ov-SJJirnov test for the significance of the difference of 

distribution between the experi.ental and control group on Group E.bedded 

Figures and Science Reasoning Task II. See appendix 6 for table of 

significance using D after Guilford (1973, page 226). 

Group E.bedded Figures Test 

scores f cf cp diff 

expt. con. expt. con. expt. con. 

0- 2 2 3 2 3 0.01 0.14 0.13 
3- 5 2 4 4 7 0.02 0.33 0.13 
6- 8 7 7 11 14 0.55 0.66 0.11 
9-11 3 3 14 17 0.70 0.80 0.10 

12-14 3 3 17 20 0.85 0.95 0.10 
15-17 3 1 20 21 1. 00 1.00 0.00 

therefore D=013: X2 = 4(0.13)2 ~2Q X 21~ 
(20 + 21> 

:: 0.6924 which is not significant at p<0.10 

Science ReasonIng Task II 

scores f cf cp diff 

expt. con. expt. can. expt. con. 

1 3 5 3 5 0.15 0.24 0.09 
2 8 3 11 5 0.55 0.38 -0.17 
3 8 8 19 16 0.80 0.76 -0.04 
4 1 5 20 21 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 
5 0 0 20 21 1. 00 1.00 0.00 

therefore D= 0.169: X2 = 4(0.169)2 ~2Q X 211 
(20 + 21) 

= 1.1703 which is not Significant at p<0.10 
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KojgrDl,ov=SJJirnpy tests far the sfgnificance of the 
difference in distributipn between tKO groups 

GrQUp Embedded Figures Test 

TABLE APPEIDII 2-1: SIGIIPICAICB OP DISTRIBUTIOI BETWEEI EIPT. GP.1 
AID COITROL GROUP OI GROUP EXBEDDED PIGURES TBST. 

scores f cf cp d1ff 

expt. con. ezpt. con. expt. con. 

0- 2 5 3 5 3 0.29 0.16 0.13 
3- 5 6 5 11 8 0.64 0.42 0.22 
6- 8 4 4 15 12 0.88 0.63 0.25 
9-11 1 6 16 18 0.94 0.94 0.00 

12-14 1 1 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 
15-17 0 0 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 

therefore D=0.25: )(2 = 4 (0.25)2 U7 X 19~ 
<17 + 19) 

= 2.2425 which is not significant at p<0.10 

TABLE APPEIDII 2-2: SIGIIPICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOI BBIWBBI BIPT. GP.2 
AID COITROL GROUP 01 GROUP BXBBDDBD FIGURES TBST. 

scores f cf cp d1ff 

expt. con. ezpt. con. expt. con. 

0- 2 5 3 5 3 0.29 0.16 0.13 
3- 5 4 5 9 8 0.52 0.42 0.10 
6- 8 4 4 13 12 0.76 0.63 0.13 
9-11 2 6 15 18 0.88 0.94 0.06 

12-14 0 1 15 19 0.88 1. 00 0.12 
15-17 2 0 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 

therefore D=0.13: )(2 = 4(0.13)2 U7 X 19~ 
<17 t 19) 

= 0.6063 which is not significant at p<0.10 
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Science ReasoniUi Task II 

TABLB APPBIDIX 2-3: SIGNIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTION BBIWBBN BIPT. GP.l 
AID CONTROL GROUP 01 SCIBICB RBASONING TASK II. 

scores f cf cp dUf 

expt. can. expt. can. expt. con. 

1 1 0 1 0 0.05 0.00 0.05 
2A 0 1 1 1 0.05 0.05 0.00 
2A/2B 6 7 7 8 0.41 0.42 -0.01 
2B 7 9 14 17 0.82 0.89 -0.05 
2B/3A 3 2 17 19 1. 00 1.00 0.00 
3A 0 0 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 

therefore D= 0.05: X2 = 4(0.05)2 HZ I: la~ 
<17 + 19) 

= 0.0897 which is not significant at p<0.10 

TABLB APPBIDII 2-4: SIGNIFICANCB OF DISTRIBUTION BBIWBBN BIPT. GP.2 
AID CONTROL GROUP ON SCIBNCE RBASONING TASK II. 

scores f cf cp dUf 

expt. con. expt. con. expt. con. 

1 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2A 0 1 0 1 0.00 0.05 0.05 
2A/2B 5 7 5 8 0.29 0.42 0.13 
2B 10 9 15 17 0.89 0.89 0.00 
2B/3A 2 2 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 
3A 0 0 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 0.00 

therefore D= 0.13: X2 = 4(0.13)2 HZ I: la~ 
(17 + 19) 

= 0.6063 which is not significant at p<0.10 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-5: SIGNIFICANCB OF DISTRIBUTION BETWEBN BXPT. GP.l 
AND CONTROL GROUP ON COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASKS (VERBAL). 

scores f 

expt. con. 

80- 92 2 1 
93-105 8 7 

106-118 4 6 
119-131 2 5 
132-144 1 0 

therefore D= 0.17: 

= 1.037 which is not 

cf cp 

expt. con. expt. con. 

2 1 0.12 0.05 
10 8 0.59 0.42 
14 14 0.85 0.73 
16 19 0.94 1.00 
17 19 1.00 1. 00 

X2 = 4(0.17)2 UZ I: 19~ 
(17 + 19) 

significant at p<0.10 

diff 

0.07 
0.17 
0.12 
0.06 
0.00 

TABLB APPBIDII 2-6: SIGIIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOI BBTWBBI BIPT. GP.2 
AID COITROL GROUP OI COGIITIVB ABILITIES TASKS (VBRBAL). 

scores 

80- 92 
93-105 

106-118 
119-131 
132-144 

therefore 

= 0.088 

f cf cp 

expt. con. expt. can. expt. 

2 1 2 1 0.12 
4 7 6 8 0.35 
9 6 15 14 0.88 
1 5 16 19 0.94 
1 0 17 19 1. 00 

D= 0.15: X2 = 4(0.15)2 U7 Z 1Q) 
<17 + 19) 

which is not significant at p<0.10 

PI" III, - i -

con. 

0.05 
0.42 
0.73 
1. 00 
1. 00 

d1ff 

0.07 
0.07 
0.15 
0.06 
0.00 
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TABLB APPBIDII 2-7: SIGIIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUtIOJ BBTWBBJ BIPT. GP.1 
AID COITROL GROUP 01 COGIItIVB ABILITIES tASKS (QUAlTItATIVB). 

scores 

80- 92 
93-105 

106-118 
119-131 
132-144 

therefore 

= 2.066 

f cf cp 

expt. can. expt. can. expt. can. 

1 4 1 4 0.05 0.21 
3 4 4 8 0.23 0.42 
8 10 12 18 0.70 0.94 
2 0 14 18 0.82 0.94 
3 1 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 

D= 0.24: X2 = 4(0.24)2 ~lZ X l~n 
<17 + 19) 

which is not significant at p<0.10 

d1ff 

0.16 
0.19 
0.24 
0.12 
0.00 

tABLB APPBIDII 2-8: SIGJIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOJ BBTWBBJ BIPt. GP.2 
AID COITROL GROUP OJ COGlltIVB ABILITIES tASKS (QUAITITATIVB). 

scores 

80- 92 
93-105 

106-118 
119-131 
132-144 

therefore 

= 2.066 

f cf cp 

expt. can. expt. can. expt. can. 

2 4 2 4 0.11 0.21 
3 4 5 8 0.29 0.42 
7 10 12 18 0.70 0.94 

5 0 17 18 1. 00 0.94 
0 1 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 

D= 0.24: X2 :& 4(0.24)2 nz z lIn 
<17 + 19) 

which 1s not significant at p<0.10 

PIli no, - , -
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0.10 
0.13 
0.24 
0.06 
0.00 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-9: SIGIIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOI BBTWBBI BIPT. GP.1 
AID COITROL GROUP 01 COGIITIVB ABILITIES TASKS (101 VBRBAL). 

scores f cf cp 

expt. con. expt. con. expt. 

80- 92 2 2 2 2 0.12 
93-105 4 7 6 9 0.35 

106-118 5 4 11 13 0.65 
119-131 5 4 16 17 0.94 
132-144 1 2 17 19 1. 00 

therefore D= 0.12: X2 = 4(0.12)2 ~lZ J: 192 
<17 + 19) 

= 0.5166 which is not significant at p<0.10 

con. 

0.11 
0.47 
0.76 
0.89 
1.00 

diff 

0.01 
0.12 
0.11 
0.05 
0.00 

TABLB APPBJI>IX 2-10: SIGIIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOI BBTYBBI BIPT. GP.2 
AID COITROL GROUP 01 COGIITIVB ABILITIES TASKS (101 VBRBAL). 

scores 

80- 92 
93-105 

106-118 
119-131 
132-144 

therefore 

= 0.5166 

f cf cp 

expt. con. expt. con. expt. con. 

1 2 1 2 0.05 0.11 
5 7 6 9 0.35 0.47 
7 4 13 13 0.76 0.76 
4 4 17 17 1. 00 0.89 
0 2 17 19 1. 00 1.00 

D= 0.12: X2 = 4(0.12)2 nz J: 192 
(17 + 10) 

which is not significant at p<0.10 

PlI' III. - I -

d1ff 

0.06 
0.12 
0.08 
0.11 
0.00 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-11: SIGIIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOI BBTWEBI BXPT. GP.1 
AID COITROL GROUP 01 COGIITIVB ABILITIBS TASKS (AVBRAGB). 

scores f cf 

expt. con. expt. con. 

80- 92 1 2 1 2 
93-105 6 6 7 8 

106-118 6 7 13 15 
119-131 3 4 16 19 
132-144 1 0 17 19 

therefore D= 0.06: X2 = 4(0.06)2 

= 0.1292 which is not significant 

cp 

expt. con. 

0.05 0.11 
0.41 0.42 
0.76 0.79 
0.94 1. 00 
1. 00 1. 00 

~17 :B: 192 
<17 + 19) 

at p<0.10 

diff 

0.06 
0.01 
0.03 
0.06 
0.00 

TABLE APPBIDIX 2-12: SIGIIFICAICB OF DISTRIBUTIOI BBTWEBI BXPT. GP.2 
AID COITROL GROUP 01 COGIITIVB ABILITIES TASKS (AVBRAGE) 

scores 

80- 92 
93-105 

106-118 
119-131 
132-144 

therefore 

= 0.6063 

f cf cp 

expt. con. expt. con. expt. con. 

2 2 2 2 0.11 0.11 
3 6 5 8 0.29 0.42 
7 7 12 15 0.71 0.79 
5 4 17 19 1. 00 1. 00 
0 0 17 19 1. 00 1.00 

D= 0.13: X2 = 4(0.13)2 U7 :B: 192 
<17 + 19) 

which is not significant at p<0.10 
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dUf 

0.00 
0.13 
0.08 
0.00 
0.00 
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TABLE APPENDIX 2-13: lIEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRE- AND POST
TEST SCORES OJ( GROUP EIlBEDDED FIGURES TEST, SCIENCE REASONING 

TASK II AND THE COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASKS. 

Pre test Post test pPA!~s~!n~8st - - 12-X, J' X 9 X 9 e 
Group Bmbedded Figures Test 

Bxpt. gp 1 17 4.53 3.36 9.71 3.70 5.18 2.48 
Bxpt. gp 2 17 5.65 4.60 11.23 3.63 5.59 2.50 
Control 19 6.11 3.30 7.95 4.08 1. 84 2.75 

Science Reasoning Task II. 

Bxpt. gp 1 17 2.67 1. 00 3.46 1. 01 0.82 0.95 
Bxpt. gp 2 17 2.83 0.63 3.59 0.62 0.76 0.75 
Control 19 2.68 0.67 2.90 0.57 0.21 0.79 

Cognitive Abilities Tasks (verbal) 

Bxpt. gp 1 17 108.24 12.72 115.12 15.50 7.12 10.46 
Bxpt. gp 2 17 109.29 11.67 112.26 12.50 2.94 8.89 
Control 19 109.68 10.07 115.37 11.47 5.68 7.30 

Cognitive Abilities Tasks (quantitative) 

Bxpt. gp 1 17 106.41 27.03 113.41 16.85 7.00 22.49 
Bxpt. gp 2 17 112.06 12.60 113.18 13.22 1.12 8.40 
Control 19 103.53 11.67 108.42 16.76 4.90 13.52 

Cognitive Abilities Tasks (non-verbal) 

Bxpt. gp 1 17 111.12 16.57 116.82 17.03 5.70 8.56 
Bxpt. gp 2 17 109.12 12.66 111. 82 11.00 2.71 9.21 
Control 19 109.42 15.49 109.31 14.48 0.11 6.44 

Cognitive Abilities Tasks (average) 

Bxpt. gp 1 17 110.41 12.84 115.17 14.80 4.76 5.83 
Bxpt. gp 2 17 110.24 10.95 112.88 10.55 2.65 6.14 
Control 19 107.68 10.35 111.11 12.12 3.42 5.47 
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TABLE APPENDIX 2-14: t-TESTS, EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES BETWEEN 
EXPT.GPS. OVER CONTROL GP. ON THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 

PRE- ABO POST-TEST SCORES 01 GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST 
SCIENCE REASONING TASK II COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASKS. 

Group t Xc-t S-eff ~ tile 

Group Embedded Figures Test 

Expt1 8.72 8.91 p<0.0005 0.92 82. 12th 
Expt2 9.76 10.14 p<0.0005 0.95 82. 89th 

Science Reasoning Task II. 

Expt1 4.36 4.39 p<0.0005 0.74 77.04th 
Expt2 4.43 4.19 p<0.0005 0.89 81. 33th 

Cognitive Abilities Task <verbal> 

Expt1 2.10 2.12 not sig 0.01 50.04th 
Expt2 -4.41 -4.49 p<0.0005 0.01 50.04th 

Cognitive Abilities Task (quantitative) 

Expt1 1. 01 1. 00 not sig 0.11 54. 38th 
Expt2 -2.91 -3.07 p<0.005 <0 

Cognitive Abilities Task (non-verbal) 

Expt1 8.84 9.01 p<0.0005 0.36 63.31th 
Expt2 3.93 3.96 p<O.OO05 0.19 57. 53th 

Cognitive Abilities Task (average) 

Expt1 2.45 2.53 p<0.025 0.24 58. 71th 
Expt2 -1. 37 -1. 40 not sig <0 

t • t-test 
"e-t • t-ttst: "eNtlar (1962) detailed calculations in the rtst of this appendix, 
5-eff • size effect 
I tile • ptrctntile 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-15: XACIBXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBRBICES BBTYEBI PRB- AID POST-TEST 

SCORBS BBTYEBI BXPBRIXBITAL GROUP 1 AID COITROL GROUP 
01 GROUP BMBBDDBD FIGURES TBST. 

SBo = 2.~~U X tH-Q.622 = 0.26 
• v17 

SBo = 2.7~j X II ~l-Q. 82l = 0.27 
c v19 

SBo = vO.262 + 0.272 
d 

= 0.37 

t = 5.18 - 1. 84 = 8.91 
0.37 

TABLB APPBIDIX 2-16: XACIBXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBRBICES BBTYEBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

SCORES BBTYEBI BXPBRIXBITAL GROUP 2 AID COITROL GROUP 
01 GROUP BMBBDDBD FIGURES TEST. 

SBo = 2.5Ql X iU-Q.822 = 0.25 
• '117 

SBo = 2.75i X "- U-Q.622 = 0.27 
c v'19 

SBo = vO.252 + 0.272 
d 

= 0.37 

t = 5.59 - 1.6i = 10.14 
0.37 
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TABLB AFPBIDIX 2-17: XACIRXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST 01 THB 
DIFFBRBICB OF THB DIFFBRBICBS BBTWBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTWBBI BXPBRIXBITAL GROUP 1 AID COITROL GROUP 
01 SCIBICB RBASOllIIG TASK I I. 

SEc = 0.951 X iU-O.78~ = 0.11 
• v17 

SED = 0.787 :I a£~1-0.78~ = 0.09 
c v19 

SEc = 0/0.112 + 0.092 
d 

= 0.14 

t = 0.82 - 0.21 = 4.39 
0.14 

TABLB AFPBIDIX 2-18: XACIiKAR CALCULATIOllS FOR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFBREICB OF THE DIFFBRBICBS BETWBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTWBEI BXPBRIXBITAL GROUP :2 AID COITROL GROUP 
01 SCIBICB RBASOIIIG TASK II. 

SEc = 0.752 X of.~1-0.78~ = 0.09 
• 0/17 

SBD = 0.787 X of. U-O. 78~ = 0.09 
c v'19 

SEc = vO.092 + 0.092 
d 

= 0.13 

t = 0.70 - 0.21 = 4.19 
0.13 
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TABLE APPENDIX 2-19: XACIBXAR CALCULATIONS FOR t-TBST ON THE 
DIFFBRBWCE OF THE DIFFBRBNCES BRTYlBN PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTWEBN BXPERIMENTAL GROUP 1 AID CONTROL GROUP OW 
COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASK (VERBAL). 

SED = 10,4:6 X i'1-0,95) = 0.57 
• v'17 

SED = 7:,303 X i (1-0, a5~ = 0.37 
c v'19 

SED = vO.572 + 0.372 

d 

= 0.68 

t = 7:,12 - 5,6B = 2.12 
0.68 

TABLB APPBNDIX 2-20: XACIEXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST OI THB 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBREICES BBTWBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BETWEBN BIPERIJIBITAL GROUP 2 AID CONTROL GROUP OI 
COGNITIVB ABILITIES TASK (VBRBAL). 

SED = B,Ba2 X 'I..~1-g,a5~ = 0.48 
• v'17 

SBD = 7:,3g3 X "- (1-g, :ZBl = 0.37 
c \/19 

SED = \10.482 + 0.372 

d 

= 0.61 

t = 2,9~ - 5,OB = -4.49 
0.61 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-21: XACIEXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBRBICBS BBTWBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTWBBI BIPBRIMBITAL GROUP 1 AID COITROL GROUP 01 
COGIITIVB ABILITIES TASK <QUAITITATIVE). 

SBo = 22,~9 X "- U-O,892 = 1. 81 
• 0/17 

SBo = 1;3,52 X l U-O,892 = 1. 03 
c "'10 

SBD = ,,1. 812 + 1.032 

d 

= 2.08 

t = 7,00 - ~,90 = 1. 00 
2.08 

TABLE APPEIDIX 2-22: XACIEXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFEREICE OF THE DIFFERBICBS BBTWBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTWBBI BIPBRIMBITAL GROUP 2 AID COITROL GROUP OI 
COGIITIVB ABILITIES TASK <QUAl'TITATIVE). 

SBo = 8,~0;3 X "- U-O,89~ = 0.68 
• 117 

SBo = 1;3,52 X l U-Q,89l = 1. 03 
c \1'19 

SBo = 0/0.682 + 1.032 

d 

= 1.23 

t = 1,12 - ~,90 = -3.07 
1.23 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-23: XACIBXAR CALCULATIOIS FOR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBRBICBS BBTYBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTYBBI BXPBRIXBITAL GROUP 1 AID COITROL GROUP OB 
COGNITIVE ABILITIES TASK (lOB_VERBAL). 

SBo = 8.5~~ X sl U-Q. 9~2 = 0.51 
• ~17 

SBo = ~.~37 X 'I.. U-Q.9i2 = 0.36 
c v'19 

SBo = v'0.512 + .362 

d 

= 0.62 

t = 5.71 - Q.ll = 9.01 
0.62 

TABLB APPBIDIX 2-24: XACIBXAR CALCULATIOIS POR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBRBICBS BBTYBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTYBBI BXPBRIXBI'TAL GROUP 2 AID COI'TROL GROUP OB 
COGIITIVE ABILITIES TASK (IOI_VERBAL). 

SBo = 9. :all X tJ.. U-Q. 9~2 = 0.55 
• '117 

SBD = ~.~37 X ~ U-Q. 9i2 = 0.36 
c \/19 

SBo = v'0.552 + 0.362 

d 

= 0.66 

t = :a.71 - Q.11 = 3.92 
0.66 
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TABLB APPBIDIX 2-25: )(ACnKAR CALCULATIOIS POR t-TBST 01 THB 
DIFFBRBICB OF THE DIFFBRBICBS BBTYBBI PRB- AID POST-TBST 

BBTYBBI EXPERIXBJTAL GROUP 1 AID COITROL GROUP OJ 
COGIITIVE ABILITIBS TASK (AVBRAGB). 

SEc = 5.830 I i n-0.22~ = 0.40 
• >/17 

SEc = 5.i70 I tJ. n-Q.22~ = 0.35 
c "19 

SEc = '10.402 + 0.352 

d 

= 0.53 

t = i.70 - 3.i2 = 2.53 
0.53 

TABLE APPBIDIX 2-26: )(ACIEKAR CALCULATIOIS POR t-TBST 01 THE 
DIFFEREICB OF THB DIFPEREICBS BBTWBEI PRB- AID POST-TEST 

BBTYBEI EXPBRIXBITAL GROUP 2 AID COITROL GROUP 01 
COGJITIVB ABILITIBS TASK (AVBRAGE). 

SEc = O.Ui I i n-o. 22~ = 0.42 
• -/17 

SEc = 5.i70 I In-0.22~ = 0.35 
c '119 

SEc = '10.422 + 0.352 

d 

= 0.55 

t = 2.05 - 3.i2 = -1.40 
0.55 
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The Experimenter developed the materials iD an'attempt to give pupils the 

opportunity to practise skills associated with the ~nitive restructuring 

aspect of Field-independence, i.e.; 

1) d:lseJllbedd:lng the sn.ple from the complex, 
2) reorganising infDr1llation to produce new patterns so breaking up 

a visual field and recreating it, 
3) look:lng for hidden information systeJllatically, 
4) C01Jparison, not:lllg differences and sn.ilarities. 
5) ignorillg irrelevallt alld collfusing material, 
6) ignoring basic Gestalt theory of Drgll1Jising visual field into a 

coherent whole rather than its constituent parts. 

The basic ideas ClIJIe from being aware of skills required and looking for 

examples of when they were used and developing suitable examples for use 

in the classrD01J. The materials used in the Pilot study were modified 

and reorganized and expanded for use in the feasibility studies. Only 

minor modifications were made to the materials between the first and 

second feasibility studies. The materials for the final study included 

those of the feasibility studies but also incorporated extra written 

materials. This was to accommodate the fact that in the last study twice 

as many children were being trained at the same time, and it tooJr 3 

times as long. A t the end of the appelldix there is an exll1lple of a 

pupils' work sheet used in the last study. These worlrsbeets formed an 

integral part of the training prDfIT'll1Jme. The computer versions of the 

training materials were written by the eJCperimenter. The p~s were 

used to find anotlJer illteresti1l8 way of getti1l8 pupils to use the 

materials and look carefully at infor&ttion and to dis_bed the simple 

froJl the CClIIplu. Tllree part1cular assets of the COJIputer were 

exploited; 

1) its visual appeal with coloured pictures, 

2) its interactive ability, 

,.,. III. - " -
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3) its ability to randomly produce many examples of the same type 

of question. 

]Jescriotion and discussion of Pilot studies' training materials. 
=-

1. Random pictures (RNDPIC). 

Two figures were displayed side by side. The task for the pupil 

was to identify whether they differed in shape, size or colour. 

The presentation gradually introduced a rando111 choice: up to four 

shapes, three sizes and seven colours for each one of the pair of 

pictures presented. The written version used sixty cards and an 

answer sheet to record pupil's responses. The pictures were 

removed before asking pupils whether the 'shapes, sizes and 

colours of the figures differed. When the maximum degree of 

possible variation in the pictures had been reached the computer 

then reduced the time of the display from seven seconds to one 

second making the task more difficult. Diagram appendix 3-1 

shows an example of what might have appeared on screen: here all 

three variables differ. 

DIA6RAH APPENDI1 3-/,' E1AHPLE OF 

'RAN DOH PlCTfJRES' PRESENTATION, 

The purpose of this program was to give elementary practise in 

looking carefully at two pictures, however simple, and c0111paring 

plge no,- 20 -
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tbeJI. Any comparison requires tbat one eleJIent is reJIIeJllbered 

wbilst looking for tbe same element in tbe another picture. Tbis 

is a necessary pre-requisite to cOllparing inforIlJation. Training 

with this procedure was over a relatively sbort period and any 

development of sbort term meJIory that may bave bappened as a 

consequence SSeJlled unlikely to be per.manent. 

2. Katcbing Rows (](ATCH). 

Two rows of pictures were displayed one above tbe other, see 

diagram appendix 3-2 and 3-3, each component of tbe top row was 

randomly selected frolJ six colours, four sizes and nine shapes. 

Tbe second row was tbe sAlle as tbe first except the order of the 

components was randomly rearranged and there was also a one in 

two cbance of a figure appearing in tbe second row tbat was not 

in the first. Tbe task for tbe pupil was to see if tbe second 

row did or did not have a different figure in it. If it did not 

they matched. If it did they didn't match. The written version 

bad tbe figures presented on fifty different cards and a answer 

sbeet to record responses. A more difficult version was also 

used wbere the colours were re1IIoved so tbe only variations were 

size and sbape. Tb1s was only ava1lable in tbe computer version. 

In essence tbe prC18'rtJIJ was a lJare sopbisticated version of 

'RandOJl pictures'. It requ:Lred aucb more care to lJake accurate 

colJparisons. Pupils bad to look for differences in orientation of 

a nUlJber of figures as well as tbeir size and sbape. Tbis gave 

tbem practise at looking carefully, Jla1ring accurate c01lparisons 

and re-arranging informatiOn to find out wbether tbere was an 

odd sbape in the second row. It was also possible to alter the 
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time of the display down to a minil11ul11 of 1 second. To succeed 

with no colours aDd only one second display the pupil had to 

analyse a lot of information very quickly. Those who could 

succeed at this level tended to be those who were already Field

independent. Two exaJ11ples of displays are shown in diagrams 

appendix 3-2 and 3-3. 

DIAGRAX APPENDIX 3-2: COLOURED EXAXPLE OF 'XATCHING ROWS' 

o 
DIAGRAK APPENDIX 3-3: NON COWURED EXAXPLE OF 'XATCHING ROWS'. 
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3. Rearranging. 

A picture of up to six different shapes each of a different 

colour were given to the pupil. The pupil then rearranged. the 

shapes to fOI7D a new picture by moving the shapes. For ex8JRple 

the shapes in diagrt11ll appendix 3-4 represent a pen and can be 

rearranged to make a boat. Sixty different pictures were created.. 

DIAGRAX APPENDIX 3-4: EnXPLE OF 'REARRANGING' PICTURES. 

The rationale behind this exercise was to help pupils 'see' that 

a picture can be composed. of many individual units and once 

these units are isolated. the coherent image is lost. The purpose 

of asking them to create a neW' mage ",as to emphasise the 

above by reversing the process, i.e., IJaking theIJ put together a 

coherent image from separate unrelated. parts. This gave the 

Field-dependent pupil visual practice at disembedding the 

particular froIl the general: recreating the general from the 

particular. It also gave the Field-dependent pupils concrete 
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exaDples of the mental processes involved in the Field

independent slrills of isolating individual items from a 

distracting visual field. 

4. Eight words. 

In the COJIputer vers1on, Jlfr1tteD by the exper1menter, e1ght 

...ards were presented randomly f'r'cm a database of 130 words. 

The pup1l's task was to group four of those e1ght words tosether 

us1ng a rule, e.g., nUDber of letters, starting with the same 

letter, meaning etc. The whole group of e1ght words and the four 

selected words were pr1nted as a record. At the end of the 

program the pupils were d1rected to the teacher w1th the1r 

pr1nted words. In the wr1tten vers10n the database was used to 

pr1nt twenty four groups of e1ght words. From these,pup1ls wrote 

down their groups of four words also g:J.ving a reason for the:J.r 

selection. Exa11lples of groups of words given in the wr1tten 

example follow: 

Shadow Doctor Kug 

Orange School Jelly 

Jumbo Orange PhotOlfraph 

CMl Juice L1gbthouse 

HaDbuqrer Balloon Igloo 

Ink Koullta1n Cheese 

Dentist Autumn Kagllet 

Kagllet Lighthouse Envelope 

For exaDple the Diddle group of wards could have had the four 

s:J.x letter words put tqrether, 1.e., doctor, school, oranlfS, 

Autumn. The third group could have had containers 1.e. mus, 
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lighthouse, igloo and envelope. The purpose behind this exercise 

was to get the pupils to look carefully and to reorganise the 

information presented by putting it into categories of their own. 

The reasons for the choice did not really matter as long as the 

pupils had looked carefully and had gone through the process of 

organising and ~anising the infar.matian. 

5. Embedded figures. 

Two figures were presented: a s:lllple figure and a more cOllplex 

figure. The task was to find the simple figure embedded in the 

more complex one. In the CDlIJputer version, written by the 

experimenter, the simple figure had to be superimposed over part 

of the C01Jp1ex one so that it could not be seen as a separate 

figure. In the written version the problems were given as 

diagrams on paper and the pupils were reqUired to draw the 

simple figure on the complex one. The purpose of this task was 

to give a sillple introduction to the probleJJ of disembedding the 

simple from the complex. There were 80 figures of increasing 

difficulty see examples in diagram appendix 3-5, and the whole 

exercise took no longer than 30 lIins in the whole training 

period. The patterns were s:1Jdlar in their concept to those of 

tbe praqtise iteJlls of the Group EJibedded Figures Test. Because 

of crltlcisJl that this training could be construed as training 

for the test lteJIs theJJselves other tasks tiers substituted in the 

final study. 
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DIAGRAK APPENDIX 3-5: EXAXPLE OF 'EXBEDDED FIGURES' 

o 
Complex 
example 

Descriptian and discussion of 1st Feasibility studies' uterials. 

6. Shape i.n shape (SHPISHP): 

This was a program written by the experimenter in which the 

computer presented pictures made up of outline shapes of squares, 

rectangles or triangles. The pupil was asked how many of a 

particular shape there ",ere in tbe picture, e.g., squares, 

rectangles or triangles. The computer told tb8JII if they ",ere 

correct or not. If the pupil was correct the shapes were 

coloured in quickly, if not they were coloured in more slo",ly. 

Kany of the pictures, about sixty in all, ",ere complex with many 

shapes overlaying and ubedded in each other. There are 14 

squares in diagrl1D appendix 3-6 and 13 triangles in diasrll1l 

appendix 3-7. 
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DIAfHAIt APPENDII 3-7 Elf8EDDED 
THIM6LES 'SHAPE IN SHAPE' 

In the f!fTitten version the figures ",ere presented on cards with 

an answer sheet to fill in. The feedbacJc ",as froD the teaoher 

explaining the ans",ers or directing the pupils to the oOllputer 

as the computer and written versions were the saJIIe. Xany pupils 

thought that these were going to be very easy but found the more 

complex ones very diffioult. The experlllenter did have this 

prepared as written task froll the pilot study of the lIaterials 

and some pupils found it easier to penoil over the shapes to 

find their ans",ers but found the feed back of computer showing 

the answers very valuable. The prograJII gave pupils praotise in 

being systeJJatio and diseJIbedding visual infonlation, i.e., 

finding simpler information in a COlIplex field of siJlilar 

inforJIation. It also gave theJJ plenty of eJlaJJples of one piece 

of information overlapp1ng and be1ng part of another, e.g., a line 

serv1ng a COJI.mon edge to a nUJlber of shapes. The exercise gave 

Field-dependent pupils practise 1n separating overlapp1ng 

1nforaat10n and re-arrang1ng it to Jlake De", patterns. 
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7. Pattern (PATTERN). 

This was a commercial program written by the Kicro-electronics 

programme. The prograIS presented three or five grids of 4, 9 or 

16 squares each. The squares had various parts blocked out. The 

task was to .atch a fourth or s:1xtb grid (depending OIl the 

degree of difficulty) with one of the exist1ng three or five. 

The prtJST1Ul had 3 levels of difficulty deterJlined by the 

CCDplex1ty of block1lJlf of the squares. Once pupils had mastered 

this type of presentation a IJod.ified version prepared by the 

experimenter was given. Here the presentation could be removed 

after a preset time so the pupil did not have a constant pattern 

for comparison. The more able pupils became very adept. They 

could manage the most complex presentation displayed for no more 

than 1 second and get eight out of ten correct. ExaDples of the 

displays are give below in diagrams appendix 3-8 and 3-9. 

DIAGRAX APPENDIX 3-8: EXAXPLE OF SIXPLE 'PATTERN' PRESENTATION 
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DIAGRAX APPENDIX 3-9: EXAXPLE OF COXPLEX 'PATTERN' PRESENTATION 

This prograa gave the same type of practise as 'Xatching TOtfS' 

and 'Random pictures', but the patterns could be auch IJore 

CDIJplex. To succeed it tfas necessary to diseabed a recognisable 

pattern from the fourth or sixth grid and scan the other three 

or five for that pattern. 

8. Vord searches. 

These were a 1 OI10 aatrix of letters in tfhich tfere eJlbedded 

tfords relating to the science topic or subject aatter they tfeTe 

studying at the time, for exaIJple the follotfiDg tfere part of a 

topic on reproduction; 

RADICLBOKC 
EBVEJPVFSO 
SSLXNATSBT 
PDQA VERDE V 
ORBRRLDYDL 
NBJXZUPRSE 
SCARVXIBRD 
ELGHPUSXKD 
NYZPGLXBGN 
Jl1CROPYLEJ 
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The words hidden in these two squares are; radicle, pipette, 

geotropism, plumule, iodine, shoot, phototrop1sJl, soak1ng, embryo, 

starch, bean, testa, dried, growth, scar, genJination, ma1ze, 

cotyledon, response, blotting, peas, root, Jl1cropyle, absorb, seed. 

Generally pupils W'ere not given a list of W'ords. Tbey were oDly 

g1ven a 11st 1:f they; 1> bad tr1ed for same tille to solve tbe 

probleJI or 2) were of very low abi11ty and there:fore would be 

d1scouraged by having tbe task Jlade too d1:ff1cult. Once tbe 

top1c or sect10D o:f work was complete tbe answers were g1ven to 

the pup1ls. The prcx:ess requ1recl tbat a ch11d looked for 

:faJl1liar patterns although 

always known beforehand. 

tbe part1cu1ar patterns were Dot 

The pattern Jlay be 112 the correct 

order across or down, reversed or on the d1lJ801la1. To solve this 

type of prob1eJ1 pup11s had to be systeJIat1c, to discard tbe 

irrelevant, not be distracted by tbe superfluous letters and be 

able to disubed words they knew :fT'OJl a coJlplex d1stracting 

whole. The exercise therefore gave Field-dependent pup11s 

tra1ning in Field-independent skills. 

In tbe 2nd feasibility study the tollQtli. were added. 

9. 'Continuo' gllle. 

The rat10nale behind th1s exercise was to encourage pupils to 

look care:fully at a COJaplex :field and to isolate the particular 

:from it in a systeJllat1c way. To obtain a 'good' score very 

care:ful analysis o:f the cards on the table was reqUired. It was 

Decessary to work out potent1a1 scores of all tbe cards the 
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player had in all of their 4 orientations. The process therefore 

required much disembedding and constructing of visual 

information. This gave the Field-dependent pupils concrete 

repetitious examples of the lien tal processes involved in 

isolating relevant individual itus frD1l, a distracting visual 

field of sillilar, but irrelevut ,1nfOrIlation. The galle was 

played with cards on "hieb there MIre 16 squares lIade up of 

SOlIe COJIbination of four colours. The all1 of the glma was to 

place one of the cards a player had next to one of the cards 

already on the table, so that not only did, e.g., t"o blue squares 

touch, but they produced the longest possible continuous run of 

blue squares. Scoring was achieved by recording the nUliber of 

squares in ~ch cont1nuous run of colour that a player produced. 

The skill was in choos1ng the one card, in the player's 'hand' of 

five, that produced the longest run of colour against the cards 

already on the table. For exlmple if the layout in diagrall 

appendix 3-10 had been on the table, and the 5 nUlibered cards at 

the bottom had been those in a player's hud, then cards 1 and 2 

ffOUld produce a score of 6 because of the run of red, cards 3 

and 4 would produce a score of 12 because of the runs of red and 

yell 0". Card 5 "auld produce the highest score placed so that 

red, blue and yellOff toucbed g1vlng 3 runs of colour: the red 

giving 6, the blue 4 and yellOff 4. 
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DIAGRAK APPENDIX 3-10: 'CONTINUO" EXANPLE. 

2 

- ' -•••• II 

3 4 5 

~cc(Qtion and discussion of the training materials in the final studv. 

Part of the purpose of this study was to see if training materials could 

be integrated into the pupils' normal work. It was also necessary to 

develop new materials as the study was conducted over one academic year 

rather than one term and four times as many pupils were being trained as 

in the first feasibil1ty study. PupilS came in two blocks of two classes 

each and this produced logistical problems of organising staff and 

materials especially computer time. Appendix 4 is a report on 

OT[faniSlJtion and training of the other member of staff. The computer 

materials remained the SlJme with the inclusion of an 'Anagrall' prograIl 

(see below) but the written lIaterials varied conSiderably. 'Continuo' was 

used as before. Vord searches were used but incorporated into pupils' 

work sheets. 'Embedded figures' was removed because of sillilarity with 

test iteIls in the 'Group Embedded Figures Test' and 'Rs-arranging' was 

reJJoved beQ.!use pupils found it uninteresting. Additional written 
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material Jlfas compiled, trialed and modified before bein~ ~iven to pupils 

takin~ part in tbe final study. Some work sbeets were written complete 

in tbemselves otbers were extensions of sbeets tbe pupils were already 

usin~. Descriptions of tbe add1t10nal wr1tten Jlaterial follows. 

1 O. Ana~rIJJIs. 

All the words used In tbe word searcbes for any topic Jfel"e flrst 

~lven as a~rtUJs. It proved to be a very useful way of keeping 

a Jlued ability class productively occupied. lIost cblldren in 

tbe experlJ1ental classes were capable of solvin~ sOllle an~rlJJls 

and so find1n~ those words in tbe word searcbes. Tbe lIIOSt able 

puplls solved botb to completlon 1n lIIOSt of the twelve topics 

studied. Tbe task gave practise 1n two F1eld-1ndependent sk1lls: 

diseJIbeddin~ relevant clues and reorsanisi~ information. As a 

lot of words were used (up to 30 per top1c for 12 top1cs). Tbe 

exper1menter wrote a computer progrlJJl to sbuffle tbe letters 

randoJlly. Tbis bad tbe added advantage of re1IJOvin~ any 

influence tbe exper:iJlenter Jl1gbt put on construct1on of the 

anagraJls'. Examples of the presentat:1on can be seen in the 

SIUIple work sbeet glven at tbe end of tbis appendix. Two 

verslons of a c01lJputer program that presented anagrlJJls were 

used. Tbe first was a database of words that came with tbe 

progra.. In the second the experl.enter .od:J.fied tbe database 

to use words found on the worle sbeet for any part:1cular tap1c. 

The PT'06T'1U1 selected the Jlfords randomly and shuffled tbe letters 

rand01Jly to produce a new problem every tiJle within tbe realllls 

of chance. The co.puter gave feedback on wbether each letter 

tried was correct, and leept a score. 
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11. Shuffled sentences. 

This was just another ",ay of doing the same type of lIental 

exercise as the anagralls above, i.e., disubedding relevant clues 

and reorganising infDr1llation. All the sentences ",ere the Balle 

as those that had been included in pupils' work sheets or 

reference books. 'elJ.rly all the sentences had been ",ritten in 

their exercise booJrs at SOJIe tillle during a topic. This enabled 

the less able pup11s to look back 1n their books lind seIJ.rch for 

the sentences lind solve the problu by lIlItching, which also 

reqUired bas1c Field-independent skills, i.e., careful comparison 

of si1Jilar but different informllt10n ",hile ignor1ng irrelevant 

inforJJatlon. Solie of the least able ",bo scored, e.g., 0, 1 or 2 

on tbe Group Ellbedded Figures Test found even tbis too d1ff1cult. 

EXlImples of sbuffled sentences can be seen 1n the SlI1IIple ",ork at 

the end of tb1s appendix. 

12. Sentence gllps. 

Th1s exercise ",as seeJJingly easy but a lot of Field-dependent 

pup1ls hlld difficulty w1th it (see exllJlple bela",). Ho",ever most 

pupils enjoyed the challenge of sorting out ",hat the sentences 

said, and point1ng out typ1ng errors. In the first topics tbe 

experll1enter ffT'O'te II COIIputer prograJJ to produce the gllps 

randomly but these proved too etJsy for lIany. FroJl these the 

type used bela", was developed ",bere a del1berate attempt ",as 

made to lIue ne", ",ords froD tbe end of one ",ord lind the 

beginning of another. 
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Example of sentence gaps frEJlI topic 12. 

See dsdonot germ in atetf ben tbe yarec old, dryan d 
wit bo uto xy gen. Lig b tisess en tial fortb egrow 
thof aplan tbuts eed sgerll in ate bet terin dark 
ness. The reares ever alp arts teas eedab road be 
anw bicb isal arges eed sbow stb asep artsv eryc 
lear 1y abeanis CD vered byatb ickbr own co atcall 
edatast a. Tbe reisab lack regi anon tbet opofabe 
an call edbil um. Tbis isw bere tbeb eanw as Jo in 
edto itspod. Be nea ththe hil unth ereisa tin yb alec 
all edamic ropyle. be ant akasup w ater tb rougb tb 
isis mic ro py lean dsw ells. 

Tbis type of activity gave pupils practise in ignoring irrelevant 

cues, J..e., words constructed frD1ll parts of other words, 

disembedding tbese constructed words and rebuilding the parts 

in to new words un til tbey could lIake some sense out of tbem. 

Tbe more Field-independent pupils began to find tbese fairly easy 

after sOJle practise but tbe Field-dependent pupils never found 

them easy but did get mucb quicker as tbey bad more experience. 

Tbis was a very easy way of giving pupils practise in tbe Field-

independent skills of dise:mbedding, reorganising lind ignoring 

distracting information, and at tbe same time getting th61l to 

read and learn information related to tbe topic they were 

studying. 

13. Vord puzzles. 

Tbeee tfere taken (tfitb the publisbers permiSSion) fT'Oll VeronJ.ca 

lIillington (1985) book of 'Yard Teasers', An exaJlple is given in 

diagram appendix 3-11. All the eHaJlples used reqUired siJll1ar 

men tal processes to tboee used J.n 'anagralls', 'sbuffled 

sentences', 'clueless CrosBtfOrdS' and 'sentence gaps'. lIany of 

the puzzles incorporated eluents of sOlIe or all of tbese. Tbe 

puzzles tberefore provided anotber tfay of gJ.v1ng practise in the 
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same sort of problem without continuous repetition of the same 

thing. Some of the less able pupils found some of these 

problems too difficult so were diverted to another activity. The 

puzzles were however very useful for the more able pupil who 

found some of the other activities easy. 

DIAGRAX APPENDIX 3-11: EXAXPLE OF A fiORD PUZZLE 

A Creepy Code 

If DRAGON-FLY = 3.17.2.8.16.1).-5.11.26 and 
JUMPING SPIDER = 9.22.14.15.10.13.8.-20.15.10.3.6.17. 
bre~k the code ~nd then tnck the DaMes of six _ 
insects ~nd creeping cr~tures through the ~ of 
the SlUke from be~d to uoU. 

14. Random experimen ts 

An example or two of tbese was included in every topic. A 

method list was given for an experiment eitber that the pupils 

had done or one tbat was an extension of what they bad done. 

The purpose was to make them thin1r carefully about, and to give 

practise in, reorganising inforJlation with which they were 

familiar but with tbe infoT1llation presented in an unfamiliar way. 

Any Field-independent pupil needs to be able to carry out such 

reorganisation of infoT1llation to produce recogllisable logical 

patterns and not be confuEiBd by the other salient Jlaterial. It 

was also a way of pttill8 pupils to use their l:t.ited scientIfic 

skills to design an exper:t.ent for the.selves. This type of 

activity was a link between tbe fairly abstract training 

materials and tbe kind of process that was finally required of 

pupils, i.e., being able to isolate relevant variables frDJI a 
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range of possibilities. A Field-dependent pupil has a great deal 

of difficulty in isolating what is relevant in an experiment and 

what can safely be ignored. An example from topic 10 is given 

below. 

He-order the follo"ing inltrucUon. to (lrry out th, ,xp"iHnt 
correctly,' 

I, ,.t, thl ",Ig'" of tM botl,1 away frol thl tI,ig'" of tM 
b01l1 .nd 'hI til' foDd, 

2. Re-wligh again 
3. Re-weigh 
4. Takl thl illig", of 'M dry food away frOI thl ",Igh' of 

th, tilt food to give th. wlight of thl watlr lotto 
5. Takl thl Illig'" of 'hI bo,,1 away frol thl tI,igh' of 'hi 

botll ,nd dry foDd, 
6, If the wlight. frol 3 and 2 are thl .a.1 continul 

otherwise re-welgh. 
7. Weigh the bowl. 
8, Weigh thl bowl and the Wit food, 
9, Reheat. 
10, Heat the food in a bowel at 100 °C for 24 hour., 

What is the correct order .... 1 __________ _ 

15. Clueless crosswords. 

The first stage was to substitute the letters for the numbers 

given at the bottom in the crossword wherever those numbers 

appeared: then try to solve at least one word. If pupils found 

the problem too difficult, one word was given as in the case 

below, i.e., GIJlLET in the top right hand corner. Now that new 

combinations were known these numbers could be substituted for 

their correct letters in the rest of the crossword. 'e", ",ords 

could be deduced and the process repeated to cODpletion. The 

rationale behind this exercise ",as that 1t reqUired easy one to 

one comparison and systeJllatic diseJllbedding of s1mple, easily 

recognisable information from a field of similar but distracting 

information. It gave the Field-dependent pupils practise in 

addressing salient cues and not being side-tracked by other 
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1nformat1on. These attributes are necessary to become F1eld-

1ndependen t. 

!17 !13!2 !2 !1 !24 !24 !XX /7 !14 
!!! I!!! !XXIG II 
!6 !XX !XX 114 IXX 11 !XX IXX 125 IXX 
I IXX !XX I !XX I IXI IU! IXX 
!26 !XX !XX!9 !12 /6 !10 !16 !24 !1 
I lUlU! I I I I I I 
115 !14 !10 /3 !XX 17 !XX!XX !16 !XX 
I I ! ! !XI t !XX !XX! !XX 
!25 !XX !XX !24 !25 !13!5 !6 !14 110 
I rUIXX!!!!!!! 
!10!6 !5 11 !XX 11 lXX lXX !10 !XX 
! ! ! I !XX! IXI!XX! lU 
116 !XX !14 IXX !XX !XX !XX!6 !7 !6 
! lU I !XX IIX IXX !XX! ! ! 
!XX !XX !17 !25 !13!2 !1 !XX !XX !XX 
IIX IXX I I ! I ! IXX!XX !XX 
!9 !25!7 !XX !XX!4 !XX !XX 19 !XX 
/ I ! IXX !XX! IXX IXl I IXl 
!14 !XX !14 !XX 117 !25!2 12 114 110 
I IIX I IXX I I I I I I 
!5 !6 !24!1 !XX !17 !XX !XX!9 !XX 
I I I ! !XX I IXX Ill! IXX 
!14 !XX !XX !21!1 !17 !19 !17!6 !10 
I !XI IXX I ! I ! I! I 
!9 IXX IXX !21 IXX!6 !XX IIX !16 !XX 
! IXI!XI / /XX / /11 Ill! IXX 
12 11 124 !26 !20 110 III 19 !6 !16 
I I I I I I IIX! ! I 

/15 !24 11 !19 
IN IL IE IT I 
!6 IXX !XX 125 
I /XX /Xl I 
117 !XX !XX '21 , 
11111111 I 
12 !6 !6 !17! , . ! ! 

, , , . 
!XX !15 !XX !13 ! 
IXX! IIXI I 
IXX 125!6 13 I 
!XX! ! ! ! 
119 11 !XX IXX , 
I I /XltlXt 
!XX 121 !XX 126 , 
/XX! 1111 I 
116 16 124 114 ! , . 
!14 
1 
!6 
! 
116 
I 
11 
I 
115 
I 

I 
!XX 
IXX 
!8 
I 
lXI 
In 
III 
IIX 
114 
I 

! I I 
!XX !24 I 
IXX 1 I 
!14 !24 ! , . ! ! 
!XX !14 ! 
IIX I I 
IXX 16 ! 
Ill! I 
/13 115 I 
I I I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
E 
14 15 16 17 18 19 21 20 22 23 24 25 26 

K 0 

All pup1ls resardless of ability enjoyed doing these. The exper1menter 

bad to keep producing more and more of tbeJI. 
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16. Figures in dot .aze. 

This activity was designed as a direct replaceJlent for -E.bedded 

figures' in feasibility studies one and two. .A si.i1ar activity 

that required the same skills as 'E. bedded figures' was 

necessary but one that could not be seen as practise for the 

'Group lbIbedded Figures Test'. Having read Fruerstein's (1980) 

work and his training Jlaterials the exper1Jlenter developed one 

of the training strategies, i.e.~ look1ng for regular gecnretric 

shapes in a maze of dots. It needed a larse nWlber of 6Z/u.ples 

so the exper1menter wrote a COJIputer prograJI to produce theJI. 

Coordinates of geoJletr1c shapes were entered and how Dany 

d1stracting dots were required. The COJIPUter plotted the shape, 

filled the space witb randoJlly placed d1stractins dots and 

printed the result. These were photocopied. The three shapes 

that were hidden in the Daze of dots fiere a r1ght angled 

triangle, a square and an equilateral triangle. Bacb of these had 

tfielve eXaJlples at each one of three levels of d1fficulty: 1. 

tfielve distracting dots, 2. tfienty four d1stract1ns dots and 3. 

thirty six distracting dots. This gave therefore one hundred and 

eight exaJlples. This activity fias g1ven at different tiDes 

throughout the year as pupils found tlDrking on theJI for short 

periods interesting but boring if too Jluch tille was spent on 

thu. 

PI,. IHI. - 3' -
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• • 

• 

• 

DIAGRAN APPENDIX 3-12: BXANPLB OF 'FIGURBS IN A IXJT NAZB'. 

Find Find Find 

V D 
• • • • • • • . 

• • 
• • • 

• • • • • • 
• • . • • 

• 
• • 

• • • 
• • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • 

• • • 
• 

• . . 
• • • • . •• • • 

1 2 3 

In diagra]J appendix 3-12 (1) above has a hidden right an8'led 

triangle and 12 distracting dots: diagra1J appendu 3-12 (2) has 

a hidden square and 24 distracting dots: diagram appendix 3-12 

(3) has an equilateral triangle hidden and 36 distracting dots. 

This exercise developed. the classic Field-independent skill of 

diseJllbedding relevant information from a distracting field of 

irrelevant information, i.e., find a given pattern in a .maze of 

visually confoundin8' data. 

17. spot the difference. 

Pairs of pictures were used and pupils were asked to find all the 

differences tlJey could see between one picture and the otlJer. 

This was not cognitivel)' very difficult but it dld reqUire 

concentration, careful observatlon, co]Jparlson and an ab1lity not 

to be distracted by other parts of the picture that were not 

relevant to the task, 1.e., to be successful it required a 

syste1Jatic approach. 
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18. eoapar1son of d1agralls and the s1gnificance of differ-ence6. 

This was a IRore sophisticated version of 'spot the difference'. 

A correct diagrall labelled (A) of sOlie science apparatus that 

the pupils had been usilJlf was given with up to five variations. 

DilJlfTaD (A) in diagraJl appendix 3-13 sbowed a container in the 

centre containilJlf hot water. 

around tbat sOJIe insulation. 

Around it was an air space and 

A thenllOJleter was placed in the 

water. Tbe or1lfinal exper1aelJt for the pup11s was to f1lJd out 

hmf fast the water cooled with various types of insulation and 

SiZS6 of water container. Tbe variations in diagraJls (B) to (P) 

fT'01J (A) were often saall and ins1lfnif1cant, e'8" the difference 

between tbe thenllOJleter sbapes in A and C. Tbe differences 

between thickness of insulation, size of the water collta111er alld 

a1r gap were d1fferences that would effect the outcoae of tbe 

exper1aent. Tbe pupils were asked to isolate tbe way that 

diagraDS (B) to (F) differed froJl (A). 'ext they were asked 

wbether any of the d1fferellcss were 'siglliflcallt', 1.e., would they 

bave allY effect Oil tbe outCODe of tbe exper1aellt alld if so bow? 

Tbls ",as usually done by classrDOJI discussion or dlscusslo11 in 

saall groups. Tb1s type of act1vlty was a 11" betlfB8JJ sucb 

act1v1t1. as 'spot the dlffereZJce' alld claSSrDOJl act1vlty. Xast 

of the pup1ls fOUlld Jlost of the differences 111 such problus but 

Field-de~lldent pupils fOUlld it very dlfficult to 'see' wbetber 

tbey were rwlevallt or llot. 

belng able to select fro. 

There was alnys the problu of 

tbe 111fOrJlatlo11 that wblch was 

relevant and that wb1cb was not. Tbis type of exercise was aast 

valuable 1n g1v1lJlf F1eld-dependent pupils practlse at extract111g 

tbe relevant and ignoring superfluOtlS aater1al. 
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DIAGRAK APPENDIX 3-13: EXA](PLES OF CO](PARISON- AND SIGNIFICANCE. 

A B 

C D / 

,.. 

rlJuflCQ(fIIA 

-
..... I-

L () 

L I I ) . 
E p 
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19. Extracting iteJIIS of nlJITDtf criteria fro1J a table of CDlJplex 

infor1Ja tion. 

This required a generally high level c~nitive skill. The 

process required that the pupil addressed salient points 

specified by the question and ignored the other distractiDg 

infDr1lation. Field-dependent pupils found exlUlples of this type 

of ezercise difficult and often had to be taught individually ho", 

to go about extracting inforlJation frolJ tables. A skill often 

assuJled and therefore neglected. 

Example frolJ topic 11 of extraction of information frolJ a 

table. 

No. of 
liP' I. 

No. of 
p",/. 

PolI,n $I,ll 
prlllnl 

eq1~/u, v,s G 3 , rill VII v" 

8Jw1¢udrqn 5 5 5 S pint nq vu 

y,lIo11 

Itch ld VII G 3 I bC9tID oq VII 

,""IUIIP 3 10 II 25 v,l/qtf oq oq 

j.J1v S S I S Mit, rl' vu 

WlJch floll" hll,. 

I. 5 pl"I., 5 IIp,l. hll poll,n ,nd 11'1/1., ____________ _ 

2, Uri Ihln 8 .UgH, 10 ,',un., no pol/In, doI.n'I .ull ,od hi. ",'11. IhI, 
Jr' ad grHo or rid. 

3, pl"I. 'h" ,r, rId or YllloII, hi. II •• 'hlo 10 .'i~, I, •• Ihln 10 .',un. 
,nd h,. poll,o pr,.,ol 
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Tbese training materials were often incorporated into extension work 

sbeets. Some topics were completely re-w.ritten like the example given 

at the end of this appendix. Other materials were given as separate 

sbeets, games Dr time with a computer. Tbe pupils enjoyed using the 

m8terials and it was often difficult to stop them and steer tbem back 

to tbe conventional classwork required by the scbool. The only pupils 

wbo found any of the work boring were the least able. Presentation of 

m8terials sucb as tbese is certainly possible in extension work 

sbeets. lfany of tbe basic ideas can be included onto existing 

worksbeets and tberefore in existing scbemes of work wi thout major 

disruption. It would be possible to re-w.rite most scbemes of work to 

include training materials. The experimenter would not suggest that 

tbese materials are a definitive list. They serve as examples of 

ideas tbat work. If any school were to adopt sucb an approacb many 

more examples could be found. Tbe advantage of sucb a scheme as this 

is tbat it is the isolation of the idea of reorganising, sorting the 

p8rticular from tbe general, sorting the relevant fro11l the irrelevant 

and being systematic that is iIIIPortant not any particular exercise. 

Some of tbe more 'traditional' staff in tbe scbool often felt that 

workins on tbe materials was 'playing' and bad no place in 'real' 

science teaching and tbat tbe pupils Mere Bissing a 'proper' 

education. Now tba t tbe ideas can be shown to produce posi t i ve 

results it sbould be possible to persuade more staff tbat time spent 

on tbe development of Field-dependence is worthwhile 'and can lead to 

increased levels of scientific thinking.' 

Finally tbere follows an exaIIIPle of c011lplete topic wbicb SbOMS bow tbe 

~terials were integrated into the pupils MOrk. 

page no.- #-
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Topic 2: Plant debris and earthworms. 

Where can we find plant debris ? 

Information 

We can find plant debris, which is made up of old leaves, bits 
of twigs, moss and peaty soil, under hedges and in woods. 
Often the debris will seem to be dead or lifeless but there 
are usually many kinds of small animals which live there. 

Living thinp can be divided into 2 groups - plants and 
animals. 

Animals can then be divided into those; 

with backbones (maJIIJIBls, birds, reptiles, amphibians and 
fish) . 

and those without backbgnes (worDS, snails, arthropods 
etc.) . 

We are going to look for small animals from one of these 
groups ... the arthrgpods. 

Bxperiment 1: Sorting animals from plant debris. 

You will need: 

plant debris, (e.g., damp leaf litter from a wood or under a 
hedge), newspaper, a 'pooter' (see page 2), a small paint 
brush, blunt forceps, 4 small dishes, a mounted needle, 
plastic bags, Activities book 1. 

What to do; 

1. Collect SODe leaf litter froD under a hedge or in a wood 
and put it in a polythene bag. 

2. In the laboratory empty your bag onto a sheet of newspaper 
and spread out the plant debris. 

3. Gently pick up anything which moves by SUcking it up in 
the pooter, or using forceps, or using a paint brush. Use 
the JIOunting needle to probe and spread out the debris. 
Try to break up the big pieces. 

4. Put the animals in the dishes and look at them carefully 
with a hand lens. If they JIOve too much ask your teacher 
how you can slow theD down. 

PIli IHI, - lS -
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Rubber Tube 

Animal Piece of Bylon 

5. Fill out the table below for each type of animal that you 
have found. Use Activity book 1 page 41 to help identify 
the animals. 

~olour length number has it got is body nama animal 
in mm of legs wings? segmented? 

What to write. 

1. Take two animals from your list and answer the following 
questions. 

lame of the two animals 1 __________________________________ _ 

What are their similarities ? ______________________________ _ 

What are their differences ? ______________________________ __ 

Which characteristics did you usa to identify thea ? _____ _ 

P'9I III, - I~ -
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2. Take two other animals and answer the following questions. 

lame of the two animals ? ________________________________ ___ 

What are their similarities ? ______________________________ _ 

What are their differences ? ______________________________ _ 

Which characteristics did you use to identify them ? ________ _ 

3. We can group the animals found in different ways: for example 
colour. 

Think of 5 ather ways of grouping the animals. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The best method. of groupi ng was _______ beoause 

4. Xost of the animals seen belong to the group oalled arthropods 
beoause they have Jointed legs and a body separated into 
parts. 

A worm is not an arthropod because 

A spider is not an insect because ______________________ __ 

Why do you think plant debris is a good. place to find 8_11 
animals? 

PIli H. - 11 -
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WHBI YOU BAVB FIIISHBD PUT YOUR AlllALS BACK WHBRB YOU FOUID TBBK 

What can we find out about earthworms ? 

You will needj 

Jam jar of worms, hand lens, newspaper or tray, centimetre 
rule, Activities book 1. 

What to do. 

1. Bmpty you worms onto a sheet of newspaper or tray. 
2. Sort out your worms into their different types (see Activities 

book 1 page 50 figure 45). 

Answer the following questions. 

1. Bow many different types of worm do you have 1 _______ _ 

2. The longest worm is __ cm and the shortest is _____ cm 

3. Find out more about the longest worm in the world. 

What to write. 

Write the date and the title BarthworllS in your boot and copy 
figure 47 page 51 of Activities book 1. 

Complete the sentences below; 

The worm is not the same at both ends. One end called the 

and the other is called the 

The worms body is divided into many 

The skin feels 

Through the skin I can see a ____________ all along the bact. 

What else can you see or feel 1 _____________________________ _ 

HoW sensitive are earthworllS ? 

You will need; 

BarthworDS, water and a teat pipette, lamp and supply, 
obstacle, sandpaper and glass. 
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What to do; 

Test the earthworms' response to:- gentle finger touch, water 
drops, object placed in its way, light and dark and rough and 
smooth. 

Record your results below:-
, 

Stimuli Response 

Pinger touch 

Water drops 

Object placed in way 

Light and dark 

Rough and smooth. 

Conclusion 

the earthworm is most sensitive at 

What to write 

Write the date and title 'Experiment to show that earthworms are 
sensitive to vibrations'. 

low see if you can work out the details of such an experiment for 
yourself. Layout your work as shown below using the indentations 
(if you don't know what this means ask your teacher). 

Apparatus 

BarthworJlS ., ................. . 

Xethod 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Results 

I think that the earthworm would ................ . 

Conclusions 

I think the earthworms would be sensitive to vibration. 
because ........... . 

PI,. lID, - ~, -
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Rearrange the following sentences correctly. 

1. things be into plants animals divided and groups two can living. 

2. backbones those without are with into and those backbones divided 

animals then, ________________________________________________ ___ 

3. Xost into the group seen because a animals arthropods called and 
they to separate of the have belong parts body jointed legs. 

4. an because jointed has got is arthropod worm legs it not not a. 

5. has body parts its has four to because two legs insect not pairs 
spider and an is of it a. ____________________________________ ___ 

6. the ends not at is same both worm the. _______________________ _ 

7. other and is anterior on the posterior end is. 

8. JIIlny into the body divided war. segments is. 

9. feels skin s11mJ the. 

,,,, III, - SO -
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10 back blood vessel through skin the I the can along see all a. 

80rt out gaps in the following so that it makes easier reading. 

Li vi ng th ing scan bed ivi ded i nt otweg roupeA ni_ 
lure the ndivi dedin toth osew ith back boneaand tho sewith 
outback bones mos tof the ani mal.... narea rth ropod aawerm i 
anota narth rOpodb ecauseit do esnot ha vejoint edlegs andtwap 
artsto it sbodyt he warDla notthes ameat bathe ndsone endisc all 
ed theant eriora ndthe 0 thert hepcat eriorthe wer II'Sbed Y 
isdi v idedin to 11 any seg ments thesk inf eelsw etands I1myth 
rough thesk inIcan seeal 1nealla longthe back. 

80lve the following anagrams 

LPAII PAAlIHBI SGS){BRII 

SRRBID IHFS LXSYI 

LID'RBA PCJRABSJCB L OSYBRSLODB 

GSIWI osm LBDASD 

BAIPY SIAStI RSAU)Q 

HGRRSD POAIISROIRD YBLIAIR 

ALIISIA RPJKlQI RLIBSBSI 

LIGYII SOCPBFR IBYISISRI 

IAASILI BJrrJUORSD DBSIR 

BORAIIRI PBRBIILS PSRBI I ROO 

80lve the following ward searches 

SDOPORBTRA 
B B L I A B 8 L C U 
GIBLHPBACD 
X H H S I F L R F 0 
B W H D I I TIL R 
JOB 8 ITS B I S 
T R H W J FIB T A 
S I W I I G R V T L 
RRTOOPBIBY 
A I T B RIO R R R 

I Z W B S B G D B H 
BJOX08PSPO 
ZHOPOBLPWB 
A IDS B V A USB 
I J 8 Q W A I 0 I 0 
IOU Y F B T R R B 
IAXIAL8GB! 
A I PHI B I ABC 
L J D B D I V I D A 
8 B LIT P B R H B 
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Look at the two sets of three diagrams below. Diagram (A) is correct 
in each case. List how diagrams (B) and (C) differ from the relevant 
(A). Then explain for each of the differences you have listed whether 
the difference would be important. 

A 

B 

c 

PIli lID. - 52 -
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Part 1 are tbe wr:itten :instructions given to tbe otber meJllber of staff 

w1tb tbe top1cs. Part 2 are tbe transcripts of tbe experimenter's 

interaction w:itb tbe pupils developing a metacognitive language. Part 3 :is 

tbe summary given to tbe pup:ils for revlsion before post testing. 

Part 1. 

Tbe first section of tbis gives tbe instructions given to tbe otber 

lIJeDnber of staff on eacb of tbe topics. Tbe first tbree topics were 

supported by detailed discuss10n witb tbe probationary teacber before 

eacb lesson. Once the pattern bad been establ1sbed tbe written 

instructions detailed below were given at tbe beginning of eacb topic. 

Top1c 4: Tbe effect of beat on metals l1qulds and gases 

I'D sorry tbe quality of tbe copy :isn't good. It was tbe 1st attBDIpt 

at using stencils. Obviously you can only use tbe suppluentary Daterial 

after baving done tbe appropriate work before-band 

Tbe differences on page 2 are tbe large differences no tbe subtle 

ones. Tbe eapbas1s :is on the significance of tbe dlfferenCfH!l. 

Tbe pln breaking experiment can be done of course but if possible 

only after tbey bave lust lClQked at and tried to answer tbe quest:ions on 

tbe tap at _wage 3, sorry about tbe order. You bave a duplicate of page 3 

beCause of tbe quality. 

,.,. no, -~-
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Answers to anagrams and wordsearches: 

metals, wire, ring, gas, liquid, bend, alarm, fire, ball, battery, Bunsen, 

ter1linal, thermometer, cool, heat, flask, metals, bell, asbestos, expand, 

flask, ring, bend, gauge, contract, bimetal, balloon; 

NISDTSEBS 
BAJ,1s991EQ 
Jf-:.ll-'lI...Jt--+-B-1I-l-'f 

KXGfI YKLC 
GPRF PLA 
BAEG GER 
BNS BT 
NDKU , N 
DBIlIHTAL 
RINfJPYCEC. 

Topic 5: How heat is carried. 

This suppluentary material generally extends the work sheets and 

emphasises reorganising infor3ation lI1ld representing it in different 

forms, and the significance of that reorganisation. 

The redrawing of graphs at the bottDJII of page 2, 1 feel develope two 

important points, i.e.; practice at drawing graphs COTTfICtly w1th the axis 

correct and the benefit of putting 2 pieces of infOT7lation on the saJle 

graph for c01lparison. 

The questions at the top of page 3 refering to diagrttas A-H are d-18ned 

to develop 1Iatching and to see; the s1gn1f:lcance :if any, of the errors of 

those that dOD't work and to show that it :1s the principle that 1s 

important not the way the apparatus is asseJIbled. 
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Tbe questions referring to diagrams 1-' are again just to empbasise 

differences and their significance if any. 

Diagrams o-R require only an ABC or D answer. This could be done by 

class discussion. Tbe idea again is to identify differences and if any 

tbeir significance. 

Diagrams P-U are to be atteJIpted in tbe s.ure way as D-R. 

Answers to anagrams and wordsearcbes: 

ventilate, box, candle, tongs, matcbes, b8lllt, rises, cold, convection, 

current, cbimney, draugbt, vent, ventilation, sbafts, air, light, dust, 

onshore, offshore, water, systeJII airing, conduction, metal, plastic, 

particle, metals. radiation, ClAdmiu:a, silver, reflect, absorb, polisbed, 

apparatus, method, result; 

P-f-f.lI-li=-R E 
·~-IJ--H-T 

]I I A 
G ZL 

E P R D-frB-T 1 
NJFA YT 
K BIf 
ITHULD fiE 
HB V 
OURRBNTS N 
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Toptc 6: separating substances. 

The extension material for topic 6 follows a familiar pattern. 

page 1: reordering of sentences; the table reqUires reordering of 

inforllation already in their books; the 2nd table needs a l1st of all 

the colours found by children above the top line of the table, the 

original colours of the pens could be entered left of pen 1 pen 2 

etc. the task is then to fll1 in tbe grid, pen against colours found 

and entering 11 or w depending wbether colours were found by 

Chromatography with lIeths. or water. If you don't get good resul ts 

to extend experillent 5 use the following results; 

pen colour colours in water colours found in 11Ieths 

green green, yellow yellow 

red orange blue and red 

purple orange blue and red 

brown orange and yellow green and red 

page 2: Q's 1-4 ellphasise not only whether two diagralls are 

different, an illportant observational skill but whether those 

differences are signiflcant, these questions will need pupil/teacher 

discussion either in groups or class. Q's 5-7 are designed to help 

pupils organise the &aile inforllation and tbe idea of groups within 

groups. Find:Jng a su:Jtable order for a Hst of instructions aid. 

reorganisation of lnfOT1latlon and I hope tells s01Jething about 

experimental de6ign and losical orders. 

Tbe relllalnder of tbe sheet I feel ls self explanatory 
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Answers to anagrams and wordsearches: 

salt, pepper, charge, electrical, iron, filings. sulphur, separate, magnetic, 

ink, coloured, filter, funnel, watch, glass, evaporate, distil, condenser, 

cooling, cobalt, chloride, boiled, dropper, pipette, beaker, solvent; 

SOLVENTCBC 
RBBNll])I{}C 
EGDBT:.IDBO 
PIPIiTTBAO 
P G H PUS I ~l: .l 
o Q V C U Z ~~ 
RHQ -K-1i-R 
D~~~~~~~-~ 

XYJEH QVXT 
VEI'dRDFA VE 

Topic 7: Using coloured substances froJl plants 

This topic is complete in itself and the extension material is in the 

sbeets tbeIlselves or referred to on pages 5-7. 

Pup:J.ls are often asked witbin tbe sheets to regroup infOT1llation. This is 

designed to belp puplls' thlnklng about regrouping inforJlation to fInd 

significance in the new groups that was not 1J1J1ediately apparent. 

Pase 8 contains gaps, anagraJis and word searcbes. 

Answers to anagralls and worosearcbes: 

leaves, lIortar, lIetbs, flallllable, chloropbyll pestle, dye, blot tins, 

coloured, plants, powder, acid, alkali, taste, sod1 Ull , solution, indicator, 

neutral, extract, carbonic, sulpburic, chloride, lille, universal, purifIed, 

acidic, water, vegetable, berrles, roots; 
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F-I:r"",*"-lI--lf-*",,~!r-.tf 

LEA 
PJ V 
DBRUO/:;OCD 

Toplc 8: Grouplng and classl:f1catlon 

Thls topic 1s very close to the 1deas that 1 want. The exteDsion 

materlal ls oDly a sllJ81e sheet. The chart OD page 1 does Deed sODe 

erplanat101J :for pupils. F1111ng out the an1Dal C01U.D 1s :fairly straight 

:forward; it ls slmp1y a Deans of :1dentlf:1cat:101J us1lJ8 the an1mals on the 

wark sheet. The last coluDn requ:1ree the pupl1 to record how Dany 

(starting wlth column 1) of the 1st 5 columns they need to be able to 

ldentlfy the animal. They do not all need all 5 colu.ns; e.g. the 4th 

animal needs only the 1st 2 columns to ldentlfy duck. 

Tbe gaps In S81Jtence6 are to SJlphaslse reargan:1s1lJ8 1lJto ~nlsable 

patterns that make S81JS8. The 'dlfference bet.,..n' di"8T1JDS need careful 

observat:1on and coDpar:1son In a systematlc way. .B there are onlv J 0 
~ 

differences in the Cbinese letters. 

Answers to anagrams and worcIsearches: 

cl -ss:1"", anlDal, aTOuplna, 1dentl""', nINrP'nIlp ala"'·wo-- .... IV coin .. "'J o· 0 "'J - -0· --.' 0 _ ... IIU .... ' .'", , 

branchlng; 



CZBBlfCF CO 
B J Y-P-J-- C 
ZjlGROXB CO 
KIG G 
PUfJRGBR CT 

l ~HLOPCDCO 9EITIFYSJ 
JOQHFDFVF 

B RAN CHI , G S. 

Top1c 9: EnvlrollJlent. 

J N Coil iflg': /k)cloflJ '''',i, 1987 

All the followlng worksheets are just extenslons of the ILEA worJrsheets. 

The sentences wlth gaps ln have been dellberately shuffled to be 

dlfflcult rather thaD just randOJll gaps as before. 

Answers to anagrams and wordsetJ.rches : 

Anlmal, shelters, colony, tube, nest, burrow, beehlve, stone, age, man, 

med:1clne, sport, clothing, chalClJls; 

TGNITXBRGB 
X D I Jl-tr-tt-~1--2\' 

If J Y .)'-'l~f-6""71f--Il--S 

G T·-tr-tJ-~r-H'--fL
JI-B--fl--Ir-

HIE VB E 
C-+-¥-~~Y B L r z 
LIC E 
V J I I D ](. R at v. 

The shuffled senteDCS6 are those on the ILEA "ork sheets lind are usually 

In the same order liS they IIppear on those "orJrsheets. 

The clueless cross"ords are of the saJle type liS fie hllve used before. 

They bear no d1rect relationshlp to the fiordS "ithin the top1c. It' the 

pup:1ls need more help then the f1rst word In the top r1ght hllnd corner of 

the 1st crossword is GIXLET and the first fiOrd in the top left hand 

corner of the second 1s TROJBN. 

PIli IHI. - GO-
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Tbe question at tbe bottom of page 3 refers to tbe diagrams on pafJ8S 5 

and 6. As tbere are sets of diagrams eacb labelled A-F tbe exercise 

needs to be done three times, once for eacb set of diagrams. 

Topic 10: Bnvironment 2 

Tbe layout to tbis topic is the 6Ime as the above. 

Tbe solutions to tbe anagrams and wordsearcbes are: purified, bacteria, 

cbemicals, disease, sterile, cblorinated, incubated, wilt, solar, still, 

water, salt, cools, sbiny desiccator, pollution, turbid, submerged, gills, 

operculum, killed, cleaning, alu11l, leaves, supply llJJJlp, pipe, basin; 

NIXBJ.IRBTS 
INCflBATBDl 

UVSllINYX 
VGft1DV ZY 

JB~SB YisK Y! EO B P 
THO V V 
B SRXY X 

AF ZBYCBSP 

CDDoDVKPUR 
01"BRCflhflJlD 
ZCJ.BANING 
JlflJ.APDOQZ 
E...p.......J-P G S 
DRKBS EAC 
BASI. -IrllX 
PJBNG FPE 
P. N 
E J Q D Y J. ,.n ,.n fI S. 

Tbe question above tbe 'gaps' on page 4 reqUires the animals 011 page 11 

side 1 of tbe ILEA worksbeets being grouped into two separate l!TOUps. 

Tben eacb of tbese groups are to be subdivided into two groups eacb 

makinl! four in all. All that is required is tbe four l!roups and tbe ru1_ 

they used to form tbose groups. Tbere is no correct answer it is tbe 

process of grouping lind sub grouping that is important. 
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Tbe diagrams and grapbs labelled A-F on pages 5 and 6 are to be treated 

in tbe SIde way as topic 9, 1 do feel that pupils need practise in 

identifying relevant variables "'ithin a proble. and this is a sillple ",ay 

of getting theJJ to do so without a lot of equipllent. 

Topic 11: Growth and Developaent. 

As there ",ere such a large nUllber of anagT'llIJs 1 felt it lI1ght be better 

to give the pupils a list at the beginning. The solutions and 

",ordsearches are: 

cbeek, cells, methylene, blue, stain, .iCTOSCOpe, slide, onion, skin, 

lIagnify, nucleus, gaaetes, egg, sper1J, mob11e, 1nberited, fert1l1se, zygote, 

1nternal, external, nuclei, fuse, eJJbryo, hatch, flo",ers, petal, pollen, 

sepal, stigma, stamen, ovary, ovule, anther, growth, vacuole, sap, self, 

cross; 

QSBSUFZJID 
JB1NTBRNAL 
U.EXBRYOflK 

CHHH Fi t-J~~~~-F--IJ-D 

CGFE 11 
LAPES LFD 
PETALSRBXE 
ZTGOTBUKYY 
JSLA'RHTXE 

Tbere are a lot of reshuffled sentences you perhaps ",ont ",ant to use 

theJJ all. The CD1Iparison of the d1agra.s on page 6, and quest10ned at 

tbe top of page 5, has the BIllie purpose as before, i.e., looking for and 

na.ing significant variables ",1th1n the context of the subject .atter. 
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The last exercise on page 5 I feel is something wbich we ·don't give 

enough practise in, i.e., extracting infonJat:lon from diagrl1JJs, cbarts and 

tables of :lnfor.ation. So.e of the less able will find th:ls difficult and 

wl1l need help. 

Topic 12: Growtb and Developaent Seeds. 

1111 To be able to answer tbe first questlon on my sbeet, questlon 3 on 

paS- 9 of tbe ILEA sheets needs to be set up early in the topic. 

Tbe solutions to tbe anasrl1JJs and wordsearcbes are: 

testa, cotyledon, micropyle, rad1cle, p1uJlule, absorb, seraination, 

geotrop:lsm, pbototrop:lSIJ, response, scar, bean, seed, eJJbryo, shoot, root, 

peas, soaking, starch, p:lpette, iod1ne, Jla1ft, blotting, dried, grOtftb, 

radicle, pipette, geotropisJI, pluJlule, iod1ne, sboot, pbototropisJI soakins, 

e1Ilbryo, starcb, bean, testa, dried, growth, scar, germination, aain, 

cotyledon, responded, blottins peas, root, m:1cropy1e, absorb, seed; 

IIHCXTHJQJI 
FGNITTO£B 
'K'FKAI3B 

~~~Sl~m~gii 

ili
Q D D 

F Z HT VU 
E OR XX KS 
GJUIHtlVVOO 

G T K B G V P , D D. 

Tbe rest of the topic is fairly stra:18bt :fortlard and dOB6n't need any 

explanat:lon. 

Thats a~~ :fCJ~ks. 
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I hope that you haven't found the use of these materials too tedious. I 

have found faults and difficulties myself but generally the pupils have 

enjoyed using them and at times I've had difficulty in stopping them. It 

has given me materials to keep pupils productively occupied whilst 

talking to other groups. It has obviously taken me a lot of time and 

effort over some 18 J1Ionths just to prepare these work sheets. I have 

felt it worthwhile and I hope I can show that they have some real benefit 

in developing pupils' observation, discrimination and scientific thinking. 

I realise the approach is less traditional and is open to 'it isn't real 

science' but it depends on what is real SCience, thinking SCientifically 

or remembering experiments. Of course I am not suggesting that any 

other way of teaching doesn't develop scientific thinking but without the 

observational skills and the ability to discriminate relevant variables 

from a complex field of information, much of which is often irrelevant, it 

is unlikely that many pupils will develop the ability to think 

sci en tifically. 

Thank you for your help and perseverance. I hope I have given you 

sufficient information without swamping you with sheets of useless data. 

It is a difficult line to follow between being supportive and 

instructional. If you have coJ1lments, criticisms or suggestions tbey 

would be most welcome. 

Thank you again for your he~p. 
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Part 2 

Examples of discussions with pupils implementing this approach. 

(NB's Comments in brackets are those of the pupil's. All the examples 

listed are a distillation of many written and or verbal responses given 

by pupils and edited for clarity). The activities were organized into 

tbree different groups; tbose empbasising, 1) comparison, 2) reorganizing 

and 3) disembedding. 

Group 1: Camparison, 

Vednesday April 16tb 1986. 

Ve had a rather messy term last term so I want to go back to 

sometbing we were trying to do tben. If you remember we tried to 

look at SOllie of the activ:1ties I bad been giv:1ng you and to try and 

work out how you thougbt wbilst you tried to solve tbem. I wrote 

words you suggested on tbe board and tried to get you to think of 

other words tbat described what went through your mind as you tried 

to solve the activities. I want to do a sim11ar process nearly every 

lesson frolll now until the end of term. Vhat I have done is to group 

all the activities you have done into three separate groups. I aJi 

not, as before, going to look at one particular activity but the ..,ho1e 

group of activities and try to help you find out how you thought 

whilst you were trying to solve tho. Ve ..,i11 start ..,ith group one. 

I've included in th1s group the first computer program you did. If 

you re1Iember this put t..,o diagrams on the screen and it asked you 

wbether the colours were different or the shape ..,as different or 

whether the size was different. I also included the second cOJIputer 

PrDtIram which was called 'lJatching' which put t..,o ro..,s of figures on 

the screen and asked you ..,hether they matChed. They dld lf there 
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was no changed figure in the bottom row. The third activity I 

included was the 'pattern' program which gave you five figures and a 

sixth you had to find in the other five. I also included the clueless 

crosswords which required that you substituted letters for numbers 

and numbers for letters until solved. I will make some more of those 

if you like. (Yes please from pupils) . Kore recently spot the 

difference pictures and the experimental diagrams that gave you 

diagram A as correct and you had to see if you could see how B,C,D 

etc. differed and whether these differences mattered. I want you now 

to listen carefully. Including those of you who have started working 

out this topic's anagrams and word searches whilst I have been 

talking! Think now about all those programs? the random picture, 

matching rows, spot the difference etc.. Can you think of a COBBon 

tbinking process tbat links all of those probleJIs? Vbat was tbe 

first tbing you tbougbt of doing? wbat do you look at? wbat sort of 

ideas come to mind? (Long pause). You can take just one of tbe 

activities and tbink about tbat if you prefer. Lets just tbink about 

tbe matcbing rows for a minute. I tbink tbey bave all s01letbing 

very similar in common. SOlie of you are not concentrating. Vbereas 

I am deligbted tbat you want to solve tbe anagralls and word searcbes 

I want you to listen to wbat I am saying now! Lets take just tbe 

matcbing rows for a lIinute. You know wbat you are doing wbat are 

tbe words tbat cOlle to lIind to describe bow you tbink about tbe 

problem. <You look at tbem and try to take in what sort of shapes 

tbey are). (Study). All right I quite like tbat as a word. 

(C01Jpare). Rigbt that's good. You compare. Vbat do you do wben you 

compare ? (You look for things tbat are sillilar and things that 

are not the salle). Fine you look for sillilarities and differences. 

P'II "". - Gt -
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Vhat sort of word could you C01De up with that describes looking 

carefully, 1Daking C01Dparison, looking for differences and 

silIlilarities, all those things. Can you think of one word that 

includes all those things. (Observe them). Kot qUite what I'm after. 

Its really just another word for looking carefully. (Examine). Yes 

that does suggest looking carefully. Can you think of anything else. 

I'm thinking of a word beginning with 'a' that describes all these 

things. (Analyse). Tlell done!! That says a great deal Dore than 

just looking carefully Dr comparing. If you are allalysing you are 

looking ........... ? (Syste1D). Use the word you have done, but the 

grammer is wrong. Your nearly there. (Systematically). Good you 

had the word. Right if you analyse something you look at it 

systematically. I want you now to think of tiDes when you look at 

things systematically. For example it you had a Jledic1ne bottle 

you would look carefully at the label. Reason? (Jlake sure you had 

the right med1cine). Good! what else? (How much to take). Right you 

look to see the dose, how much to take. 1T0w that's one exaDple. Now 

try to think of one Dr two others. Tlhat is it you looJr carefully at, 

and what it is you look carefully for. Just jot them down in rough. 

Vrite some of theJI down whilst I come around and talk to you in 

groups. Think about the words on the board. {The words Oll the 

board were; looJr, Shapes, study, careful, C01IpartJ, s1J11laritles, 

differences, observe, exaJline, analyse, looJr1ng systeJIat1cally, 

characters] • 

Examples given by pup1ls; 

1> Tinned food, looking at labels for contents, e.g., add1tives, 

sugar, ell t by da te etc., 

PII* IUJ. - Gl-
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2) Look at recipes to see what is required for a lIeal: you 

might then compare to see if you have what was required by 

the recipe in the cupboard, 

3) Soap to see if it contains things to which sOlleone 1I1ght be 

allergic, 

4) Instructions on things bought, e.g./ seeds, lIodels, dress 

patterns, 

5) Dictionaries and indexes to find references to information 

required, telephone book for telephone numbers, 

6) Computer programs to find sources of errors, 

7) Looking through work and answers to see if there are any 

mistakes, 

8) Looking for traffic before crossing the road. 

Friday the 18th April. 

Now I want to take it just a little further than last lesson. You 

have a list of exallples of where you look systematically at things 

that we got together last lesson. Vhen you are analysing things you 

look at theJII very systeJllatically. Lets just look for a 1I0JIent at the 

random pictures. You had sOJlethlng along the lines of a rectangle 

and a square and you ",ere as1ced whether the colour, shape or size 

differed. Can any of you think of a general word for the three 

dlffering things, 1.e., colour shape and size. (Characters). OK ['11 

put it do",n. ['11 Dot sure that's qUite right. (Si1lilarities). Yes but 

when you are looking for slJ1ilarities or differences you are looking 

to see lf the colour is the salle or different, or whether the shape 

is the salle or different, or wbether the size is the saJle or 

different. Now ",hat do you call it as a group naJle shape, size or 

colour. 'ow ",hat do you call those three things together. Ifbat 

P'" M, -&8-
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could be a group name for' those three. Those three things are the 

things that lJre likely to, what? (Change). Who said that! Good! 

Now try to think of other words that mean change. (Three things 

that are different). (Alter). Good word, fine. The three things that 

are likely to change, the three things that are likely to alter, the 

three things that are likely to ......... ? (Transform). Too much 

television my children are into transformers too. Change, alter 

transform. There is one woro beginning with 'v'. (Vary). Well done 

Now what you are looking at is the three things that may vary. 

Each one of those is called a variable. So you are looking at three 

variables. 

Today I want you to write down the two words compare and variables 

and try to write down as many situations where you at home compare 

things and what variables you are comparing. I will give you an 

example and then I want you to think about the problems and find a 

few examples of your own. If you go to buy a tin of baked beans you 

look carefully at variables such as price, size, make etc. Now try to 

think of examples that are not always t.o do witb buying things. 

Pupil's examples given in class discussion: 

1) Comparing humans with other animal; number of less, eyes, 

hair, teeth, diet, size etc., 

2) Valking Dr getting a lift home; length of tille, laziness, 

C06t, ease, weatber, 

3) Crisps; cost, flavour, type, weight, maie, influence of TV, 

4) Krxx1sj grxx1 days dad comes in smiling, chatty, doesn't slam 

doors, bad day dad is grumpy, sour faced, rude and bangs 

doors, 

PI" M. -G9-
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5) Drinks; flavour, cost, size, colour, alcoholic, type of 

container, additives, 

6) Televisions; colour/black and white, size, cost, rent/buy, 

remote control, ear phone plug, computer input, 

7) Sweets; type, colour, size, cost, flavour, what your friends 

like, what you like, 

8) People; height, weight, sex, colour, religion, age, status, 

personality, hair colour, type of clothes worn. 

Wednesday 23rd April 

When you look at things systematically you look for the important 

variables those that are significant many are not. Lets look at the 

clueless crossword for example. The downward lines are drawn W'ith 

exclama tion marks. They are of no great importance in solving the 

crossW'ord. Neither is it very important W'hether tile blank squares 

are blanked out with four X's or six X's. Both these are variables in 

the crossword but neither are very significant in solving it. 

Looking for my number in a telephone directory you look for 

variables. The most important ones are in the order COL LIN G S. 

There are other variables in the 'phone book. All the other nalRes 

beginning W'ith other letters. Once you have the C's you ignore all 

other names or variables beginning with C except those that begin CO. 

You continue like this until you have my W'hole name initials and then 

use my address if necessary. So the significant variables W'ould be 

name, initials, address. Now some exalRples of your own. rt'here do you 

analyse systematically and what are the significant variables? 

Examples from the homeW'ork W'ere; 

1) Anagrams; significant variables are groups or patterns of 

letters that may make some sense, 
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2) Looking for a book in a library; significant variables are 

groupings of books in library by their system, 

3) Dentist; looking systematically so he doesn't miss decay, 

then has systematic types of treatment for particular 

degrees of disease, 

4) Taking an engine apart; you need to take it apart 

systematically so that you can put it back together, the 

variables are the pieces you are taking apart, 

5) Computer programs; you need to tell the computer in a 

systematic order how to perform, the variables would be the 

lines or series of instructions that make up the prograIJ, 

6) Classifying things; anything that you classify into any type 

of order has the significant variables you consider and 

other that you don 't, e.g., plants, colour, type of leaf, 

flower, height, 

7) Finding out what is wrong with a car; you don't take the 

whole car to pieces to mend a headlamp bulb, so the 

significant variables are the systeJII of tlIe car that doesn't 

work, not the whole car. 

Friday 25th April. 

Last lesson we discussed looking for variables. You now have a list 

of examples of things we look at carefully and the variables we try 

to identify in them. 1/ow I want you to tbink of exallples of where 

you ccmpare by looking for sillilarities and differences between the 

variables in tbings. Ve try to identify wbicb variablee are the salle 

and wbicb are different. Ve don't look at all tbe variables do we? 

Ve've tbought about tbis before. Vbat sort of variables are we 

looking when we are comparing? (Proper ones). Vbat are they? (Tbe 
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ones we are looking at). Yes, but why are you not looking at all 

possible variables? (Some aren't important). So if you aren't 

looking at the unimportant variables you must be looking at? ....... . 

<Important ones). Good! I did use the words significant variables 

but important variables is fine. 

Examples given; 

1) Recipe to see if what the recipe requires you have in the 

cupboard, 

2) Jig saw where you c01!lpare pieces with the picture to find if 

there are any missing. 

3) Compare maps to compare where you are by your surrounding 

with symbols on a map, 

4) Computers games given in the materials, 

5) Birds and wild flowers by comparing the sample with pictures 

in a book to find out the naJle of your sample, 

6) Cars if you are going to buy a car compare size, price, mpg, 

colour etc. between models, 

7) Weather by comparing weather forecast with the weather that 

you get, 

8) Treasure hunt where you cOllpare tbe clues with you 

surroundings, 

g) Your spelllng of a woro with that in a dictionary. 

Wednesday 30th April. 

You bave the list of last lessons 8XaJlples of where you analyse 

syste1latically by c01lparing the important variables you looked for. 

Try now to tbink of salle 1I0re exa1lples wbere it is very :111portant to 

compare and note where important variables are siJlilar or different. 

ExaJlples given by the pupils were; 
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1) Cups and saucers in a set; they should all be the same or 

very similar otherwise they don't make a set. 

2) Chairs in dining room suite should all be the same. 

3) Fruit machines; looking for a winning combination; 

4) Signatures; written by the same person the same way always 

very similar. 

5) Letters to addresses; addresses in the SlJme street similar 

but each house different. 

6) Children; those in the same class will have similar age but 

are usually all different. 

Friday 2nd Kay. 

Vhilst we have been looking at these sheets we have been tallring 

about analysing what you have been looking at carefully. I have 

suggested that whilst you have been analysing you have been looking 

at things systematically, comparing carefully, looking for differences 

and similarities, matching things etc.. Once you have made all tbese 

careful comparisons its all very well. You have an answer. Vhat do 

you really need to do next? Vhat ought you to do before giving your 

ansJtler7 (Think about it, check Jtlhat you are doing, study it>. I 

think you have done most of those things in the analysing. (Think 

about it again). OK wbat are you doing Jtlhen you think about it 

again? Can you think of a word that Jl8IJns going over it again 

before answering. (Reconsider, revise, reh8IJrse, reflect). Once you 

have made a decision about sOJlething you tend to reflect on it before 

you say so to SOJl80ne else. So you are suggesting that before you 

come up with a final answer you tend tol (think about it, check it, 

you reconsider it, look at it, try and reJleJJ/ber it, revise it, repeat 

it, reflect on it). Good I Quite a lot to do. Having gone through 
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all that process. If you are doing the same sort of problem over and 

over again. What might you get if you are not very careful? (Bored). 

Vhat is the result of getting bored though? You are probably right 

you may get bored but in being bored you may get ........... ? (Lose 

concentration). Fine you may lose concentration but in so doing you 

get ........... 7 (Careless). No", if you become careless you start 

getting things wrong. Not because you don't understand it, not 

because you can't do it, but just because you become careless. There 

are many times "'hen 1 think you get things wrong, not because you 

can't do them, but because you are careless and don't reflect on "'hat 

you are doing before replying. Try a few more examples of analysing 

by comparing significant variables to see if they are the same or 

different but this time reflect before answering. 

1) Forgeries; of any type have to look the same but can be seen 

as forgeries by small differences. 

2) Prints from famous paintings; copies are similar but are 

different. 

3) When trying to match things, e.g., colours Dr patterns for 

clothes you look for as fe", differences as possible. 

4) Playing bingo; you look for the number given to see if it's 

on your card. 

5) Lottery tickets; you look to see if you have a winning 

collbination. 

6) Cheque book and card; account numbers lIust lIatch. 

7) Dates; check to see if it is valid, on cheques, docuaents, 

pools etc. 

8) Telephone; people living in the salle area of a town will have 

the saae beginning nUllbers. 
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Vednesday 7th Hay. 

You have gone through three stages in tackling a problem, first 

analysing. Having analysed the importance of significant parts you 

compared what you had analysed. e.g., looking to see if diagrams or 

pictures were the same or different or whether the pictures differed 

on the computer screen on those significant variables. Then last 

lesson I suggested that before you wrote anything down you really 

ought to think about the problem all over again. Reflect on it. 

Hake sure. be more careful. I would like to land up with a definition 

of what should really be going through your mind when you are 

looking at something or comparing two different things. You don 't 

always know what it is you will be analysing. It may be a general 

pattern. it may be differences. what ever. Up to a point you have to 

create your own strategy. You have to make a conscientious effort to 

look at something and analyse it. When you analyse you must be 

systematic. It is no good going from one thing to another. Its no 

good drifting from one thing to another. You must look at it quite 

carefully and go through it systematically. For example the clueless 

crosswords. Its no good going from one letter or number to another. 

You have to go through it systematically line by line so you don 't 

miss anything. Like anagrams and word searches. Not just larking 

around and looking at whatever takes your fancy. So if you are 

trying to look carefully you should do it in a systematic way. One 

of the things you then have to do is only look at the things that 

really matter. Its no gcxx1 looking at lots of things that don 't 

matter. I tried to get you to think of lots of examples of your own 

where you tried to ignore things that distract and don't matter very 

much. You looked for what? what was the word I tried to get you to 
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use. (variables). Good! variables was the second word. What was 

the other word I used that meant looking at the important variables 

beginning with's'. (suitable). Not really, (specific), could be, 

(those that matter). I like that but it isn't what I was after but we 

will put it down. It started 'sig' ......... (significanO, good! well 

done! What we are saying is that when we come up against a 

comparison problem where we are looking for differences, or 

comparing things then, using your phrases, we should have a strategy 

for looking systematically only at the variables that matter. Your 

next step is to compare them. So the next thing is to compare. The 

first thing you do is analyse and the next thing is to compare. Once 

you have systematically identified the variables that matter then you 

compare the significant variables between one picture, diagram, 

experiment and the other. Having done the analysis and comparison 

you then reflect. Look back at it before you answer, to make sure 

you were right, to be sure you haven't been silly or careless. So 

now, when ever you come across a comparison problem, looking for 

differences, si1llilarities etc; you identify systematically the 

variables that matter, compare those variables, then reflect on what 

you have done before lJnswering. So there lJre three stages 

summarised as analysing, comparing and reflecting. 

NB the following was now on the board: 

Analysing; systeJIlJtically identifying the variables that matter, 

Comparing; comparing only the variables that matter, 

Reflecting; reviewing solutions before answering. 

Now what we have been trying to do is produce a system for your 

thinking. This can be summarised as ARC now see if you ClJn cOJle up 

with three other words that are easier to remember thlJt will prompt 
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you to remember ARC, and so analyse, compare and reflect, and then 

hopefully all that wen t on tlJe board behind me. 

Group 2: reorganization. 

Friday 9th Kay 

We took a long time considering analysing, c01lparing and reflection 

when you were looking at things like spot the difference etc.. Kow I 

want to look at another group of activities you have been doing like 

anagrams, shuffled sentences, sentences where there are gaps and you 

have to put the gaps into a different place to get the sentence to 

make sense, and where I have given you sets of instructions for an 

experiment and you have had to put them in the correct order. Now 

if you are trying to solve anyone of those what is the first thing 

you have to try and do? Lets just take one, anagrtUls. It might be 

easier for you to focus your attention on just one of the1l. Vhat is 

the first thing you try and do? (Solve the word). That might be 

true of a very short word but not of the longer ones. (Groups of 

letters>. Fine! you look for beginnings and endings of words that 

may lIake s01le sense. (Vowels). Yes vowels help you to make some 

sense out of the jU1lble of letters. (Try to think of lots of words 

that contain the salle number of letters, then see if any you think of 

could use the letters you have). Goocl! that's one way of doing it. 

Do you always look just at individual letters? (Ko you put letters 

together s01leti1lss). Vhen you are looking for a s1Iall group of 

letters that make sense, or vowels, or anything l:lke that I think 

you could sUllllarise it by saying you look for?.......... (Groups, order, 

pattern, arrangement, sequence). Great! all those are good words. 

Which one do you think is best? You are trying to find groups of 
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letters that make some sense. IIhlen of those words do you prefer. 

(}(ajority for pattern). Good you look for patterns of letters that 

could make some sense so you sort the remaining letters more easily. 

You are not looking for any letters in particular. You are looking 

at a jumble of letters, and in them, a pattern that could make sense. 

Right what do you do with these groups of letters once you've got 

them? (Sort them). Yes but to sort them you JJ1ust have done what to 

the original order of the letters? (Reorganised them). rihy do you 

think I tried to get you to think of what you did before reor,ganising 

the letters? (Too difficul t). IIhy? (Short words are easy but lots 

of letters make it difficult). rihy? (It takes too long to reor,ganise 

them all ways>. Good! You can't reorganise all the letters in all 

possible combinations until a word comes up that works. Short words 

are fine but longer words would need a computer. So to sol ve 

anagrams or similar problems you look for patterns that make sense, 

reorganise them too see if you can make a word. Then what? rihat if 

you don't get a word? (Give up). No COme on. (Look at the letters 

again). rihat for? (New groups). Yes but what word did we use? 

(Patterns). Very good! Right that will do for today except try to 

think before next lesson of examples of where you look for patterns 

in every day live. 

Examples given by pupils; 

cars by variation in patterns, types of buildings, flower types, 

peoples faces, words, whether things are up right, e.g., buildings, 

recognise one's own house in a row of similar ones, recognising 

anything, keys or locks. 
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Vednesday 14th ](ay. 

Now last lesson we tried to see how we sol ved anagrams. Now the 

shuffled sentences are solved the saIDe way, Looking for patterns of 

words that make sense and then trying to fit in the other words to 

make a sentence. If that fails you look for new patterns. The gaps 

in sen tences are similar. You move the gap backwards and forwards 

to see if you can make a recognisable pattern of a word. Some times 

you get a word but that doesn't work elsewhere in the sentence. So 

even recognisable patterns are not always correct. Now today I want 

you to write down examples of where you look for recognisable 

patterns. That means more than just the pattern itself. I'll give 

you a couple of examples. Road signs. Now they are patterns that we 

see every day and recognise and they give us a great deal of 

information. Reading. fiords are recognisable patterns that we 'see' 

and understand every day. Since Chenobyl I hope you would all 

recognise a radiation sign, another pattern that we have stored. Ve 

organise what we see to the patterns in our heads. I want you now 

to think of any examples of your own and write them down. 

Examples from pupils; 

Flags of countries, red for danger, piano keyboard, emblem, e.g., 

rose for England,COlIputer keyboard, peoples characteristics, e.g., 

Tom and Jerry, writing characteristics, patterns of letters, e.g., 

alphabet, logos, known telephone numbers, signatures, known 

number plates on cars, pop groups that are instantly 

recognisable, traffic lights, types of writing, e.g., lists, 

letters, work cards, television adverts, clothes fashionable Dr 

not, medals, people's voices, design diagrams, spelling, e,g" 
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misspelt words, musical notes, map signs, short forms of longer 

words, e.g., cm, km, word searches, walking and running style. 

Friday 16th Kay 

Today I want to take our thinking about analysing patterns a little 

further. I asked you to think of things in which you recognise 

patterns. Ve have many patterns in our heads that mean something to 

us. I asked you to think of as many as you could. I will read you 

the list that you contributed. Some of you said the same things and 

of course they are only included once. The list was as follows: (list 

above read with some embellishments). Now the next stage is to try 

to think of patterns that we have power to alter or patterns that do 

alter. One example comes from the list I've given you. Traffic 

lights. That pattern changes and the change in pattern is 

significant. Now I want you to think of patterns that change or we 

can change. What things to we reorganise in our lives? 

Examples given; 

1) The way voices change, e.g., temper, soothing, grvllPY etc., 

2) Changes of tone when motor bikes change gear, 

3) Plants growing to a set pattern, i.e., seed, plant, flower, 

seed, 

4) Aging process in people follows a set pattern, 

5) Speed bani; patterns of instructions for set outcomes, 

6) Anal~ watch; the hands position is changing all the ti.e, 

7) Telephone numbers; various codes denote particular areas, 

8) Vriting styles alter as you get older, 

9) Change in tone of bath water as it fi11s, 

10) ICusical notes Tlalre a pattern that can be altered and the 

music changes, 
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11> Changing patterns of a computer game, as you do well or not 

different patterns are produced, 

12) Altering words to fit a tune, 

13) Speech, dialects etc., 

14) People change clothes but are still recognisable, 

15) Changing hair styles, 

16) Alphabets in different languages, 

17) Changing colours of make up, 

18) Spelling mistakes, 

19) The same meaning in different languages are usually different 

words or the same word may have totally different meanings, 

20) Changing the tune of a door bell, 

21> Transformers (the child type that can be changed from one 

thing to another, e.g., rocket to robot). 

Wednesday 21st Kay. 

Today is the last step in this group of activities in which you need 

to identify and reorganize patterns. Ok so we have identified sOllie 

patterns that make sense. Ve've reorganized those patterns to try to 

produce a solution. Then what! Vhat if we haven't an answer to the 

problem what then? (Give up). Not i1llmediately surely. (Try again). 

Vhat word would you use if you tried again and again until you got a 

solution. (Repeating). Good that will do fine. Now lets write dowD 

a summary of bow we go about solving this type of reorganizing 

problem. 

Identification of patterns that make SOlJe sense, 

Reorganization of those patterns trying to produce a solution. 
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Repeating identification and reorganization of patterns that make 

sence until the problem is solved. 

Group 3: disembedding. 

The final group of activities, i.e., disembedding was done in the same 

way. A summary of the pupils' responses and the final short three line 

synopsis (similar to immediately above) is given in part 3 below. 

Part 3 

The summary was given to pupils as a revision homework immediately 

before post testing. 

In the first group of activities I had tried to get you to look at 

comparison problems by ANALYSING, COXPARING AND REFLECTING. 

ANALYSING. 

Some of the words we came up with when analysing systematically 

and carefully were; look, shapes, study, careful, compare, 

si1lilarities, differences, observe, examine, analyse, looking 

systematically, characters: some of the examples you gave were; 

1) Tinned food, looking at labels for contents ego additives, 

sugar, eat by date etc., 

2) Look at recipes to see what is required for a meal: you 

might then compare to see if you have what was required by 

in the recipe in the cupboard, 

3) Soap to see if it contains things to ",hich someone might be 

allergic, 
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4) Instructions on things bought, e.g., seeds, models, dress 

patterns, 

5) Dictionaries and indexes to find references to information 

required, telephone book for telephone numbers, 

6) Computer programs to find sources of errors, 

7) Looking through work and answers to see if there are any 

mistakes, 

8) Looking for traffic before crossing the rCJ.2d. 

SOlie of the words we used when we looked for significant 

variables were; systematically, analYSing, characters , 

sillllari ties, differences, change, alter, transform, vary, 

variables, illportant variables, significant variables and some of 

the examples you gave were; 

1) Anagrams: significant variables are groups or patterns of 

letters that 1Day make some sense, 

2) Looking for a book in a library; significant variables are 

groupings of books in library by tbeir systeJTJ, 

3) Dentist; looking systeJTJatically so he doesn't .iss decay, 

tben has systeJTJatic types of treat1Dent for particular 

deerees of disease, 

4) Taking an engine apart; you need to take is apart 

systematically so that you can put it back together, the 

variables are the pieces you a taking apart, 

5) ColJPuter progralJSi you need to tell the ccmputer in a 

systematic order how to perform, the variables would be the 

lines or series of instructions that .ake up the progra., 
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6) Classifying things; anything that you classify into any type 

of order has the significant variables you consider and 

other that you don't, e.g., plants, colour, type of leaf, 

flower, height, 

7) Finding out what is wrong with a car; you don't take the 

whole car to pieces to mend a headlamp bulb, so the 

significant variables are not the whole car, but the system 

of the car that doesn't work. 

COKPARING. 

The next stage was comparing and some of the words used here 

were; changes, 1J1ter, transform, vary, variables. When we 

compare we are looking for similarities and differences. 

Examples of where we look for similarities and differences in 

every day life were; 

1> Recipe to see if what the recipe requires you have in the 

cupboard, 

2) Jig saw where you compare pieces with the picture to find if 

there are any missing. 

3) C011lptJre maps to c011lpare where you IJre by your surrounding 

with symbols on a map, 

4) Computers gaJJes given in the activities, 

5) Blrds and wild flowers by comptJring the sample with pictures 

in .!II book to find out the name of your SlJlJp1e, 

6) Cars if you are going to buy a car COllj>IJre size, prize, 

m.p.g., colour etc. between models, 
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7) Weather by comparing weather forecast with the weather that 

you get, 

8) Treasure hunt where you compare the clues with you 

surroundings, 

9) Your spelling of a word with that in a dictionary. 

Next we looked at comparing the important variables and noted 

what these variables were. Here are some examples you gave. 

1) Comparing humans with other animal; number of legs, eyes, 

hair, teeth, diet, size etc, 

2) Walking or getting a lift home; length of time, laziness, 

cost, ease, weather, 

3) Crisps; cost, flavour, type, weight, make, influence of TV, 

4) Xoods; good days dad comes in smiling, chatty, doesn't slam 

doors, bad day dad is grumpy, sour faced, rude and bangs 

doors, 

5) Drinks; flavour, cost, size, colour, alcoholic, type of 

container, additives, 

6) Televisions; colour/black and white, size, cost, rent/buy, 

remote control, fMr phone plug, computer input, 

7) Sweets; type, colour, size, cost, flavour, what your friends 

like, what you like, 

8) People; height, "eight, sex, colour, religion, age, status, 

personality, hair colour, type of clothes "orn. 
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REFLECTING 

Having compared carefully all the significant variables we then 

decided that we should reflect on what we had done before 

answering and so landed up wi th; 

.......... , ... ".,. 
Analys1lJ8; systeaat1cally 1d8lJt1fy1lJ8 tbe variables tlJat 
.atter, 
Caapar1lJ8; coapar1D8 only tbe variables that .aatter, 
Ref1ectiDjJ'; reviewinII solutions before answerm/f • . , .. ,."""",., .. 

The next sort of problem we tried to solve and think about our 

thinking were those that needed IDENTIFICATION of patterns and 

REORGANISING them REPEATING if necessary until a solution is found. 

IDENTIFICATION OF PATTERNS 

Examples of the words we used when thinking about recognising 

patterns werej solve, groups, vowels, letters together, order, 

pattern, arrangement, sequence, sort, reorganise, look again, new 

groups. 

Examples you gave of where we recognise patterns in every day 

life were; flags of countries, red for danger, piano keyboard, 

embleJI, e.8., rose for England, cars by variation in patterns, 

computer keyboard, peoples characteristics, e.If., TOlD and Jerry, 

writing characteristics, types of buildings, patters of letters, 

e.g., alphabet, 108OS, known telephone numbers, signatures, known 

number plates on cars, pop groups that are instantly 

recognisable, flower types, traffic lights, types of writing, e.g., 
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lists, letters, work cards, television adverts, clothes 

fashionable or not, medals, people's voices, design diagrams, 

spelling, e.g., :misspelt words, musical notes, map signs, short 

forms of longer words, e.g., cm. km., word searches, walking and 

running style. 

REORGANISING PATTERNS 

Next we tried to find examples of where we reorganise patterns 

in our lives. The examples you gave were; 

1. The way voices change, e.g., temper, soothing, grumpy etc., 

2. Changes of tone when motor bikes change gear, 

3. Plants growing to a set pattern, i.e., seed, plant, flower, 

seed, 

4. Aging process in people follows a set pattern, 

5. Speed bank; patterns of instructions for set outcomes, 

6. Analqg watch; the hands position is changing all the time, 

7. Telephone numbers; various codes denote particular areas, 

8. Jlritlng styles alter as you get older, 

9. Change in tone of bath water as it fills, 

10. llusical notes make a pattern that can be altered and the 

music changes, 

11. Changing patterns of a computer game, as you do well or not 

different patterns are produced, 

12. Altering words to fit a tune, 

13. Speech, dialects etc., 

14. People change clothes but are still recognisable, 

15. Changing halr styles, 
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16. "Alphabets in different languages, 

17. Chan8ing colours of make up, 

18. Spellin8 mistakes, 

19. The same meaning in different languages are usually different 

words or the same word may have totally different meanings, 

20. Changing the tune of a door bell, 

21. Transformers (the child type that can be changed from one 

thing to another, e.g., rocket to robot). 

REPEATING 

It is necessary to repeat the identification and reorganising of 

patterns until a solution 1s found. 

*I"""""."""" 
Identification; of patterns that aake scme sense, 
Reorganisation; of those pattenJs try to produce a solution, 
Repeat; identlfication and reorganisation of patterns that 
.like seDce until problea is solved. 

*'***""",.",."" 

In the final sort of problem we tried looking for simple patterns 

inside cOllplex patterns by SEPARATING recognisable bits from the 

complex then RECOXBINING systematically until OTHER COXBINATIONS 

had been found. 

Examples of words we used when looking for simple patterns hidden in 

more cOllplex ones werej separating, looking carefully, changing the 

way you look, reorganising, hidden, one thing inside another, 

disgUised, not easily recognised, cheating, concealed, simple, 
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complicated, restructure, difficult to see, combined, same thing used 

twice for different things, recombine. 

Examples you gave of where we SEPARATE the simple from the complex; 

1) papers in filing cabinets, 

2) my house in a street, town, county, 

3) sparking plug part of an engine, part of a car, 

4) I'm part of a tutor group, part of a year, 

5) Tewkesbury is part of Gloucestershire, part of England, 

Europe, World, 

6) some ladders can be made into steps, 

7> multipurpose tools can be made into screwdrivers, spanners 

etc., 

8) looking for someone in a crowd, 

9) finding your car in a car park, 

10) finding someone on a beach, 

11) looking words up in a dictionary, 

12) finding places on a map, 

13) finding a room in a large school, 

14) finding your bus route in a timetable, 

RECOMBINING 

Often there is more than one way of organising a complex 

pattern of things. So it is necessary to RECOJlBIlIE the bits in 

a complex pattern to see if there are any other important 

J>cl tterns. 
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NEW COXBINA T IONS. 

Examples of where we recOJDb11le old pattt?rns to find new patterns 

werej 

1) transformers (the pupil robot/lorry type), 

2) I'm part of a tutor group, and part of a school house, 

3) daddy is daddy, uncle, husband, man, lorry driver, 

4) a set of clothes can be worn in many different combinations, 

5) some groups of letters can be recombined to make different 

words, 

6) cars using parts of the saIDe road going to and froID 

different places, 

•••••••••••••••• .,**** 
Separating i 

RecaablnllJ8i 
'e", combinations; 

finding saaller parts tba t aake sense froa 
a large ~plex ",hole, 
to aake, 
tbat also .Drake sense. 
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TABLE APPENDIX 5-1: NEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRE- AND POST-
TEST SCORES ON GROUP EKBEDDED FIGURES TEST BETWEEN EXPERINENTAL 

GROUPS AND CONTROLS. 

Difference 
Pre-test Post-test pre - post 

N X 0- X 0- x.c ... -Xr 0-

--
Expt. Spl 20 5.40 3.72 12.15 5.27 6.75 4.27 
Tixpt. sp2a 2.'3 5.13 4.03 13.30 4.20 8.17 2.64 
Expt. Sp2b 19 3.84 3.32 10.42 4.67 6.58 2.97 
Expt. sps2a+2b 42 4.55 3.74 11.98 4.63 7.45 2.87 
Control Sp1 21 3.33 2.20 5.62 3.22 2.29 1.77 
Control Sp2 20 4.50 3.83 6.80 4.572 2.30 3.11 
Control 1+2 41 3.90 3.12 6.20 3.93 2.29 2.48 

TABLE APPENDIX 5-2: KEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PRE- AND POST-
TEST SCORES ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK II BETWEEN EXPERINENTAL 

GROUPS AND CONTROLS. 

Difference 
Pre-test Post-test pre - post 

N X 0- X fr X::z-X, tr 

Expt. Spl 20 3.65 0.99 4.35 0.93 0.70 0.87 
Expt. gp2a 23 3.39 0.66 4.65 0.98 1.26 0.86 
Expt. gp2b 19 3.58 0.96 4.63 0.95 1.05 0.52 
Expt. sps2a+2b 42 3.48 0.80 6.64 0.96 1.16 0.73 
Control gpl 21 2.91 1.14 3.29 1.31 0.38 0.92 
Control gp2 20 2.75 0.91 3.00 1.34 0.25 1.07 
Control 1+2 41 2.83 1.02 3.15 1.32 0.32 0.99 
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TABLE APPENDIX 5-3: NEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
SCORES ON CLASS SCIENCE TEST BETVEEN EXPERINENTAL 

GROUPS AND CONTROLS. 

Post test 

N X (Y 

Expt. gp1 20 76.55 13.77 
Expt. gp2a 20 71.26 12.26 
Expt. gp2b 20 70.05 13.90 
Control gpl 21 71.19 9.16 
Control gp2 20 65.30 14.94 
Control 1+2 41 68.32 12.53 

TABLE APPENDIX 5-4: t-TESTS, EFFECT SIZES AND PERCENTILES BETrlEEN 
EXPT.GPS. AND CONTROLS ON THE DIFFERENCES BETrlEEN PRE AND 

POST TEST SCORES ON THE GROUP ENBEDDED FIGURES TEST, 
SCIENCE REASONING TASK II & CLASS SCIENCE TEST. 

Expt.gp. 1 Expt.gp. 2a 

N t-test sz.e %le t-test sz.e %le 

Group Embedded Figures 

ctr 1 20 10.14. 1.18 88% 19.79. 1.68 95% 
ctr 2 21 8.66 .. 1.01 84% 15.41. 1.41 92% 

Science Reasoning Task II. 

ctr 1 20 2.38c 0.29 
ctr 2 21 3.030 0.42 

ctr 1 20 1.45. 
ctr 2 21 2.480::1 

61% 6.83. 0.84 
66% 7.14. 1.00 

Class Science Test. 

2.14. 
1.44 

80% 
84% 

Expt.gp 2b 

t-test 

12.89. 
10.08. 

5.81. 
6.12. 

-0.31 
1.03 

sz.e 

1.24 
1.04 

0.61 
O. 76 

%le 

89% 
85% 

73% 
78% 

tlMr,: '1,' • .il' '''let, II,· plrClntiJ" • p(O,005, Co p<O.OOIl, c p(O, 025, d p(O. 01, I p(0.12S 
Expt. gpo I N= 20, Expl. gp 21 N=23, EKpl. gpo 2b N-19 

For DiagrR~tic representation of size effects after Rosenthal 

(1978) and Smith & Glass (1977, 1981) see diagrams appendix 5-1 to 5-

4. 
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FIGURE APPENDIX 5-1: SHADED AREA SHOw.s 82% OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 1 ARE BETTER THAN THE MEAN OF THE CONTROL 

GROUP ON THE GROUP EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST. 

E"""".cf· 0.1.:r ... 

experilllent1} group 

FIGURE APPENDIX 5-2: SHADED AREA SHOw.s 91% OF THE EXPERIXENTAL 
GROUPS 2a+2b ARE BETTER THAN THE XEAN OF THE CONTROL 

GROUP ON THE GROUP EXBEDDED FIGURES TEST. 

E'" ".c 'to .1.:z._ 

e~penlAen t.3 J group 
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FIGURE APPENDIX 5-3: SHADED AREA SHOM'S 64% OF THE EXPERIKENTAL 
GROUP 1 ARE BETTER THAN THE MEAN OF THE CONTROL 

GROllP ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK II. 

control group experi.ental group 

FIGURE APPENDIX 5-4: SHADED AREA SHOv.s 79% OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 2a +2b ARE BETTER THAN THE XEAN OF THE CONTROL 

GROUP ON SCIENCE REASONING TASK I I. 

E'f' .,.ct· .1 z •• 

~xperi.ental group 
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This table of significance values for D was calculated using the formula 
in Guilford (1973) page 226; 

where V = 1.22 for significance at 0.100 
D = V Nl + 52 V = 1.36 " If " 0.050 

Nl X N2 V = 1.63 " If " 0.010 
V = 1.95 " " If 0.001 

Sig = 0.1 

N2 - 18 10 20 21 22 23 24 25 20 27 

III 2 17 0 . 4120 0.4073 0.4025 0.3080 0.3040 0 . 31102 0.3807 0.3835 0 .380~ 0 . 3777 
III = 18 0 . 4007 0.4013 0.3004 0.31110 0.3877 0 . 3830 0.3804 0 .3771 0.3741 0 .37 12 
Nl '" 19 0.4013 0.3058 0.3008 0.3803 0.3821 0 . 3782 0 . 3740 0.3713 0 .3082 0.30~3 
III .. 20 0.3904 0.3008 0.3858 0 .3812 0.3709 0.3730 0.30114 0 .3000 0.3020 0.3500 
III .. 21 0.3010 0 .3803 0.3812 0 .3705 0.3722 0 .3082 0 .3046 0.3011 0.3~711 0 .3~~ 0 

Nl '" 22 0.3877 0 . 3821 0.3709 0.3722 0.3078 0.3038 0.3001 0 .3~06 0.3534 0 .3504 
Nl 23 0.3839 0.3782 0.3730 0.3082 0.3038 0 .3508 0.3500 0 .3~25 0 .3402 0 .3402 
H1 24 0.3804 0.3740 0.3694 0 .3045 0.3001 0.3500 0.3522 0.3486 0.3453 0.3423 
Nl = 25 0.3771 0.3713 0.3000 0.3011 0 . 3500 0 .3525 0 .3480 0.3451 0.3417 0.3380 
Nl = 20 0 .3741 0.3682 0.3020 0.3~711 0.3534 0.3402 0 .3453 0 .3417 0.3384 0.3352 
Nl .. 27 0.3712 0.3053 0 .3590 0.3550 0.3504 0.3402 0.3423 0.3360 0.33~2 0.3320 
N1 = 28 0.3080 0.3020 0.3572 0.3522 0.3470 0.3433 0.3394 0.3357 0 . 3323 0 . 3291 
N1 .. 29 0.3001 0.3001 0.3540 0.3400 0.3440 0.3400 0.3307 0.3330 0 . 320~ 0 . 3203 
N1 '" 30 0.3037 0 .3577 0.3522 0.3471 0.3424 0.3381 0.3341 0.3304 0.3200 0 . 3230 
N1 .. 31 0 .3015 0.3555 0.3499 0.3446 0.3401 0.3357 0.3317 0. 3270 0 .3244 0 .32 12 
N1 32 0.3594 0 .3533 0.3478 0.3420 0.3370 0.3335 0 .32114 0 .3257 0 .322 1 0 .3188 
N1 2 33 0.3575 0.3513 0.3457 0.3400 0.3358 0 .33 14 0.3273 0.3235 0.3100 0 .3 100 
III 2 34 0.3550 0.3494 0.3438 0.3380 0.3338 0.3204 0 .3a53 0.3214 0.3178' 0.3145 
N1 = 35 0 .3539 0.3477 0.3420 0.3308 0'.3319 0.3275 0.3233 0.3105 0 .3 150 0 .3 125 
H1 = 30 0 .3522 0.3459 0.3402 0.3350 0 .3301 0.3257 0.3215 0.3170 0 . 3140 0 . 3100 
N1 = 37 0.3500 0.3443 0.3380 0.3333 0.3285 0.3239 0.3198 0.3159 0.3122 0 .3088 

H1 - 38 0.3491 0.3428 0.3370 0.3317 0.3208 0.3223 0.3181 0.3142 0.310~ 0 .3071 
Nl = 39 0.3470 0.3413 0.3355 0.3302 0.3253 0.3207 0 .3 10~ 0.3120 0.3089 0 .3 0~4 

III - 40 0.3403 0.3399 0.3341 0.3288 0.3238 0.3193 0.3150 0.3110 0.3073 0.3030 
N1 .. 41 0.3450 0.3380 0.3327 0.3274 0.3224 0.3178 0.3130 0.3090 0 .3059 0.302 4 

N1 - 42 0.3437 0.3373 0.3314 0.3201 0.3211 0.3105 0.3122 0.3082 0 .3044 0.300 
N1 2 43 0.3425 0 .3301 0.3302 0.3248 0.3198 0.3152 0.3109 0.3008 0.3031 0 . 2990 
Hl .. 44 0.3413 0.3349 0.3290 0.3230 0.3180 0.3139 0.3090 0.3050 0.3018 0.21183 
Nl = 45 0.3402 0.3338 0.3279 0.3224 0.3174 0.3127 0.3084 0.3043 0.3005 0 . 2070 
H1 '" 40 0.3392 0 .3327 0.3208 0.3213 0.3102 0.3110 0 .3072 0.3031 0.21103 0 . 21158 
Nl 47 0.3382 0.3317 0.3257 0.3202 0.3152 0.3105 0.3001 0.3020 0 .21182 0 . 2940 

. Sig 2 0.05 

· N2 18 111 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 20 27 

, Hl 2 17 0.4000 0.4~40 0 . 448C 0.4437 0.4302 0.4350 0.4311 0.4275 0.4242 0 . 4211 
H1 '" 18 0.4533 0.4473 0.4419 0.4308 0 . 4322 0.4280 0 . 4241 0.4204 0 . 41 70 0.04136 

:H1 .. 10 0.4473 0.4412 0.4357 0.4300 0.4259 0. 4210 0.4170 0.41311 0 . 41 05 0.4072 
Nl 20 0.4410 0.4357 0.4301 0.4240 0.4202 0.4158 0 . 4118 0 . 4080 0.404~ 0 . 4012 
N1 .. 21 0.4308 0.4300 0.4240 0.4197 0.4149 0.4105 0.4004 0 . 4020 0.31100 0 .39~7 
III .. 22 0.4322 0.42511 0.4202 0.41411 0.4101 0.4050 0.4014 0.31170 0.31140 0.3000 
N1 = 23 0 . 4280 0.4210 0.4158 0.4105 0.4050 0.4010 0.31168 0.311211 0 . 36113 0 .36~1I 
N1 .. 24 0.4241 0.4170 0 . 4118 0.4004 0.4014 0.3006 0.3020 0 .3887 0 .38~ 0 0 .38 1~ 

Nl - 25 0.4204 0.4130 0.4080 0.4020 0.3070 0 .3029 0.3687 0.3847 0.3809 0.3775 
Hl '" 20 0 . 4170 0.4105 0.4045 0.3900 0.31140 0 .3893 0.3850 0.3800 0 .3772 0 . 3737 
1f1 = 27 0 . 4138 0.4072 0.4012 0.31157 0.31100 0.38511 0.3815 0.377~ 0.3737 0 .3701 
H1 '" 28 0.41011 0.4042 0.31182 0.31120 0.3875 0.3827 0 .3783 0.3742 0 .3704 0 . 3008 
N1 29 0.4081 0.4014 0.3953 0.3807 0.3845 0.37117 0.3753 0 .3712 0 .3073 0 . 3037 
III '" 30 0.4055 0.3087 0.3920 0.3800 0.3617 0.3700 0.3725 0.3083 0.3044 0.3008 
III - 31 0.4030 0.3002 0.31101 0.3844 0.371H 0.3743 0 .3008 0.30~0 0.3017 0 . 3~80 
N1 32 0,4007 0.3030 0.3877 0.38111 0.3707 0.3718 0.3072 0 .3030 0.35111 0.35~4 
H1 '" 33 0.3985 0.3017 0.3854 0.3790 0.3743 0 . 3004 0 .3048 0 .3000 0.3500 0.3529 

· Nl '" 34 0.3904 0.3805 0.3832 0.377~ 0.3721 0.3072 0.3020 0.3~83 0.3~43 0 . 3~00 
Nl = 35 0 .3045 0.3875 0.3812 0.3754 0 . 3700 0.3051 0.3004 0.3561 0.3~21 0 . 3 464 
III '" 30 0.31120 0.3850 0.3703 0.3734 0.3080 0.3030 0.3584 0.3541 0.3500 0.3402 
III - 37 0.3908 0.3836 0.3775 0.3710 0.3001 0.3011 0.3504 0.3521 0 .3480 0.3442 
III • 38 0.3891 0.3821 0.3757 0.3098 0.3043 0.3503 0.3540 0.3502 0 , 3 401 0.3423 
III - 30 0 .3675 0.380~ 0.3740 0.3081 0.3020 0.3~70 0 . 3~28 0.3464 0 .3443 0.340~ 

III - 40 0.3800 0.3780 0.3725 0.3005 0.3010 0.35511 0.3512 0.3407 0.3420 0.3387 
III - 41 0.3845 0.3774 0.3700 0 .3040 0.3594 0.3~43 0.3405 0.34~1 0 .3410 0.3371 
11'1 - 42 0.3831 0.3700 0.3095 0 .3035 0.3579 0.3528 0.3480 0.3435 0.3394 0.33~5 

· III - 43 0 . 3816 0.3740 0.3061 0 .3021 0.3~05 0.3513 0.3405 0.3420 0.3370 0.33311 
III - 44 0.3805 0.3733 0.3008 0.3007 0.3~51 0.3409 0 . 3451 0.3400 0.3304 0 . 332~ 
III - 45 0.3703 0.3721 0.3055 0 .3504 0.3538 0.348C 0.3438 0 .3302 0.33~0 0.3311 
N1 - 40 0.3781 0.3700 0.3043 0.3582 0 .3~25 0.3473 0 . 3425 0.3379 0.3337 0 .3207 
III - 47 0.3770 0.3007 0 .3031 0.3570 0.3513 0.3401 0.3412 0 . 3307 0.3324 0 .3284 
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Appendix 6: KoJgrollov-$, irnov tibJe J N Collings: OOdofiJ thesis 1987 

S1s ~ 0.01 

N2 ,. 18 19 2 0 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

N1 ,. 17 0 .:5:513 0.5442 0.5377 0.5318 0.5264 0 . 5213 0.5167 0 . 5124 0 .5084 0 .5047 
N1 .. 18 0 .5433 0.5301 0 . 5290 0.5236 0.5180 0.5130 0.5082 0.5039 0 . 4998 0. 496 0 
N1 ,. 19 0 .5301 0 . 5288 0.5222 0.5161 0.5105 0.5053 0 . 5005 0 . 4961 0.492 0 0 . 488 1 
Ifl ,. 2 0 0 .5290 0.5222 0.5155 0.5093 0.5030 0.4984 0 . 4935 0.4890 0 . 4848 0 . 4809 
Ifl .. 2 1 0 . 5230 0.5101 0.5093 0.5030 0.4973 0.4920 0 . 4871 0 . 4825 0.4782 0 . 4743 
Ifl .. 22 0 . 5180 0.5105 0.5036 0 . 4973 0.4915 0 . 4801 0.4811 0 . 4765 0 . 4722 0 . 4682 
N1 .. 23 0 . 5130 0.5053 0.4984 0.4920 0 . 4861 0 . 4807 0 . 4756 0.4709 0 . 4666 0 . 4625 
Ifl .. 2 4 0 . 5082 0 . 5005 0.4935 0.4871 0.4811 0.4756 0.4705 0.4658 0.4614 0 . 4573 
Ifl .. 25 0.5039 0.4901 0.4890 0.4625 0.476:5 0.4709 0.4056 0.4610 0.4506 0 . 4524 
lil ,. 20 0.4998 0.4920 0.4848 0.4782 0.4722 0.4600 0.4614 0 . 4566 0.4521 0 . 4479 
Ifl - 2 7 0 . 4900 0.4881 0.4809 0.4743 0.4682 0.4025 0.4573 0.4524 0.4479 0 . 4436 
li1 .. 2 8 0 . 4924 0.4845 0.4772 0.4705 0.4644 0.4567 0.4534 0.4485 0 . 4439 0.4397 
Ifl .= 29 0 . 4891 0.4811 0.4738 0 . 4671 0.4009 0.4551 0 . 4498 0.4449 0 . 4402 0 . 43 59 
1f1 .. 3 0 0 . 4800 0.4779 0.4705 0.4038 0.4575 0 . 4518 0.4464 0.4414 0 . 4368 0.4324 
Ifl . 3 1 0 . 4830 0 . 4749 0.4075 0 . 4007 0 . 4544 0 . 4480 0.4432 0 . 4382 0 . 4335 0.4291 
Nl - 32 0.4802 0.4721 0.4046 0.4:578 0.4514 0.4450 0.4402 0 . 4351 0.4304 0.4259 
Ifl .. 3 3 0.4770 0.4094 0.4019 0 . 4550 0.4486 0.4428 0 . 4373 0 . 4322 0 . 4274 0 . 4230 
If l .. 3 4 0.4751 0.4009 0.4593 0.4:524 0.4460 0.4401 0 . 4346 0.4294 0.4247 0.4202 
1f1 .. 35 0 . 4728 0.4045 0.4:509 0.4499 0.4435 0.4375 0.4320 0.4268 0.42 20 0.4175 
Ifl .. 3 0 0.4705 0.4622 0 . 4546 0 . 4470 0.4411 0.4351 0.4295 0.4244 0 . 4195 0.4150 
1f1 3 7 0.4084 0 . 4000 0.4524 0.4453 0.4388 0 . 4328 0 . 4272 0.4220 0.4171 0.4126 
N1 ,. 3 8 0 . 4004 0.4580 0.4503 0.4432 0.4307 0.4300 0.4250 0.4198 0 . 4149 0 . 4103 
Nl .. 3 9 0.4045 0.4560 0.4483 0.4412 0.4340 0.4285 0 . 4229 0 . 4176 0 . 4127 0.4081 
1f1 '" 40 0 . 4020 0.4542 0.4404 0 . 4393 0.4327 0.4265 0 . 4209 0 .4156 0 . 4106 0 . 406 0 
Ifl .. 41 0.4009 0.4524 0.4440 0.4374 0.4308 0.4246 0.4189 0.4136 0 . 4086 0.4040 
Ifl - 42 0.4:592 0.4507 0.4428 0.4356 0.4290 0.4228 0.4171 0.4117 0.4068 0.4021 
Ifl ,. 43 0.4576 0.4490 0.4412 0.4339 0.4273 0.4211 0.4153 0.4100 0 . 4049 0 . 4002 
Ifl '" 44 0.4561 0.4475 0.4396 0.4323 0 . 4250 0.4194 0 . 4136 0 . 4082 0 . 4032 0 . 3985 
Ifl - 45 0.4546 0.4400 0.4380 0.4308 0.4240 0 . 4178 0 . 4120 0.4066 0.4015 0.3968 
Ifl 40 0.4:532 0.4445 0.4306 0.4293 0.4225 0.4163 0.4104 0.4050 0 .3999 0.30 5 2 
Nl .. 47 0.4518 0 . 4431 0.4352 0.4278 0 . 4211 0 . 4148 0.4089 0 . 403 5 0 . 3984 0 . 3936 

S1s = 0 . 001 

1f2 - 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 2 7 

Ifl .. 17 0 . 6595 0.0510 0.6433 0.6362 0 . 6297 0.6237 0.6182 0 . 6130 0 . 6082 0 . 6037 
. Ifl .. 18 0.6500 0.6414 0.6335 0.6264 0.6198 0.6137 0 . 6080 0.0028 0.5979 0.5934 

Nl .. 19 0.6414 0.6327 0.6247 0.6174 0.6107 0.6045 0.5988 0 . 5935 0 . 5885 0 . 5839 
. In ,. 20 0.6335 0.6247 0.6166 0.6093 0.6025 0.5962 0.5904 0.5850 0.5800 0.5753 

Nl .. 21 0.6264 0.6174 0.6093 0.6018 0.5949 0.5886 0 . 5827 0.5772 0.5721 0 . 5674 
Nl .. 22 0.6198 0 . 6107 0.0025 0.5949 0 . 5879 0.5815 0.5756 0.5700 0.5049 0.5601 
N1 .. 23 0.6137 0.6045 0.5962 0 .5880 0.5815 0.5750 0.5690 0 . 5634 0.5582 0.5533 
III - 24 0 . 6080 0.5988 0.5904 0.5827 0.5756 0 . 5090 0.5029 0.5573 0.5520 0 . 5471 
Jrl ,. 25 0 . 6028 0.5935 0.5850 0.5772 0 . 5700 0.5634 0.5573 0.5515 0.5462 0 . 5412 
Ifl - 26 0 . 5979 0.5885 0.5800 0.5721 0.5649 0.5582 0.5520 0.5462 0 . 5408 0 . 5358 
Jr1 - 27 0.5934 0.5830 0.5753 0.5674 0.5601 0.5533 0.5471 0 . 5412 0 . 5358 0.5307 
1f1 ,. 28 0.5891 0.5706 0.5709 0.5629 0.5556 0.5488 0.5424 0.5300 0.5311 0 . 5260 

· In - 29 0.5851 0.5755 0.5668 0.5587 0 . 5513 0.5445 0.:5381 0 . 5322 0 . :5267 0.5215 
Nl .. 30 0 . 5814 0.5'717 0.5629 0.5548 0.5473 0.5404 0.5340 0 . 5281 0.5225 0 . 5173 
1f1 - 31 0 . 5779 0.5681 0.5593 0.5511 0.5436 0.5306 0.5302 0.5242 0 . :5180 0 . 5133 
Ifl - 32 0.5745 0.5648 0.5558 0.5476 0.5401 0.5331 0 . 5266 0.5205 0.5149 0.5096 
Nl .. 33 0.5714 0.5616 0.5526 0.5443 0.5367 0.5297 0.5231 0.5170 0.5113 0 . 5000 
N1 .. 34 0.5684 0.5585 0.5405 0.5412 0.5336 0.5205 0 . 5199 0 . 5137 0 . 5080 0.5027 
N1 .. 35 0.5656 0.5557 0.5466 0.5383 0.5306 0 . 5234 0 . 5168 0 . 5100 0 . 5040 0 . 4095 
Jrl - 36 0.5629 0.5530 0.5438 0.5354 0.5277 0 . 5205 0.5139 0.5077 0.5010 0 . 4904 
N1 .. 37 0.5604 0.5504 0.5412 0.5328 0.5250 0 . 5178 0.5111 0.5048 0 . 4990 0 . 4930 
Nl .. 38 0.5580 0.5479 0.5387 0.5302 0.5224 0.5152 0.5084 0 . 5022 0 . 4963 0 . 4908 
Ifl = 39 0 . 5557 0.5456 0.5363 0.5278 0.5199 0.5127 0.5059 0.4996 0.4937 0 . 4882 
III - 40 0.5535 0.5433 0.5340 0 . 5255 0.5176 0.5103 0.5035 0 . 4972 0.4912 0 . 4857 
1If1 - 41 0.5514 0.5412 0.5319 0.5233 0.5153 0 . 5080 0.5012 0.4948 0.4889 0.4833 
Nl - 42 0 . 5494 0.5391 0.5298 0.5212 0.5132 0.5058 0.4990 0.4926 0 . 4866 0 . 4810 
Nl - 43 0.5474 0.5372 0.5278 0.5191 0 . 5111 0 . 5037 0 . 4969 0.4904 0.4844 0.4788 
Ifl - 44 0.5456 0.5353 0.5259 0.5172 0.5092 0.5017 0 . 4948 0.4884 0 . 4824 0 . 476 7 
In .. 45 0 . 5438 0.5335 0.5240 0 . 5153 0.5073 0.4998 0 . 4929 0 . 4864 0 . 4804 0.4 747 
N1 - 46 0 . 5421 0 . 5318 0.5223 0.5136 0 . 5055 0.4980 0 . 4010 0 . 4845 0.4784 0.4728 
III - 47 0 . 5405 0.5301 0.5206 0.5118 0.5037 0 . 4962 0.4892 0 . 4827 0.4766 0 . 4709 
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Appendix 7: Percentile TabJe J N Collings: Dodordl thesis /987 

This table was compiled from the relevant information Snodgrass (1977) 
page 411. 

z A(z,+) 

0,20 0,5793 
0,21 0,5932 
0,22 0,5871 
0,23 0,59/0 
0,24 0,5948 

0,25 0,5997 
0,26 0,6026 
0,27 0,6064 
0,28 0,6/03 
0,29 0,6"/ 

0,30 0,6179 
0,3/ 0,6217 
0,32 0,6255 
0,33 0,6293 
0,34 0,633/ 

0,35 0,6368 
0,36 0,6406 
0,37 0,6443 
0,38 0,6480 
0,39 0,6517 

/,00 0,8413 
/,0/ 0,8438 
/,02 0,8461 
/,03 0,8485 
1,04 0,8508 

1,05 0,8531 
1,06 0,8554 
/,07 0,8577 
1,08 0,8599 
1,09 0,8621 

1,10 0,8643 
I," 0,8664 
1,12 0,8686 
1,13 0,8708 
1,14 0,8729 

I, /5 0,8749 
I, /6 0,8770 
1,17 0,8790 
1,18 0,8810 
1,18 0,8830 

z A (z ,+ ) 

0,40 0,6554 
0,41 0,659/ 
0,42 0,6628 
0,43 0,666J 
0," 0,6700 

0,45 0,6736 
0,46 0,6772 
0,47 0,6808 
0,48 0,6944 
0,49 0,6879 

0,50 0,69/5 
0,5/ 0,6950 
0,52 0,6985 
0,53 0,70/9 
0,54 0,70S4 

0,55 0,7088 
0,56 0,7/23 
0,57 0,7157 
0,58 0,7190 
0,59 0,7224 

/,20 0,88" 
/,2/ 0,8869 
/,22 0,8888 
/,23 0,8907 
I,U 0,8925 

/,25 0,89# 
1,26 0,8962 
/,27 0,8980 
1,28 0,8997 
1,29 0,9015 

/,30 0,9032 
/,3/ 0,9049 
/,32 0,9066 
/,33 0,9082 
I,S4 0,9099 

1,35 0,9/15 
I,S6 0,9131 
1,37 0,9117 
1,38 0,9162 
1,39 0,9177 

z A (z,+ ) 

0,60 0,7257 
0,6/ 0,729/ 
0,62 0,7324 
0,63 0,7357 
0,64 0,7389 

0,65 0,7422 
0,66 0,7454 
0,67 0,7486 
0,68 0,7517 
0,69 0,7549 

0,70 0,7590 
0,7/ 0,7611 
0,72 0,7642 
0,73 0,7673 
0,74 0,7704 

0,75 0,7734 
0,76 0,7764 
0,77 0,7794 
0,79 0,7823 
0,79 0, 79S2 

/,40 0,9192 
I," 0,9207 
/,42 0,9222 
/,43 0,9236 
/,44 0,925/ 

1,45 0,9265 
1,46 0,9279 
/,47 0,9292 
1,48 0,9306 
1,49 0,93/9 

1,50 0,9332 
/,5/ 0,9345 
/,52 0,9357 
1,53 0,9370 
1,54 0,9382 

1,55 0,9394 
1,56 0,9406 
1,57 0,9"8 
1,58 0,9429 
1,59 0,9'" 
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z A(z,+) 

0,80 0,788/ 
0,81 0,79/0 
0,82 0,7939 
0,83 0,7967 
0,84 0,7995 

0,85 0,8023 
0,86 0,8051 
0,87 0,8078 
0,88 0,8106 
0,89 0,8/33 

0,90 0,8/59 
0,9/ 0,8186 
0,92 0,82/2 
0,93 0,8238 
0,94 0,8264 

0,95 0,8289 
0,96 0,8315 
0,97 0,8340 
0,98 0,8365 
0,99 0,9389 

/,60 0,9452 
/,6/ 0,9463 
1,62 0,9474 
/,63 0,9484 
/,61 0,9495 

/,65 0,9505 
/,66 0,95/5 
/,67 0,9525 
1,68 0,9535 
1,69 0,9545 

/,70 0,9554 
1, 71 0,9561 
1,72 0,9573 
/,73 0,9582 
I,U 0,9591 

I,7S 0,9599 
1,76 0,9608 
1,77 0,9616 
1,78 0,9625 
1,79 0,9633 



Appendix B: Feue~steinrs Lea~ning 

Potentia~ Assess~ent Device. 
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~jJjJMdj)( $: hwrslein's L.~.P.O. J II Co//ings: /Joclortl! 'I!~sis li9? 

In applying the Learning Potential Assessment Device Feuerstein envisaged 

a cognitive map of seven parameters, Feuerstein et. a1. (1980)j 

1) Content (i.e. the s ubject matter with which the mental act deals), 
2) Nodality (1.e. the language in which the task is presented and 

elaborated, and the response expressed e.g. verbal, figural, 
numerical, symbolic, etc. singly or in combination), 

3) Phase (1.e. input, elaboration or output), 
4) Operations (i.e. mental activity such as categorization, seriation, 

logic, multiplication etc.), 
5) Level of abstraction (i.e. distance of the mental content from the 

concrete object or event it represents), 
6) Level of complexity (f.e. number of units of information and 

their scope as well as the degree of novelty and its weight 
relative to the familiar), 

7) Level of efficiency (i.e. the speed and accuracy with which the 
act is performed). 

Items 2 and 4 are related as illustrated in Diagram appendix 8-1. 

DIAGRAX APPENDIX 8-1: INTERACTION BETVEEN ITENS 2, 4 &- 6 OF 
FEUERSTEIN'S LEARNING POTENTIAL ASSESSXENT DEVICE 

FEUERSTEIN et a1. (1980). 

s ~ r --fASK -- ",ericol ;' = 0 .. 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - tt\J~--..,......::.J" 
~- o C----------
~i: 8--------
~ ;; 
~u . A-
~§ 
":! ~ L olNITIAL TASK - -----l 

rUSED TO 7E.ACH A 
r.oc~ IT ,,0: pa I K Il'lE) 

SHIATlON ---+i 

t.CCICAL 14JtTl PLICA nOli --+1 

PE~ATlON __ .. I 

ETC •• •• 
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I?ppendix $: Feuerstein's L.A.P.O. J N Collings: Ooctordi thesis 1987 

The modalities of a task were roughly represented by test of menta.] 

ability and by the segments in the diagram above. These could be 

increasingly c011lplex represented by the successive rings. The operations 

involved were represented by the vertical sections of the cylinder. Thus 

it is possible to describe a task of a given 11lodality in terms of 

complexity and the operation in which it could be a part. For example 

numerical problems can be described by complexity and whether the task 

involves seriation or categorization etc. (diagram appendix 8-1)orj 

seriation in terms of figural modality and complexity. Feuerstein's 

parameter 3 phase, was used as a framework within which the tester 

interpreted the child's responses, and the tester's interventions whilst 

ad1llinistering the Learning Potential Assessment Device. Beasley (1984) 

11leasured changes on these co,gnitive functions observed during 

administration of the Learning Potential Assessment Device to assess pre-

post-test increases in cognitive functioning. In addition once the 

subject had been given the meta-strategies to solve the problems posed, 

the greater the difference between pre- and post-intervention performance 

during Learning Potential Assess11lent Device testing the greater was the 

possibility for further successful modifiability. 

Feuerstein listed a number of 'instrumental enrichment cognitive 

functions' within the phase parameter that were desirable for pupils to 

develop and have as strategies to solve probleJlls. The list was as 

follows; 

n Gathering infDrJRatiDD (1n~l)ut) 

1) using our senses <listening, 
feeling) to gather, clear, and 
perception) , 
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2) using a system or plan so -that we do not skip or miss 
something important or repeat ourselves (systematic 
exploration), 

3) giving the thing we gather through our senses and our 
experience a name so that we can remember it more clearly 
and talk about it (labelling), 

4) describing things and events in terms of where they occur 
(spatial referents), 

5) describing things and events in terms of when they occur 
(temporal referen ts) , 

6) deciding on the characteristics of a thing or event that 
always stay the same even when changes take place 
(conservation, consistency and object permanence), 

7) being precise when it matters (need for precision), 
8) organizing the information we gather, considering more than 

one thing at a time (using several sources of information): 

II Usins= the information we have s=atbered (e1abarlltion) , 
1) defining what the problem is, what we were being asked to 

do, and what we must figure out (analysing disequilibrium), 
2) using only that part of the information we have gathered 

that is relevant, that is, that applies to the problem and 
ignores the rest (relevance), 

3) comparing objects and experiences to others to see what is 
similar and what is different (comparative behaviour), 

4) remembering and keeping in mind the various pieces of 
information we need (broadening our mental field), 

5) organizing, ordering, counting and extracting main ideas in 
order to summarize our experiences and our knowledge 
(summative behaviour), 

6) looking for the relationship by which separlJte objects, 
events, and experiences can be tied together (prOjecting 
relationships) , 

7) using logic to prove things and to defend your opinion 
(logical evidence), 

8) having a good picture in our mind of what we are looking 
for, or what we must do (interiorization), 

g) thinking about different possibilities of figuring out what 
would happen if you were to choose one or another 
(hypothetical thinking), 

10) thinking about how to test which possibilities are better 
(test hypothesis), 

11> making a plan that will include the steps we need to take to 
reach our goal (planning behaviour), 

12) finding the class or set to which the new object of 
experience belongs (categorization); 

Ill) EK .. 'QT'EtSSi1J6 the solution to a prob1ell (Qut,put) 
1> being clear and precise in your lan8ua8e to be sure that 

there is no question as to what your answer is, put yourself 
into the 'shoes' of the listener to be sure that your answer 
will be understood (overcolling egocentric comllunication), 

2) if you can't answer a question for some reason, even though 
you 'know' the answer, don't fret or panic, leave the question 
for a little While and then, when you return to it, use a 
strategy to help you find the answer (overcoming blocking), 
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3) think things through before you answer instead of 
immediately trying to answer and making a mistlJke, and then 
trying again (overcoming trial and error), 

4) using the best words we know to explain what we are doing 
or thinking to someone else, 

5) carrying an exact picture of an object in your mind to 
IJnother placed for comparison without losing or changing 
some detail (visual transport>, 

6) giving precise and complete answers, 
7) take a minute to think about what you are going to say 

before you say it rather than JUlJping ahead with an answer 
that is not well though out. 
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